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Ed i tor' s Preface
The general circulation of the oceans was the topic of concentration
for the 1968 WHOI Summer Program in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics. Stommel
summarized the broad range of ideas and approaches to the many problems which
face the investigator of oceanographic phenomena. A series of seminars of
observational studies was followed by Louis Howard's two-week course on
theoretical concepts and techniques in rotating stratified fluids. An enter-
taining week of heated discussion on the use of chemical tracers in determining
oceanic circulation emphasized the need for a much more extensive network of
observations of chemical properties. The instructive function of theoretical
numerical modeling of ocean circulation was clearly brought out in a series of
seminars devoted to that topic. During the program various participants pre-
sented their ideas and researches on topics ranging from the micro-structure in
the surface layers of the oceans to the large scale thermal ci rculßtion of the
worl d i S oceans.
The present volume contains a summary of the lectures and seminars.
Some of the reports are detailed while others are brief descriptions of the talks.
Perhaps the most useful purpose of the volume is the idea that it conveys of the
many fascinating approaches to the understanding of our ocean environment.
We are all grateful to the National Science Foundation for its continued
support and encouragement and to Paul M. Fye for making avai lable to us the
facilities of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Mary C. Thayer has again
-'
taken on the 1 ion' s share of the task of assemb 1 i ng and typ i ng the reports for
th is and the accompanyi ng vo 1 ume. Her un i que ab i 1 i ty to keep the program funct i on-
ing smoothly is a constant source of del ight to all of the participants.
George Veron is
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I NTRODUCT ION TO THE GENERAL OCEAN C I RCULAT I ON
Hen ry Stomme 1
Lecture 1. General Considerations June 26, 1968
1. J ntroduct i on:
A selected 1 ist of references is given in Appendix 1.
The topics which wi 11 be discussed are:
(1) general ocean circulation, and
(2) special related subjects such as Gulf Stream, equatorial
currents, thermohaline circulation, etc.
General partial description of oceans will be found in books such as
liThe Oceans ii by Sverdrup, Johnson and Fl emi ng. We are go i ng to study the
dynamical theories governing these phenomena.
One way of describing the general circulation can be obtained by
considering the transport function obtained by integrating over the three
different coordinates. Each will reveal some feature of the general circula-
tion. The result is summarized in the following diagram. (Fig. 1)
II. Vertically Integrated Transport Function
1. Surface Charts (Chart 1.)
The most basic information on the circulation comes from records of
surface currents compiled by hydrographic offices from thousands of individual
observations of ship drift. The charts compiled from these observations give
the general picture of the mean surface circulation and comprise the main
evidence for features such as the Equatorial Counter-currents. Some of the
principal features shown by these charts are:
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a. In mid-latitudes of the oceans there are intense, narrow,
poleward currents on the western boundaries and slow, broad, equator-
ward drifts over the eastern parts of the oceans. These large features
have been called subtropical gyres by Munk. The intense western boundary
current occurs in the North At 1 ant i c as the Gul f Stream and in the North
Pacific as the Kuroshio Current. The situation in the Indian Ocean is
comp 1 i cated by the monsoon wi nds.
b. In northern latitudes there seem to be cyclonic gyres of smaller
scale called subpolar gyres.
c. There is an eastward-flowing current usually lying a few degrees
north of the equator in the Pacific called the Equatorial Counter-current.
This circulation seems to be driven by the mean winds over the
oceans. However, the wi nds do not show the narrow asymmetry found in the
surface currents. This paradox will be discussed in the next lecture.
Ekman did the first important study of the effect of wind on the
ocean. He found that the effect of a steady uniform wind was confined to
a sha 11 ow surface 1 ayer. The actua 1 non-un i formi ty of the wi nd resu 1 ts
in convergences and divergences in the Ekman Jayer. The resulting vertical
motions act as an important input for the geostrophic current below.
2. Geopotential Topography (Chart 2.)
The vertical balance of forces in the ocean is basically hydro-
stat i c. Consequent 1 y surfaces of equa 1 pressure are farther apart where
the density is low than where it is large. Compl icating this are spatial
variations in the earthls gravity field which requires the use of geo-
potential rather than distance. The customary oceanographic units of
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geopotential distance, and pressure correspond closely in numerical
values. Thus a separation of one meter in distance corresponds to one
dynamic meter in geopotential and one decibar in pressure.
The data from standard hydrographic stations gives the density
field in the ocean. This data provides the basis for computing the
vertical gradient of horizontal velocity between two stations. By
assuming that the deep pressure surfaces are nearly horizontal, with zero
geostrophic velocities, it is possible to determine geostrophic velocity
as a function of depth by numerical integration. The 1000-decibar surface
wi I 1 be used as the level of no motion in these lectures.
It is instructive to look at the topography of the sea surface
relative to the 1000-decibar surface. The total range of variation is
about two meters. The ma i n features of the dynami c topography do not seem
to be subject to significant seasonal variations. The seasonal distribu-
tion of data is barely good enough to show seasonal variation. Sea-level
data for mid-ocean stations such as Bermuda, show an apparent rise and fall
of the free surface with seasonal density changes once high frequency tides
and atmospheri c pressure fl uctuat ions have been f i 1 tered out. Th i s means
that the light surface waters simply expand and contract with seasonal changes
resulting in negligible pressure changes at the 1000-decibar surface, the
range is less than 20 cm, the contour interval of Chart 2.
III. Long i tud i na 11 y I ntegrated Transport Funct i on and the Vert i ca 1 Dens i ty
Structure of the Sea Water
(A) The vertical structure of the specific volume of the sea
water may be indicated in the following diagrams. (Chart 3.)
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Chart 3. Vertical distribution of specific volume anomaly 10-5 cm3/gm
at selected stations.
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water above the main thermocl ine.
2. There is an indication of a slow poleward drift of deep
water over much of the ocean bas i ns wi th an intense deep western boundary
current to provide the return flow.
3. There are two source regions for deep water: the North
Atlantic in the vicinity of Greenland, and the Weddell Sea. The source
regions are much smaller than the wider-spread upward regions underlying the
whole thermocl ine.
4. From salinity profiles there is an indication of a
net flow of North Atlantic deep water into the Pacific via the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current.
IV. The Latitudinally Integrated Transport Function
The general feature is summarized in the diagram indicated in the
introduction to this lecture. An interesting thing to notice is that there
seems to exi st a fresh-water transport of about 1 x 106 m3/sec over Panama
from Atlantic Ocean to Pacific Ocean by the moist trade winds, and this is
related to a bimodal distribution of volume vs. salinity for the whole
ocean water mass.
Notes submi tted by
Michael C. Gregg and
Han-Hs i ung Kuo
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I NTRODUCT I ON TO THE L I NEAR V I SCOUS THEOR I ES OF SVERDRUP AND MUNK
Henry Stomme 1
Lecture #2 June 24, 1968
1. The Vorticity Equation and Sverdrup's Interior Solution
Consider the steady linearized equations of motion in the form
_ ~ + Ô L): ~
-ff'V ::
L¿:th
dX Oè (1)
J¡ou ?L errl¡:: - d'j + di! east
whe re f = Jcr + ß ~ .
7:'l ) LLj
P
the cor i 0 1 is pa rameter
vert i ca 1 wi nd-stress component
pressure
~
density.
Assume at z = -h the horizontal pressure gradients and motion vanish,
and z = Zo is the sea surface (z = 0, is the mean sea surface). Besides, one
assumes that the depth of h is far less than the depth of the ocean. Thus
bottom friction is negl igible.
The vertically integrated mass transports per unit width are defined
as follows:
Se-(l
M)£== pu.d2~
-I,
j2-0
M~= ¡ovd.~
-ii
(2)
and a function P is defined as:
¡%-"
p:: pd.r
-1&
(3 )
- 13 -
Thus the equations (1) in integrated form are
-fMj=
J-/V~ =
d P + r)C /
Gl X /-l :: ~o
d P j
~ + r.~/~ -= 20
(4 )
In the above equations differentiation and integration have been
interchanged in the pressure term. No additional terms are added because
-h is chosen at zero hor i zonta 1 pressure grad i ents and terms introduced by
the variation in surface elevation are negl igible.
The integrated form of the continuity equation is
,dM~ + dM~;:
"Ox Ô ~ 0 (5)
Cross-differentiation of equations (4) with equation (5) yields the
vorticity equation first developed by Sverdrup
/3 M ~ 0 cwe 11,,~... (6)
If M is taken as zero at one meridional coast, M can be obtained usingx x
equation (5). However, the solution cannot satisfy a boundary condition at
the other coast. The dynamics of this model are not of high enough order to
permit a solution of the closed ocean basin problem.
In order to seek a more physical meaning of equation (6) let us break
each transport component into two parts: one set to represent the Ekman wi nd-
drift transport components M , M, , largely confined to the upper hundred
xe ye
meters, and the other the geostroph i c transport components Mxg' Myg' extend i ng
deeper into the main thermocline:
1\1 'I = M)(e + Mx~ ' M~ ~ M~e -r fVjci (7)
- 14 -
and
-fM :T)l1je ~-i!o fNlxe = Tjlr-"io (8)
-rM~j = _ ~~ +MlC~ = - ~~ (9)
r----,
The horizontal divergence of the Ekman wind drift, divH~e is
obta i ned from (8)
~
ole:~.t ¡Y e =
-ßMj'e + ew =r
f (10)
Because of the variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude,
all northward or southward geostrophic motions exhibit a horizontal diver-
..gence, divHMg, which can be obtained from (9)
~d.lvt- Nl~ , :: - ,lf~~ (11)
In steady state, the total horizontal divergence divHMg must vanish.
Thus the sum of equations (lol and (11) leads to equation (6). Then it is
clear that the equation (6) indicates that the divergence of the Ekman wind
drift, produced by wind, is compensated for by the divergence of the geo-
strophic flow. Thus the picture presented is a coupled flow comprised of
the Ekman layer responding to the wind and the underlying geostrophic layer
which adjusts itself to the upward or downward flow from the Ekman layer.
A serious difficulty in relating the above approach to the real ocean
is determining the actual mean wind stress over the ocean. Using the mean
wind stresses over the central North Atlantic as obtained from pilot charts,
M can be computed using equation (6). Assuming a zero velocity at great
y
depth and using density data geostrophically along 320N to compute ~(?),
- 15 -
we get fi gure (1)
1q~pth
(" 1')
o V~ ((~/sec)
..
!i-
(Figure 1)
Thus, M is given by the area of the triangle in the upper right-hand
y
corner of the figure. 3 -2M = -1/2 x 10m xl. 4 x 10 m/ sec
y
2
= -7 m /sec
Taki ng the wi dth of the North At 1 ant i c as 5000 km (5 x 106m) we get
a net i nteri or transport to the south of 35 x 1 ém3/sec.
Measurements of deep currents in the vicinity of Bermuda by Swallow
and Crease showed much larger velocities than indicated above. They found
what appears to be large (50 miles) scale eddy motion with large amplitude
(10 cm/sec) and low frequency (i cycle/2 months). This raises a question
about the lateral processes which has been neglected in the Sverdrup model
and points out that it is not possible to infer that geostrophic velocities
necessa r i 1 y van ish at great depths.
I J. Munkls Theory of the Wind-driven Ocean Circulation
By introducing a higher order term in the form of a horizontal shear
stress Munk was able to obtain solutions for the closed oceanic circulation.
-- Thus equat ions (i) become:
-foV=:- 'dp + otiC+Ki-(O-" + -a'")u.r 3x òr 'dx.'J o~,.
''----,
'dp aT (d~ êJ~)fpU=--+~+KH -+- Vo ~ ô ~ J t,' n ~ ,.
(12 )
- 16 -
where KH is the hor i zonta 1 eddy vi scos i ty.
Let us assume that:
( d-i õ2.) fro (ò2. 0:2) IA -+- M =K -i--Ua.-rdX"" d'å"-)( , H dX.1 ,,~,.
.. -h
( ò ci..) r" ((;~:aJA -+- All (I'\ - +-2 VdrëJx? 0ja l'ld = J, i- ox.a qtj'"
-~
(13)
where A ~ KW Introducing a transport function If ' defined by the
following equation
Mx :: _ d c¡0(f
() If
M~ = ÕX- ( 14)
Thus from equations (12), (13) and (14), we obtain
rA(alj dlj dlj). ol
l \axlJ + 2 Jx7-òf + Ò ~lf, -;9 ô.iJ vl
,
Eqn. for singular boundary region
=
òrx. _ êYri¡
0:J d~ (15)
Eqn. for interior region
The boundary conditions for ~ are that both ~ and its derivative
normal to the boundary shall vanish.
If the boundaries are taken as forming a simple rectangle x = 0, r,
and y = + S, and on 1 y an east-west wi nd system is assumed, LI¡ = 0, then an
approx i mate sol ut i on is of the form
"' ,-I ~rXll= r.A¡3 ~
~
whe re
v ~ ~ a3 -(1)Kl.~(lfkx + J3 _ ii) I _ i ( -k'(n-x))
.A e . \2:i~r Go + kr K)(-e -I
and
d3 :: (-f ) - (fijiÜ) 
, K= ~/ß/A
A rough plot of X(x) is given by Figure (2).
- 17 -
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Figure (2)
Us i ng the mean annua 1 zona 1 wi nds on I y, the so 1 ut i on shows that the
integrated oceanic wind-driven circulation is divided into closed circulatory
~
systems or IIgyresll. The gyres are bounded at latitudes where curl ë: = 0
-.
and are centered at 1 at i tudes where curl r is an extremum.
The Munk solution of the theoretical vertically integrated transport
is about the limit to which one can go in the physical geography of currents
using linear vertically integrated models.
Notes submitted by
Han-Hs i ung Kuo and
M i chae 1 C. Gregg
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I NERT I AL THEORY OF THE GULF STREAM
AND A LABORATORY MODEL FOR OCEANIC CIRCULATION
Henry Stomme 1
Lecture #3 June 26, 1968
1. Hydrography of the Gulf Stream
In comparing temperature and salinity profiles across the Gulf Stream
with theoretical ideas, we distinguish the following:
A' IB'
i
~/
r:/ íB
~I If( i
~ I
c
- --
.. -
-- -
c'
schematic location of
sect ion in theoret i ca 1
gyre
,.-.
actua 1 geograph i ca 1 1 ocat i on of
correspond i ng sect ion in
At 1 ant i c Ocean
a. The observed section AB corresponds to the western boundary region
A i B i of Munk i s or Stomme 11 s mode 1. The observed sect ion BC corresponds to
the Sverdrup interior region.
b. From A to B the isotherms have a large downward slope toward south
under the Gulf Stream. From B to C, the region where the Gulf Stream is being
fed, the isotherms seem to slope linearly upward with decreasing latitude.
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c. The major hydrographic difference in section ABC is the change in
thickness of the water lying between the 16°c and 200C isotherms ca 11 ed
180 water. There is a very marked decrease in thickness of the layer going
from mid-ocean to the Gulf Stream. It seems dynamically significant that this
vertical shrinking is just about the amount required for the potential vorticity
of the 1 ayer to be conserved across the St ream.
d. The 11180 waterll seems quite homogeneous in temperature and sal inity
throughout the western North Atlantic. It is not yet known where this water
comes from and what maintains it. One would expect theoretically that it is
being fed by the Ekman layer over the whole year. However, this should result
in greater temporal and spatial variations under the Ekman layer than seem to
be observed. At first glance the homogeneity of the water suggests formation
in a small region during winter months only and this seems inconsistent with
the Ekman idea.
II. A Model of the Gulf Stream with Uniform Potential Vorticity
Now let us consider a two-layer model as indicated below. Layer 2 is
at rest. r
1'9
.f
J) ~D ()()
.J
e a. s LI ., flU e
l' )(
:DB
.¡ ) layer i
1 aye r 2
Figure 1.
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The conservat i on of potent i a 1 vort i city is:
d~ ( j-; J) = 0 (1 )
where J :0 ¡9 J .and;i is re 1 at i ve vort i city, av au.J = ---.ox. o~
u. ) v c3 re ve 1 oc i ties i n 1 aye r 1.
In the middle of the oceanJ ~.ç;. From the observed variation
of thermoc 1 i ne depth wi th 1 at i tude it seems that in the inter i or -. is
.D
the same for all transport lines. Therefore, the potential vorticity along
streamlines in the interior is fBj.JB' In the Gulf Stream region J is
comparab 1 e to f ' and ~
in the western boundary is
is neg 1 i g i b 1 e.
( + ÔVJ ax.
1)
Hence, the potent i a 1 vort i city
From equation (1) we have,
dVf+.~
1)
r-
=
.DB
(2)
Flow in the Gulf Stream may be taken as geostrophic
-tV = - 7-
'dp
aX (3)
Noting that the pressure in the 2nd layer is
r; ~ r-LJ
if.(2) 
= d ).Pdb 3)r' r1.. ~ (P+l1f),l, r -D r (4)
and the layer is at rest, we have
dl) oJ) ( ) oJ)O=3~ aX. +3¡O~-3 fO+L:P ax
d? ~ dIJdX:: P ax
(5)
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Since ~~ =-3fJ ;~, equation (3) may now be written as
l lòDiV :: ~ "T (6)
where ~/:: 3 T
From equat ions (6) and (2), we have, by el i mi nat i ng V
ë/'J)
d x,% :: +(lJ -1)8)
B
(7)
whe re
~ '"B
j-; ,ff 13
f
The solution of equation (7) under the boundary conditions 1)=0
at X"" 0 and.J =lJ/; for large X , completely determines the cross-
stream profile of depth and velocity.
1) :. 1)e ( I _ e ~ xl'; )
V :. V ¡ ~ I .J 8 1 e - x/~
(8 )
if we introduce the numerical values as
D8 :: 8 x 1 04 cm , f,; "" 2 x 1 0 - 3
3 -2
3 ~ 10 cm sec
( -4 -1
1..10 sec
i tis obta i ned,
À ': 40 km :: ~ width of the Gulf Stream
V - 4 m/secmax -
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The value of 40 km for the width of the Stream seems reasonable com-
pared to Fugl ister1s Gulf Stream 160 data. Charney1s (1956) paper treats the
formation of an inertial Gulf Stream where a more general, non-uniform, law of
potential vorticity with latitude holds in the interior.
II J. Laboratory Model for Oceanic Ci rculation
We are going to study a laboratory model to simulate some aspects of
oceanic circulation such as the intense western boundary current. Consider a
rotating sector with dimensions indicated as below. In this experiment the
change in he i ght of a co 1 umn wi th rad i a 1 movement is used to s i mu 1 ate the
variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude on the earth.
0
Vli.
Q)
.¡
Q)E
c
.-
.i
.. 500 -a.
Q)
Cl
200
\
\
\
\
\\ geostrophic
\ / ve 1 oCÎ ty
\
"
'\
"
\
,
50
\
,i 00 ./
'- ./
naut.mi les
Figure 2.
The lower figure is a potential vorticity analysis of the upper figure. The
solid line shows velocity computed by vorticity formula obtained by integrating
equation (2) with respect to x from x to ~ . The dotted line shows geostrophic
velocity computed from the section.
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Figure 3
We will put point sourees in various locations and consider the rising
of the free surface as a uniformly distributed sink.
The unperturbed paraboloidal surface h associated with the radial pres-
sure gradient balances the centripetal acceleration term. We take the level h
in the basic state of relative rest as
ii = h (i + -e ..)
" a.1 (1 )
whe re
.. ..
.e _ c. a.
- 2.;) /io
Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical and denoting by ~
the vertical displacement from the paraboloid surface, associated with steady
geostrophic flow, the equations of motion governing interior flow read
1 a. VsP
ê) J
~ ~ 0 r (2)
Q- d T
- dl-V..:; + -
r de¡ (3)
Neglecting r relative to It , equation of continuity is
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:r (ßi yV,. ) + Od~ (h Vcp) = - r r
. ê) r
where J = -
o t:
(4 )
From equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), we can solve for
v ::T"
j a."-
J. h" f. y
(5)
Thus the interior geostrophic flow which arises when a source adds
water to the basin, producing a positive J , is directed radially inward
and has no P component.
If sources 5 (rate of addition of volume) are assumed to produce a
uniform vertical rising surface throughout the basin, geometry requirements
give the relation
.
1 2$
+ CPo a.i. (6)
and equat i on (5) becomes
v == 5r % no e r (7)
Cons i der the water budget of the shaded sector def i ned by ~ = r in
the fi gure be low.
c.
Figure 4
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~ represents the transport into the sector by the interior geo-
.
stroph i c flow; Tv represents the vert ica 1 transport assoc i ated wi th 1
So denotes the source transport. We postulate the existence of i- as
one of the elements of the regime, and we solve for it on the basis of the
mass conservat i on requ i rement
l: + -r + ~ +- Tv :: 0
(8)
From equat ions (6), (7), and the geometry of the system:
f 5 ( l y~)
Ti :: - n 'r Cf Vy = T i + -c ' (9 )
'v - -
rI Y' :iYo
2.
.
J = - S
yo:
a.-. (10)
So 1 vi ng for lw :
T = - ~(,J+ lr~)_ 5 +W l' a': D 5r""--a.2 -5 -.£o l (1 J)
where, for the general case depicted in above figure
s = So -l S I ( 12)
If 50 is pos i t i ve and 5 :: 0 , we have
I
-c :: - So (i + +) (13 )
where.l is the parameter characterizing the slope of the equilibrium
surface. Note that the transport is 1 arger than the source input.
I f So 0: 0 and 5, is pos i t i ve we have
T =-~w -l (14)
The actual experiments we are going to perform do show the internal
western boundary current and show interior flow.
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(The actual demonstration did not give as narrow western boundary currents as
it usually does. No explanation is offered.)
IV. Abyssal Circulation of the World.
A model of the abyssal circulation can be constructed by using the
fo 11 ow i ng :
1) An areal upwell ing flow of I cm/day everywhere just beneath the
ma in thermoc 1 i ne
2) Point source regions in the North Atlantic and Weddell Sea
3) Geostrophic flow in the interior
4) Western boundary currents
The resulting flow patterns are shown in Figure 5'to6~
to.l1-A~L"lI hSL(lll
icJ)YL.~~ MV.JS S" t:~;' f'
\c,ø.'(
'I..~ -r
S l\. ..'"
~'t ,('(1'(
tG~ CD ~
:\
..It 1\)(\,.
(,of'
ø.li
-(\ t
~'(e
~'Y tl"'''
~ o'x
e~
Figure 5.
Reference: Stommel, H., A. Arons, and A. Faller, 1958. Tellus X: 179-184.IIStat i onary Pi anetary Flow Patterns".
Notes submi tted by
M i chae 1 C. Gregg and
Han-Hs i ung Kuo
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THE USE OF TRACERS I N STUDY IHG THE ABYSSAL C I RCULAT I ON
AND THE T-S FINE STRUCTURE I N THE THERMOCL I NE
Henry Stomme I
Lecture #4 June 27, 1968
I. The Use of Tracers in Determining the Deep Circulation
A. Bo 1 in and Stomme 1 Box Mode 1
The observed distributions of tracers in the ocean can be used to
deduce the deep ci rculation. In Longitudinal Profi les 1 and 2 the distribu-
tion of temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen are portrayed. They exhibit
tongues presumably associated with direction of flow. Insufficient geochemical
measurements are available for this purpose, however. A box model of the deep
ci rculation was constructed by Bol in and Stommel using the observed distribu-
tions of temperature, salinity and very limited data on carbon. It was possible
to obtain estimates of the origins and rate of flow of waters that make up
the Common Water in the Pac if i c and I nd i an Oceans.
The most voluminous water mass in the world ocean is the deep water of
the Indian and Pacific Oceans, called Common Water. (See T-S diagram,page 28.)
I f we assume that the Common Water is pure Antarct i c Bottom Water and
the small geothermal heat flux warms the Antarcti~ Bottom Water slowly as it
travels, a calculation shows that about 6000 years would be required to warm the
, 0Antarctic Water 1.5 C. This is too long in comparison with qualitative indica-
tions derived from radiocarbon data.
Now we try another box mode 1. Assume the Common Water is a mi xture of
North Atlantic Deep Water, Antarctic Bottom Water and Intermediate Water. The
flux of various water masses is indicated as Ki (for example Ki to be the flux
- 28 -
4
1
TOC 4 ~CJ
~
li0
2
3 .50 SOloo 35.00
T-S diagram showi ng characteri s tics of the water masses being mi xed to form
Common Water
whe re
represents North At I ant i c Deep Water
2 represents Antarct i c Bottom Water
3 represents I ntermed i ate Water
4 represents Common Water.
of North At 1 ant i c Deep Water to Common Water, K4 the fl ux of water out of Common
Water). The conservation lows of mass, heat, salt, and radiocarbon in Common
Water may be wr i tten as:
Ki + K2 + K3 - K4 = o
Ki SI + K2S2 + K3S3 - K4S4 = o
Ki T 1 + K2 T 2 + K3 T 3 - K4 T 4 = -HM4
À M4C4Ki Cl + K2C2 + K3C3 - K4C4 =
where HM4 represents the rate of ga i n of heat due to geotherma 1 fl ux through
h b 'MC d h d' b d d À-_i.2xl0-4yr-lt e ottom, ~ 4 4 enotes t e ra i 0 car on ecay an
and M4 is the tota 1 mass of Common Water.
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The solutions are:
Ki = 3.9 x 106 m3/ sec
K2 = 9.6 x 106 m3 1 sec
K3 = 0.6 x 106 m3 1 sec
K4 16.2 x 106 3= m Isec
The K values are believed accurate within 50%. A principal source
of underta i nty is the C 14 va lues. The res i dence time for Common Water is
determined to be about 1200 years. Hence, the mixing is rapid enough that
geothermal heating is of minor consequence. The solutions are consistent
with an upwell ing velocity of 1 cm/day beneath the thermocl ine.
B. Munkls Abyssal Recipes
Munk (1966) looked at the vertical distributions of temperature,
salinity, and radiocarbon in the interior Pacific (excluding the top and
bottom kilometer) and considered a balance between vertical advection and
mixing. He obtained an upwelling velocity of 1.3 cm/day and an eddy diffu-
sivity of l.3 cm2/sec.
The physical explanations for vertical mixing may be:
(1) biological mixing
(2) boundary mi xi ng
(3) shear mixing (internal Väisälä frequency, internal tide wave;
interior planetary wave, etc.)
(4) thermodynamical mixing (salt fingers)
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II. Temperature-Salinity Fine Structure in the Thermociine
An STD trace shows many small wiggles in the thermocline. Although
some may be caused by instrumental effects, such as the pen sticking on
the chart paper, some of the wiggles seem to represent real features in
salinity and temperature. Repeated 10werings taken by Cooper and Stommel
off Bermuda (in 1967) show the same type of jumps at the same temperatures.
There are jumps in salinity coincident with the temperature jumps. In the
Sargasso Sea, the main thermocline seems to be filled with layers less
than 10 m in height (Figure 1).
The ocean can be crudely represented in the 1 aboratory by a two-
1 ayer model wi th warm sa 1 ty water represent i ng the mi xed 1 ayer above the
thermocl ine and cold fresh water representing the deep water. An experi-
ment of this type, described by Turner and Stommel, shows that an inter-
change of water takes place across the interface. High salinity columns,
called salt fingers, descend from the upper layer and low salinity columns
rise from the lower layer. Malkus has examined the problem in an unpub-
lished manuscript and is able to predict many of the observed features.
Stern has carried out many theoretical studies of this phenomenon and wi 11
discuss them 1 ater th is summer.
From this it seems reasonable that salt fingers could fall through
one of the Cooper-Stomme 1 1 ayers in 1 ess than a day. A time sca 1 e of one
layer overturn per day would give a result resembling the eddy coefficient
obta i ned by Munk.
- 3 I -
At this point there was some general discussion concerning the
possible ways in which salt-convection may be operating in the main
thermoc 1 i ne.
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THE THERMOHALINE CIRCULATION AND THE ACTION OF VARIABLE WIND-STRESS
ON A STRAT I F I ED OCEAN
Lecture #5 Hen ry S tomme 1 June 28, 1968
I. Blandford1s Model of the Thermohaline Circulation
This model of the deep interior circulation of the ocean assumes that
advection is balanced by vertical diffusion. The dynamics of the Ekman layer
is replaced by an imposed distribution of surface temperature and vertical
velocity specified at the bottom of the Ekman layer. Purely geostrophic dyna-
mics wi 11 be used, together with the Boussinesq approximation.
. J.o
-Vstm G :: - case rrp
u. $ in e :: - Po j ( 1)geos t roph i c equa t ions (2)
-P+l::o:l hydrostatic equation (3 )
e~e Ucp+ c~e (v~e)e+W':=O continuity equation (4 )
- U T
-)(I~~+;;T(t TV (J+wTj!=O heat equat i on (5)
All the variables have been non-dimensional ized and scaled, subscripts
indicate differentiation with respect to the subscripted variables: (u, v, w)
are the 'horizontal and vertical velocity components; (~, e , t ) are 10ngi-
tude, latitude, and vertical distance, respectively; T the temperature, p the
pressure, and X is the non-dimensional (turbulent) thermometric conductivity.
The following list gives the expressions by which the corresponding fields have
been non-d i mens i ona 1 i zed and sca 1 ed .
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~ ~
(u.i v) i (0( 2 r; ~~l4 -r R J ; W, ( 0( Ts ~li n R ~J J
r. 2. J~ ( ~ - ~ J ~r ) L2 n R Kolol l" ~ ; ~ i n ko o(i R / 5 ~
1; 1 ; K, Ko
If we work with the density field, T may be regarded as effective temperature.
Following Robinson and Welander, we define the potential function
j~J'ifM :: - T cL e., d ~2. + c (9, rp)
-co - Cl
(6)
We can obta i n the equat i on govern i ng M
- ~ Me?zi.SLm2e+MB¡.Mnip-NJ~qiMi!2.e-c.M~M~t-'t =0 (7)
A similarity variable for this problem isni )'f
, =(sie) (Cf+E(e) r (8)
The similarity function is defined as
M~ ~(sie/ll+:L(cp+£)n+'G(?) (9)
The governing equation for G (~) is derived from (8) as
X (X'''- (Yl-m)? G'G"~ (n+ i) G"~ + (l"f-YY)? G to G"- (2.vi-m)G" G' = 0 (i 0)
An exact solution to (10) is given by
G. h (Q,lX)ë (si-'e)-:-a.+ e
for the case n = 0, m = -1.
The expressions for the fields of the exact solution are
T==- ~(si-Ie)(cp+ E)b (a:'/k,-)e(a./tt)t;
W' = - ~ (si.-1e) (-a- + be (Q../)P)
?:: riùm-1e)
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u '" ~ sVn -.i e l-l! e(cp+E)Cb a.%,") ? e(4/A)? + (.s 61 )(rob'Ylt) e (4//() , J
v = - ~5iJ-le (Cb-1e) (b4/1I) e(.~./"')?
The exact solution must satisfy the boundary condition at ~ = 0 if
we let E = O. A choice ~ = -1 corresponds to the western North Atlantic,
and we may then assume T -; To/w:. wø . At è = 0 , 6 = 300N the surface of a sub-
tropical region then
~ :: ba'-!K"J w=a.-b, 0
El iminating b, the resulting cubic is
'3 2.
( a/We) - (~I Wo) - (To"K 2) / w/ = 0
It is necessary to solve for a. ') 0, because the, deep vertical velocity com-
ponent must be positive.
Fi gure 1 shows the graph of a/we as a funct i on of (7; K ,) Iwø3 for those
so 1 ut ions for wh i ch ~ ~ o.
a./wo
,~.,_,..
T :ioK
w3o
-1.0
l subtropical
1 subpolar
subt rop i c
-l-O
Figure I.
Asymptotic vertical velocity ~, as function of surface temperature, T, eddy
diffusions coefficient K , and Ekman velocity VVo , for subtropic and subpolar
gyres.
The temperature field for the ocean basin is
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ø
rj¿o
II
Jua/ 30 IV
'06W
for At 1 ant i c Ocean
Now we examine the scal ing for
- ~
W~ L cx1s8h n R~
and r -(2. n R.i Xo/eX ls dJ 16 .
-If
I f we 1 e t 0( --:¿ x 10
'S"" IDoC, ~ __IOJ c.~5ec."') J1"" 0.1 'l IO-lise.e_I, R .. b.3 x 10-1(
and ~ ': 800 M, and
choos i ng fJ-\A"-3xIO- ern/see
x. 0 -- I. I CI ~ / ,sc.
-~-
a. "" 1.5")( 10 em/see
This is consistent with results previously obtained with radiocarbon but no
dynam i cs .
II. The Action of Variable Wind Stresses on a Stratified Ocean
t
A
~~ :t u., , v,
t J). U¿ i ~
Consider a model of a two-layer ocean basin in which it is assumed
that the motions are quasi-hydrostatic and that no momentum is transmitted
across the interface by friction. If the motions are small the equations may
be 1 inearized. Thus
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Õ u.i f :i '" r'
Li near i zed -a - v, = - ~ at + 1)
equations in
upper layer dVI f 2.'f r
-+ tL :=-~ -+-at i o~ IJ1
(l )
(2)
Continuity
equation in
upper 1 ayer
o,l ( :U¡ 'dv, )
~'t + Di òX + ò~ = 0 (3)
eiLL,. _ f v. :: - Q (a. ;2Y) + b ~ ?~)Li near i zed Ðt 2 d òx. 2lx
equat ions in
lower layer ~V:i +t (.2.::-~ fa. :¿\? +b 2YJ'-)
ot: \: d~ õ~
(4 )
(5)
Cont i nui ty
equation in
lower 1 ayer
"0 ( (fV (c)u.~ () V'l)
- n-T +J) -+- ::0
'Ot: i ;2 Ô1C õ~ (6)
where 'Y="J1 ,cp=r¡,-Y12.; and x (directed eastward) and y (directed northward)
are the horizontal coordinates; t is time; u. and v. (i = 1,2) are thei i
velocities in x and y directions respectively; 01 is the equilibrium thiçkness
of the upper layer; ~I is the deviation of the free surface from its equili-
brium position; g is gravity; f = 2n sin (latitude) is the Coriol is parameter;
n is the angular speed of the earth1s rotation; Q.= ~/f'1 ; b = (g.-¡:)/p"
1
.l is the density of the upper layer; T and 1: are stresses in the x and y
,
~
directions, respectively, exerted on the ocean surface by wind. The terms
with subscripts 112" define similar quantities in the lower layer; the varia-
bility of the Coriolis parameter is taken into account by writing c1i!cl~~¡3=tons;a.nt
wherever f appears in differentiated form. Otherwise f is assumed constant.
Cross-differentiating equations (1) and (2) and (4) and (5) we obtain the vorti-
city equations:
ÔJ,
ot -
a 1,. _
at
-. êJ~ -t j3 V, = -l, ( al _ ê)r')
:D1 õt 1), ()-x ô~
t;i :t ('; - ø ) + /3 V2 = 0
(7)
(8)
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where ), = Cl"i/d"X -- ê)()I/d~ and J!4 = êJv'-lêJ't - OV:L/d~
Assuming at this point that motions are independent of y, we may obtain
for the upper layer from (7), (8), (2), (3), (5) and (6),
," ~d-t ).2. ß A. T j
'í" ryxx,:t - T - c1 + rß ?Xx. - -f2. 'ttt "" 'tY- f
wherel = D,jV:L a:ria. À~"" ~~/f;i
(9)
and, for the lower layer
'1( ,\ 0: "i ) ,&
). . ~- bØJlCX~t. - f:i xHt -(?-');ct -+ ßÀ \?-hØ xx: - T (ry-p)l;= 0 (10)
Introducing normal modes by multiplying (8) by the arbitrary constant 0(
and adding to (10), we obtain
À..r(rl-O()h_c:hcpl - fi~r(l-O()tp-tona -l-(I-O()~+cx'nl +-1I J ~X)(j(t l /. xi:t-t JJ;: r
+ ;3).' ((q OY?- '" b.¡L - 1.((/- '" ìiP '" ?L. 'Cf' (11)
The cond it ions (i - ()) cP + eX ? = Rand (r -+ Ol) 9 - 0( b ~ ;; k R. where
k is a constant of proportionality, are sufficient to reduce the equations
to a single variable. Thus we have
K = _ 01 " :: r+O(/-0( 0(
0(:: I-I':tl (1+1")2._ /.,.b'
:i(I-b)
and
Consequent 1 y,
1+ r- r-1,
0( 1 .. (¡+r) (1- b)
k "" I T-'"
I
0(.2 '" -r(l+r-b)(1+,.) (I-b)
'(%+1'k2. ~
The two values of R (two normal modes corresponding to the two values
of 0( ) are
R¡ -: (/-O(i)~i. + o(£?
Thus (11) may be written
(¡ :: I) '-)
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ì.'Jk¡ 7?¿¡!'lit - t'Rixttt-K¡1c +/)).'J/e¡ -r(.~x. - ~ 7tt"-t: IX. (12)
Consider a free wave solution of the normal modes
1i = S~' sÎm (t1- 1- wii: )
where 5¡ = constant and wherel, i sthe wave number associated with the
wave 1 ength L i. e. L ': 2 íí /L #
Substituting into (12) we obtain a pair of frequency equations of the
form :) :z /.2-
( w.l) ß (Wl) ( ).) Wi /.J,Mo('
-r - Je -T +Lf+Pi T+- 4=0
'" J_ os. 2-whe re n . :; 7l, i. À/" t. L '
(t' = I, ~ )
From an oceanographic point of view, only a limited range of values
of ~ is of interßst and the approximate roots of the cubic equation within
th i s range of val ue tare
Wi. i
ß LL~7: ~,
J ")-;3+ ß +-- 2 l 'f, r 2 Yj'l)
.4 /. ..
-; ~l'fi' - (2r;,l.J 4-
w.3t
.. ~
Ilß"u,', +- Jf r, ~.
p~ '\ j t
"L r.,
AlL :aJ(i'" u.l ., 4 rs.,..g~ 'í 1.i;~.:i
W'11-
The phase velocity and frequency of various waves of interest are shown
in the following figure for the range of wave lengths 10 km ~ L ~ 12,000 km.
Referemces
Blandford, R., 1965. J.Mar.Res. ~(l): 18-29. "Notes on the Theory of the
Thermoc 1 i ne".
Veronis, G. and H. Stommel, 1956.J.Mar.Res. 15(1): 43-75. liThe Action of
Variable Wind Stresses on a Stratified Oceanll.
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ROTAT I NG AND STRAT I F I ED FLU I DS
Lou is N. Howa rd Lecture #1
I. Rotating Homogeneous Fluids
1. Introduction:
We consider a mathematical model which can be described by the Euler
equations, bearing in mind that this is a simpl ification. Also, we are
interested in problems in which the flow is near to rigid rotation, in some
sense, so that it helps to introduce a rotating coordinate system. We take
the axis of rotation to be the z-axis, and parallel to the gravitational
vector. Thus the govern i ng equat ions, in d i mens i ona 1 va r i ab 1 es, are:
a:I jf ~ ...! +u..ni.+-1S2xu!+ ~'VP+iJ(Ql-2 '(Jt)(r))=oÒ t - - "-- v li - -Coriol is term ----
gravitational term I
centrifugal term
(1.1.1)
\!.~::o
ri-lIn order to non-dimensionalize the equations we choose a time scale.)L. ,
length scale L , velocity scale U (relative to rotating axes).
The non-dimensional number E = -- is a measure of the departure
Sl L-
of the flow from rigid rotation, and is the Rossby number. We are considering
prob 1 ems in wh i ch £ is sma 11 .
The equations, when expressed in dimensionless variables, are
~u 51 u. t + U.. u. . V' LL + .2 S2 Uk xu. + -l n r. p* + q L r - L rl L(K.)( r )21 :: 0
- L - - - - L v LP J .¿ - - J
'í . LL :: 0
~u.t + € u. . V' u. + 2 h u. + V ( p* + ~'"1 -1. .n L(i. " r):2J - 0
- - - - - LiJflj un C :i tJ ~,. -
~ V.~=o
(1. 1.2)
(1. 1.3)
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The zeroth order approximation for e 0 (U 0) is a balance given by the
terms in the square bracket, which is the case of rigid rotation.
If there is a free surface, it takes the form of a paraboloid
(n'2 L ) ('2 2-)
2:: T X--t~
n2.L
j is associated with a "rotational Froude numberll
If there is no free surface, (or Froude number smàll) we can lump all of the
last three terms into an lIeffective pressurell, thus suppressing the true zeroth
order solution:
tL + ELL .'iu. + 1-k y. u. + Vp -= 0
-t
v.!! =0 (1. 1.4)
We can treat E ~. Vu. as a perturbation term on the equations, but it is a
singular perturbation, as we are dropping the highest order spatial derivative.
This can lead to non-uniformities in the convergence of the perturbation solu-
tion to the solution of the general equation, so we must be carefuL. (N.B. We
~
have already made another singular perturbation by throwing away)) Vi¿).
The lower order equation cannot satisfy as many boundary conditions as the
full equation. The initial value problem is a sensible one for the Navier-
Stokes equations, but for the Euler equations, which conditions must we drop?
Usually we specify ~. ~ on the boundary, but this is not always so.
Example: Non-rotating problem in closed reglon:
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Conditions for N.S. Eqns. Possible conditions for Euler Eqns. Remarks
u=ocn S u.n:: 0 an 5 Th i s p rob 1 em is
u. ~ u. a."t -: D
-.1 ~ ,: I;r a: t = 0 we 11 posed.
~ : ~6 a- S
(such that J~8 'ncls : 0
for conti nu i ty)
~=L:itlè::o
Id ' !1 ':!:B'!2 un S
U. -: t¿r a: t:.O
Th is is not
we I 1 posed, can
have more than
one solution.
di tto
u.11 :: U. . hemS
_ - -B-
~.! ~ lbe.1: er pcvdš ol
S w- '~I3'!: ~ 0 L in! Pow)
u. :: U. a. t' ~ 0
_' -i
Now the problem
is well posed.
I
An alternative to this last problem is to give the tangential components of
vorticity, rather than of velocity, at points of inflow. In two dimensions
the relevance of this condition is particularly clear. Physically, it means
that we must "tell"the fluid about any vorticity that is entering the region.
2. Problems where E ~ 0
We cons i der:
~'t + :i !! x ~ + V P = 0
'l.u-=o (1.2.1)
Tak i ng the cur 1 of the former gives the vort i city equat i on:
( ) og.VxlL -2-=0
- t '0,*
(1.2.2)
(If we consider a particular component of the vorticity, say the z component,
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it increases in time if au) ~ O. This implies a 'Ivertical divergencellÔ i!
or a stretching of vortex lines.)
For steady flow we have
-0 g.
d~ = 0, (i .2.3)
r.-'~'''''l
i . e. the ve 1 oc i ty is independent of z the Taylor-Proudman Theorem. An
experiment to illustrate this theorem was performed. A fishing float, suita-
bly weighted so that it was only slightly positively buoyant, was allowed to
rise from the bottom to the top of a vessel of water, firstly when it was not
rotating, and then after the vessel had been spun up to about 25 r.p.m. The
time of rise in the second case was seen to be noticeably longer than in the
fi rst a ratio of 8: 1 was obtained in one run.
For the ball to rise at all, the velocity field must be z-dependent,
hence the phenomenon must depend on the small effects that we have neglected
in deriving the Taylor-Proudman theorem, namely time dependence, zero Rossby
number, and zero viscosity. Probably all three are involved.
â
Flows for which E': 0 -t = 0 are called geostrophic.1 Õ
Fundamenta 1 Theorem of Weather Maps:
Consider a flow region £8 ~ r ~ ~ï;
We have then
ex) ';P in a two-d i mens i ona 1 reg ion R. .
-21f+ t; = 0
2U~~-:O (1.2.4)
I n the case '28, ~í
U. :. -3; 'P~ J
IT :; *- P)l
ur=-O
constant we can give a general solution:
where P(x.i';)is any single valued function. (1.2.5)
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Thus -5 P is a stream function for this two-dimensional flow, and the
streamlines coincide with the lines of constant pressure. Any incompressible
two-dimensional flow where stream function can be interpreted as a pressure
is a possible geostrophic flow. The interpretation as a pressure (i .e. single
va 1 uedness) is important wi th mul tip 1 y-connected reg ions, part i cu larl y in
source/sink flows, e.g. in an annulus, fluid cannot flow in' radial 1 ines
(which is a possible two-dimensional incompressible flow). In fact, it cannot
even cross circular cylinders. In practice, it is found that the E term is
not negligible near the source/sink, while the Y term comes in near the bottom,
and bounda ry 1 ayers a re set up.
Non-horizontal boundaries
When zT,:èB are not constant, geostrophic flows can only exist if
there are closed contours of constant depth, and they are therefore much less
numerous.
taking LL as a geostrophic velocity.
u..\lH=-l- :i
Also ~." H=- f:-g(ci- èa)
o(p) H)
êJ (x.i 'á)
Now an e 1 emen t of flu i d on a bounda ry can on 1 y move along the bounda ry.
Thus
d. %-r dzoTW"T = dt == òt + ~.t7rT:: y..V Z:T as boundaries are fixed.
)20 f~-T'd i~ . \l H :: W T - W"ß :: d: cL i: :: - ( u. x + tr1) cL -l2a !:/3
:: 0 if !: is geostrophic
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Hence ê)(p, 
H) 
â (.x J ~ )
:: 0 (1 .2.6)
i.e. P and H have the same contours of constancy. In some cases there
can be no geostrophic flows, e.g. a cylinder with a slightly tilted bottom.
The solutions exhibit an apparent discontinuity when the bottom is tilted
slightly. This seeming paradox is resolved by studying the time-dependent
problem: slowly varying flows tend to geostrophic flows as the angle of tilt
goes to ze ro.
Time-dependent Flows:
~t + ~ ~ x ~ + í) P ~ 0
V. ~ = 0
( ) o~'VJ(~t-2 õ~ =0
Consider a closed three-dimensional region R with ~,Y) :oon êl R (boundary).
(Reminder) (1.2.7)
Then, i f u i s a so 1 uti on ,
~ . ~I= + ~ . "I P = 0
-gc (Ji u.2.) + V (p l; ); 0 sÎnce V. ~ = 0
:t r ( i (11) d. V = 0 The Conservat ion of Energy
If
Suppose now that R has closed contours of constant height everywhere,
(1.2.8)
(and does not look like J
Let f: d. ~ = u- H
ita
Consider a particular contour C and the cylinder above it, with vertically
trans 1 ated contours r .
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The circulation, l~.d~ may depend on r , so define a mean circulation
,.
:i (c): J I, . dl Q I g. ~ because cJ~ has the same direct i on at any stat ion.
r c
Notes submi tted by
Ph i 1 i p Haze 1 .
Lecture #2
3. We were examining rapidly rotating ( € small) homogeneous flows in a
region R with a one-parameter family of closed contours of constant height.
The equations are
!:f. + ~ ~ X' ~ + V l' :: 0" v.~::o" h.u.=Oo-oR.. (1.3.1)
We ¡mag i ne the reg i on R to look 1 i ke
r
where H=i (:x ~),- 2- (x,/ß = constant
T J () 8 ona given
contour
c'
ro
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Then the curve C is a solution of the equation
~ ~, = ~ (s) : 0 ~ S ~ L (1.3.2)
where À (s) is the unit tangent to the curve, C is determined by the con-
dition that !'(s:.o) ::!'o:' r (s=L). We want to consider the family of curves
r which are just vertical translations of C. Thus r is a solution of
Equation (1.3.2) satisfying the condition that r (s:o):: r, -: 1"(5:: L) where
!"I :: Io + Co)o,~) for some r The important fact is that a 11 of these
curves r have the same tangent direction at a given (x,y) (and the same
1 ength L).
For anyone of these curves r we compute the circulati6n
~ y..dr :: l\~.' ~ (sJd.sl' 0
From (1.3.1) we have
1: ~ . eLi: + 1 L (k)( u.) . d. yo + l, 'i P . d r :: 0y, t -r - - - 'Jr -
Clearly .£ 'Vp.cL.r is the net change in pressure as we go around the coutour
r and must vanish. ri is a fixed curve and so we may take the time deriva-
t i ve outs i de of the i ntegrat ion:
lJ.u.-d.r+2Ák.xu..d.r =0at);- - j,,- - -
Averaging~hii~;:ua;i:, n ~~:r ~ zgi(~: ~ L k, LL' Ù = 0
H Jt 'J,. - - H 1 :r - - -~& ?8
which can be written as
1-.! (1d.2J~5 À(S).u+ H:iJi1d-tr~S Ìi(S). K¡( u. = 0at H J - - - --
~ 0 ~8 0
Since ~(s) is independent of ~ we interchange orders of integration to getL %1 ;aT /.
a~ f'lsMs) 
0 (-~ j d.e~ ì + ~ f j Lei S ,1(s)x ~.üj- ~ = o.
o \ ~8 ) r.ß 0
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It is clear that the second integra 1 is an integra lover the surface formed
by all of the vertical translates of the curve C and
cL5~(S)'I!!J.~'= d..!)( ~ol'è= n d.a-
r
cJt'~kd.~
where n is the normal to the surface and cLcr the element of surface area.
Let the surface generated by the fami ly of curves r be ~. Then
r SedS hes), !!d.,). !: = f ~. ~ dcrõ!EJ (  E
To make ~ into a closed surface we include the caps on the boundary of R
which are cut off by the curves C and C' Since these are portions of
the ~ounda ry d R !2 . ~ van i shes on them and thus
j!).gJo-: 1 !!.~ d.CJ = Jv.~ d.v ::0
¿, £ + co.lS' eYldos~J volume CR
by the cont i nu i ty equat ion. Wr i t i ng
~T
-- S u d ~ :: U.H - -
~13
we ha ve
Thus the
l.
2-J cl 5 ~ (5). U. = 2- ( d.,. . il =- O.
o t - - at)-o C
mean ci rculation of any solution to (1.3.1) is cons tant in time and
we have proven the mean c i rcu 1 at i on theorem. (Greenspan).
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Mean Circulation Theorem: Given a solution !d1~t+'~ic~+np= 0, 'í./l~o
in R satisfying -r' ~ = 0 on the boundary of R , the mean ci rculation for
any closed contour of constant height is constant in time. We write
f Q- odr = t (c)= è (1-1)c
l is constant for a given H
4. We would like to prove that a steady solution for (1.3.1) is uniquely
determined by its mean circulation and the geometry of the region Ti. We
have seen that-V2l is a stream function for the horizontal geostrophic flow
and the isobars are lines of constant height:
a(PJ H) =- 0 ~ 1,:: p(H).
Ô (Xi~)
We can wri te
~x~:.-~vp
and
~)( (k-K~) = ~ (It. ~)-lL: - b kx 'VI' : - i p' (HJ(l!xV H) .
Now ~ 0 f! =W' and thus
~ = k- w-+ i: p' (H)( 1£ x íl H)
= kW"+-kpl(H)(Il'I (VrT(XI:i)-17~8(X/j')J
The vertical component of velocity is easily determined from the boundary
condition D¡ot¿ =0 at the top since W~:o. For a given H , the top is given
by the so 1 ut i on to
~ -~T(X/'á) == 0
and the direct i on of the norma 1
!JT= 'íl'e-tT(X1'j)=!: - 'i ~T ()l,~¡)
where t7i T (ìC/~) is horizontal. Thus
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!' T' ~ ~ (~ - V r T ) · ( ~ \I + 1: p' ( H) (~ x ('i è T - 'i ?: e ) J )
=. W-+tp'(H)VtT. (~X\7taJ ==0
so w :: t p' (H) ~ ' ( V ~ T x 'i ~ 13 ) .
Now both V2T and V~a are horizontal so VëTxVrS= IVrT)('V~I3I~
and
LL = ~ t P'(H)/V rT)( V~B/+1 p'(H)k- x (Vr-T -V?iø J
:: ~ P'(H) fV'rT lll\21'+ ~¡( 'Y-2T - ~ x Vi!el
:: L p'e H) l(k- - V ~ r) X (& - \7 r 13 ) J .
Now the outward normals to r::rTand ~:.2ß are
n -: k. - V~T cud YI - - (It -V~ )
-T - - ß - - 8
and so
~ = - ~ l'/( H) ( nj x n a J .
We form the mean circulation for this closed contour of constant height H
't(H) :: - 1. p'(H)p (~T)l !J13)' d!
The integral l: (n v.'n ) .dt" is independent of the flow and determined by'J - T -3 -
the geometry of the doma i n R.
Ca iit d l · ( 'QT It t!ß) :: "J lH).
Then ~(H) = -~ P'LI-) "J(H)
u. - ê (H) . (Y1 'i '1 )
-~- :;(1-0 -1 -13 .
We see that the geostrophic flow LLd is determined uniquely by the geometry
and its mean circulation é(H).
''-.-....,-'
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5. We return to the initial value problem for
~é+:i~)(~+'iI:i :.0, 'I' ~ :: 0 ím R
n . ~ = 0 er d'R a.d i¿ (t"p) = ~o
where ~o is a prescribed flow. From the initial condition llø we can
construct the mean circulation rLH)and from t(H) a unique geostrophic flow
!¿~ associated with ~ . The basic idea is that the general time dependent
solution of the initial value problem can be split into a steady or geostrophic
flow and a time varying flow with zero mean circulation, and this breakup is
unique. We expect, in fact, that the time dependent solutions can be broken up
into normal modes with harmonic time dependence. It is easy to see that any
I ) -,'c-'tsolution with a harmonic time dependence has zero mean circulation: .iit = ~e
~ l. ü.. cL r = - i cr 1. g.. d.! = - ¡'() 'l CH):: o.ôt ~ - - 1cc
Thus either (JO"'l(~)must be zero.
and
6. There is an alternate route to this breakup of the general solution into
a geostrophic component and a time dependent flow. Let ~, and ~~ be solutions
of the equation (1.3.1) satisfying the boundary condition. Then form
. 5 ~ I. ~.2 d. V
R
It is easy to show that this is independent of time:
ò~ l~..!!.dv = í e~i.~. +'!i' did dv
R = ~ i:i-t. ~i' y,. ., ¡¡Pi' !!. + Zk x ~.'!,i + ¡¡p.' IL, j cl V
= i 'I o( pi ~2. -l P2.':) d. v'N,
= - ~7l-1. (p, 'd2 + Pz. Y:,) d. S ;: 0
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using the continuity equation and!!.'!-:O on"dR. . Using this it is easy
_iOjt "¡"it
to see that two normal modes are orthogonal: if ~i-e ) ~~..e )
2-ju."'.u. clv=jfcr,-o-2.)(u.*.u. ctv=Odt -, -2. l j -, -.2R
if 0- i= 0;) J y.~.!::i d.v= 0 and in particular any harmonically oscillating
flow is orthogonal to a geostrophic flow.
We can visual ize geometrically the spl itting up of a field u into a
geostroph i c part ~:J and a rema i nder ~- ~j
'-. j ~'Li!l - ~~
Clearly ~a should be chosen to minimize LL-!l1 or rather to minimize the
energy of the difference flow, if ~-~~ is to be orthogonal to y.~:
L r I ~ - i¿~ ) ~ d, V ~ i r ~ ~ J = (Y; Y)
Since this integral is independent of time we can evaluate it at the initial
(function space vectors)
time so that U is the initial value flow. We must vary d Y-d over the
manifold of geostrophic flows and determine l6~ by the condition
0: £I (~3J = - f(~-~:J). Ó Y::i dv
The only arbitrariness in cfll~ is the pressure function
d (.j:: -l l p' (H) L!1T'l nBJ
or
cf ~J =- - crf (H) L!1T)( ~ 6J
where Ó f(¡-l) is an arb i trary funct i on of H.
Then o = ) (t6 - i¿~). ('t T)I !. B Jeff (H) c! V .
Since we have tacitly assumed that the contours of constant height H fill
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the projection of R on the (x,y) plane, we can write
'æí
0= ~d.(H)(rt(H)clS) cL~ (~-lf~). L"rT~bßJ.
(¡ , i:13Choosing Jf(H)::c\H-H)we have
o~ J~d.~ Ci5(~-~~)' L !lít ~ôJ.
~13 )
is tangent to the curves r since the tangent along a curveNow n "l ~ 12
-ï IV
of constant height is defined by
~L.5).'IH=o.
It is ea, sy to show that YL)tY' .'\11=0 since
- i -iø
!!T =V(r:-~TCY.i~)) =-~-V~T
Yl1" := - k. .L l7 ~
-" - G
'I H:: íl rT- V =t13
!J T l( ti ß. íl H ~ r - ~ x V H - 17 i! r.( V ~ 8 J · V H :: o.
Thus fT d... J d S Us). (i¿-/¿J = 0
~13
and so LL and id j
y.~ .
mus t have the same mean c i rcu 1 at i on. This completely
determi nes
Intuitively the harmonic solutions should average to zero and the time
averaged flow should be the geostrophic component. Defining the time average by
T
(tt) = -f (clt:~a. T~oo 2
if the limit exists. Time averaging the equation of motion gives
. (ldt \.+:ik x (~)a.+ \J Fa. -= 0, \7. (~~ = O.
We can expect (~t:\. =0 unless the initial data is pathological and so (~)a.
¡sa geostroph i c flow:
2!J x (~)a. + r¡ ~ = 0, 'V. l~) a. =0 , n. (16) = 0 .
- a.
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The mean circulation is independent of time sO(Y)a, has the same mean
circulation as U Since they have the same mean ci rculation and (~)a. is
geostrophic, lY:)a. is the geostrophic part of Y: .
7. "0-1:The natural osci llatory modes are determined by substituting U e
into the equat i on of mot i on:
j(JY: + :i!! )( Y: + \J p = 0 ~ 'Y- t¿:: o. (1.7.1)
Forming ~ - (/.9-. i) and !J x (I.':. I):
./d-u. + p~ = 0
l-d-(~X!&)+ 2(W-1J-!!)~ ~ xVl: 0 (1.7.2)
and
¡ a- (!! y. ~) - 1 ~ r i~ l' k + ~ x V f: ~ 0 (1.7.3)
We can eliminate ~ l( lL between (1.7.2) and (1.7.3):( '2), Ifif-a- U.-IICJVP +-~)q ¡: -.2kxi;b.:0
- J() - f ~ - f
Thus for d- l.: 2- (d i mens i ona 1 0; : t) .. so cr -: f. '- n) ~ is determi ned by the
pressure
f! = (1~£)J(-i~ x Vp-icr VI' - I~ lj p~). (1.7.4)
We can get a single equation for the pressure by taking:
'I- (~t+.2~lL~+VPJ= (V'~)t:-2.~.Cvx~)+V:zp =0
Vx (gf.+;i!!y.~+t7pJ= (Vx!:c-2.('3.V)t¿ =0
Thus 'ill' ~ 2 ~ (V)( ~)
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and V~p~= ')k'(íJx'dt:)=i-(/i.V)':. ~ :: 4W;
'V Pt.t = 4 Wi: t
but
W"t; + J!~ :: 0
so t ha t :L
'V Ptt + 4 I:;~ ~ = 0 .
This is known as Poincaré's Equation. Putting in the harmonic time
dependence we have
'2 2-
-(l V p +4f'1;?.:: o. (1.7.5)
We can make the boundary condition !J'!!=O into a homogeneous boundary condi-
tion for \' using equation (1.7.4). The difficulty is that this boundary
cond it i on depends on 0- . Another d i ff i cu 1 ty is that a 1 though the equat ion
'2
appears to be an ell iptic equation, it is in fact hyperbol ic: (ifo- ¿ l-)
P x'¡ -l r' ~ ~ + ( I-%- -a ) f'~ r ;: 0 (1.7.6)
:i
It can be shown that in a bounded region 06 () ¿,If and in an unbounded region
~06 a- ~ 'i . Thus the coefficient of the last term is negative and
;2
Px.-i + P~d - '/ P2i! =0
where À is real. In general a hyperbol ic equation subject to ell iptic
r=."'.
boundary conditions need not have a unique solution. Our problem is essentially
finding the values of À for which a unique solution does exist. It is thought
that the set of allowed 0-'5 is dense in the interval (-:i,:i).
As an example of this type of equation, consider
2-
u.t.~ - À i.'Il ;: 0 o~ X,lj ~-r
subject to
u(x,o):: U.(X.,ïi)=0
U (011) ~ U.(111~):= 0 ,c-
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Since u vanishes on the edge of a square, we write
u. =: 2: A sUn n)( SLm m i. 'n\' hYY J
Since the eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions, we can differ-
ent i ate term by term to get
¿ r rl;L_ imZJ A sVn n" SIJ Y\ iA =: 0
'Y'Y L '!n, J
and
(n"'- ).'.m-iJArirn = 0
spectrum is dense in the
number A ': O.
nm
for each A¡. .tI\nil'm
rea IIi ne (but discrete)
IfÀ~jl,
whe re k.
there are infinitelyUnless À is a rational
many e i genfunct ions, one is any integer. The
and the e i genva 1 ue is
infinitely degenerate. This situation is forced on us because we insist
on looking at normal mode expansions.
When viscosity is introduced the spectrum becomes complex and no
longer dense. As the viscosity is taken to zero all of the complex eigen-
va 1 ues get squeezed onto the rea IIi ne and become dense in the rea IIi ne.
As another example we can find the general behavior of the modes in
a ci rcular cyl inder:
r:::H )i
T
2=-0- ~
B
Then the boundary conditions on p at the top and bottom are
(by (1.7.4)) n.u::o ~ 0::- l-~ P"A-lu-p?: =-;0-(/- ra-'1)Pr'
Since
~o":()":'f, p=.=:oaJ ~::o,H.
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On the side wa 11 s r ': ct, we requ ire
.r. ~ ~ 0 = (4 ~(J~) (.r . (2 ~ x V p ) - l () r.. t7 P - i~ ri . ~ r tJ
Now
.r . V" P ; p.. ' r, . ~ = 0 am d. r,' (;¿ 1 i/ V p) = :2 ~. (v p ~ !-i) = - %: ~ ~
So we have, at r- = c¿
:2 .
- -- le - i a- PI' = 0 . (1.7.7)
hl1l-.
Since Pi: -= 0 , we use z-e i genfunct ions of the form ccr --
Substituting this into Equation (1.7.6) gives
v~ r' - (4k~ -i)(-tH1T~Jp: 0 ~ ~~Pn T ( ~:X- C~ -I) Pn =0.
-i ( :' _imeare.J1' i.l 'rje where m is anThe solutions of this equation
and K ~ = ( n~ y- ( ;" - i) .
integer
Applying the boundary condition (1.7.7):
t ') i) 'e:i, -ime. _1m- -e - l m J m (J. Q.) e - 'CJ K Jm ( k: a. e = 0 1iY 01 e . ~-.",
Thus
K 0. ::
cr
I
lm ( Jrn (/ta-) ):r:. (K a.)
and solutions of this equation give the spectrum.
There are reasons to suspect that for some reg ions there is a 1 so a
continuous spectrum, but the overall picture is not yet clear.
Notes submi tted by
James R. Luyten
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Lecture #3
8. The Effects of Vi scos i ty
If we include viscosity in the momentum equation, the dimensionless
form is
JJt+E!:-Vg.+:2!ix ~+ Vp= EV:1g. (1.8.1)
where E = s¿ VL? is the Ekman number.
Putting 6 = 0 in this equation is no longer a singular perturbation,
in that it does not lower the order of the equation. However, it may suppress
certain instabilities. It leaves us with a linear equation. Also, E is
smal I when E is small due to fast rotation. Hence we expect a boundary
layer type solution.
Simplest Problem:
Consider the boundary conditions:
~ ~ 0
LL = Uc .f~ ~ -;: 00
~ =- 0 ,fiY =-:: 0
tNo dependence on 'X):J J
Put u.:: Ui -t .Q(ë)
p= -2. Uci + p-
i.e. split the flow into the geostrophic part, plus a perturbation which~O
L,_____~
at infinity.
cAl. __ 0
Then from the continuity equation, cL2
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=') UJ :: 0 everywhere (by bottom condition)
) eLfd r: == 0
) d-ß = 0d~
) /\ (by top condition)f' = 0 eve rywhe re
Thus the momentum equation is:
A2.k_y,u-=fû
- 'l~
(1.8.2)
Take cross product wi th h
"" "
-2u.=E~)C~;?è
Combine these two equat ions, us i ngi =. v'
E L~+í(~xQ.)J:i~= -;¿i.(~+i(~xQ-))
= (i - i r ( Q. + i ( ~ t. f. ))
~) û. + i (~ x Q.) = C M-p L - (1- i) ë/E i¡z J
and C=-U(£+y) by boundary conditions at 0
=? i1:: - URe r(~+ij).up(-(/-i)i!/EVZ.)J (1.8.3)
Thus û. is different from zero on a 1 ength sca 1 e E K (i n the sca 1 ed coord i-
nates). If we return to dimensional variables, we find the scale of the
boundary layer is
~* ~
~b = T ~ (~) .
. *' (V)~t..e. l-b.. --
iT' ~,
(1.8.4)
This is to be expected, as there is no length scale in this infinite half-
space prob 1 em.
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A More Genera 1 Problem:
region above a rigid boundary:
Consider a general geostrophic velocity and pressure in an interior
(~Q) ~)
_____a._______
Ekman 1 ayer//'.,//// /////////1
Write u. ::g.~(x.);S)+ Q.("):t'~)
and P:~LxJ~),¡p(ìC~)è-) for this case
A Â__E\ï:i_I"'.
the Equation of motion then gives :i~)( ~ +\1P v..
I ntroduce the boundary layer coord i nate '5 by the stretch i ng
t ransformat i on
~ '" E i¡~ J
'2A A a A
'2-ht.Ul-"VP:: --+/' - - a ri. ..
sma 11 terms
is the appropriate equation in the boundary layer.
(1.8.5)
(1.8.6)
(1.8.7)
A
We can now find ~ as before, although the boundary condition at infinity
has an x, y dependence.
However, the continuity equation is only satisfied to order E. This
means that the flow cannot have the form
A
~ :: Uâ +!: (X:J~J J) exactly.
We, have really been working with part of an asymptotic expansion:
~
LL :: ~ ~ 0 (X-i ~) + f ~ î ie') J ~ ) + . . .
+ f.n (x.J~J 1) + EV:i~1 (:ti ~ iS) + .
and similarly for t.
Thus g. ~:: \7. Y:Ø() + rV"V. ll~/+ . . ·
E-y,,I' ('" A)
+ ~r+ IA/r + \7H' u.o -+
V~( )E .. + . . .
(1.8.8)
(1.8.9)
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Hence i ~)( .! -+ V t - E n..~ :: 2.~ ia!-øo r VPd, t- E V:i(2~ x ~~I;- V t3, ì + E (.2~)( l1~1 T rJpV'- - V"'i¿g,,) t- p'
- :i d ¡:A L " .. Pi ~ êl u.o J '/~ r JE iI., ~ ~ x 2/t 'f LA + ~ + 17 P - ;¿~ + E. . .. :: 0ò J - -() õ r t1 l) 0 r~ ( 1. 8. 1 0 )
Fi x -2 to (outs i de the bounda ry 1 ayer) and 1 et t -? 0
Lowest order terms:
lv.u. =-0
-dtJ
2 ~ 'X ':dlJ + 'I P1Ø :: 0
These give the geostrophic velocities outside the boundary layer.
(1.8.11)
tV- Y:gi -= CJ
1st order terms:
:i~x ':~/+'V~1
This represents another geostrophic flow (but, of course, multiplied by the
~factor E: 2.).
(1.8.12)
:. D
V. Y-g2. = 0
2nd order terms: (1.8.13)
2-
.2~ t- !:B'- + V l~,. - \l l: ~o -= CJ
This and higher order terms are of similar form.
Now fix J -: 0 and let E ~ 0 (i .e. look inside the boundary layer).
/'duro
-= 0
ò ~
A
Since Wo and Po
Aôro
:: 0
ô r
vanish as r -7
(1.8.14)-1 th order terms
/\
00,
'" "
JC -: Wo =. "to
Zeroth order terms:
"í)w, n "l
~ + vH' 0:0 = 0
(1.8.15)A ,,'J '"f" " /\ aop, k f7" 00 -= 0
-l -¡ _ + v", 10 - J ç:L
/\A () Pi
po::O from above, and - Jt in the only term in the third direction.() J
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r.
Hence: f\ :: 0 as well.
Thus ..? '"A ou.
1. k. X LL - -- =: Q.
- -0 0 j;1
Now the boundary cond it i on on "u.
-0
"
i s t ha t u. :: - lJ
- 0 - dO
""
at 'Ç = 0 , to make u. :: 0 on the boundary.
Thus
0..= -.ie tl~a' + í(~, ~D)J Rd (-d - i) rJ J (1.8.16)
(by comparison with the solution of (1.8.2))
A ÁJ r . i- _(i-i) r L
'VH'~o:: - vie L-i. \Ix ~3o'~e J (1.8.17)
Hence, by integrating (1.8.15)
Ûi =. - ~ ~ fC- i' V X Y:an . !3 ) e -It - i) r ~ ìL ~ (I i j
independent of J
(1.8.18)
Th is can now be used to get the va 1 ue of UTj i a t the wa 11 :
4J~) = - lie r('i7~ ~!.. ~)C I~ £ J = ~ LV, ~3.. ~ J (1.8.19)
This implies that there is a vertical geostrophic flow of order E: V~ if the
zeroth order vort i city does not van i sh.
Higher order terms in the expansion can be obtained with a certain
amoun t of 1 abou r.
Here endeth the formal treatment. Professor Howard then spent some
time in discussing some other problems in a non-rigorous way.
(i) Right circular cylinder with top rotating slightly faster than the
bottom and sides.
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Ii- -i
~
I
~I
~
.n (i +6)
I
~
-i II
i
i
ii ~T
~
It is found that the central geostrophic flow rotates
angular velocity 51(1 + -kE), while at the bottom and
1 ayers of th i ckness E '/;i, caus i ng an upward i nteri or
wi th the average
top there a re Ekman
E 1/2..flow of order
The structure of the side wall boundary layers is found to be more complicated,
although they only have a local effect.
II I
~------- I J IE v,.7
( ;¡
E \(~
(
E V&l
/'
_1/,,
In the t layer there is no vertical dependence, the horizontal flow is
L 11'3
adjusted to the boundary condition, whereas the ~ layer does have vertical
structure. What happens in the corner has not been fully resolved.
(i i) Conta i ners wi th Slop i ng Bottoms:
In th is case, the expans i on becomes more comp 1 i cated, vi z:
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u. = tJ (x. lA '2 t) -i 1:- 1/,2 i +
- ~o , d J i -,  ~ ~ I .,.
+ Q.o (X J ~ i ~ ) + ) +- E ~ f. + . . .
+ ~~O(XJ~/r,L)+
+ Ql 0 (X)~) r )T") +
whe re L = E v~ t .
In the axisymmetric case, only geostrophic normal modes are excited by smal I
change of rotation rate. The motions are damped on the T time scale.
Notes submi tted by
Phi 1 ip Hazel
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Lecture #4.
9. As an example of a system exhibiting the various boundary layers discussed
in the previous lecture, consider a rotating cylinder whose top and bottom are
rotating non-rigidly and at different rates. The side wall is rotating with a
given tangent i a 1 ve 1 oc i ty. Thus the bounda ry cond i t ions on the tangent i a 1
veloci ty v(r,e.i) are:
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V. (r)
-i! =- ñ v(r-, 1: =-0) = 11 (r)
i. (r: è : ïi) = \I (r)
v(r-;o.)~)= vCl:)Q. )
;.- _ - _ __ 2,co For the radial and vertical velocities:
V" Cr) u.,W:: 0 on all of the boundaries.
We assume that the flow is steady and axisymmetric 
(:9 
~ 0). In cyl indrical
coordinates the equations of motion and continuity become: ,~,
-2v+g.. :: E (Vti - u/y-'-)
.2u. -: E (V?v- V/r'1)
l -= E v"w-
=
J. ( r u) + Wë -= 0
r y-
In the interior region, we expect the motion to be geostrophic and hydrostatic
and we have
- 1. \J -l Pr :. 0 , lJ:.O, p. =- 01! ) Wë. :: 0 .
It is clear that in order to match the boundary conditions at top and bottom,
we wi 11 have an Ekman layer and the interior solution must connect onto the
Ekman solution. From the previous lecture we have that solution just above
the bottom layer (í!-:O) is proportional to the difference between the vorticity
of the interior flow and the flow on the boundary:
\\(6) = ~ fi- (k-, w:L_ ~. '!d = ~ E V,( + (, "-J. - + (" V; (n ))J
and just below the top layer (~-=1í)
WeT) ~ ~ E y~ ( ~ (r V, (I") po - 7- ( r V ( r)) J
Now in the interior w¡-=O so
W(-) -: WCß) and thus v(r) -: ~ (Vo (r) r \I Lr~
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What else could it be? We now have the interior solution
VI (i-) :: ~ (Vø (i-) + Vi (l"))
II (r) = 0 OLE)
WI(r):ir£V'-f-7(r~(r)L - ~ (r'lCr))r)
Since these velocities are independent of è they have no hope of satisfying
the boundary conditions at r = a.. We must have boundary layers at Y' = a..
If the top is turning faster than the bottom, the vertical velocity will be
upward in the interior which means that fluid is being transported from bottom
to top (driven by the Ekman pumping and suction) somewhere an equa 1 amount
must be going down.
Try a boundary 1 ayer near Y':: a. of wi dth
VtlY'o;cv-E f
l/IfE :
The equat ions of mot i on become:
- '/'l ~
- 2 'i - E Pf = E u. pp
E i¡~2 cL:: - V"pp
E-V~fi! = wPI'
-t. -Yy.i.p + \Nc =: 0
'-
If we assume that the solution in this ~-layer will match onto the interior
solution then v-=o(i) and u.:: O(.fVa.). Then u.,o':O(£Y~)and W':a is O(fV"l).
Then Pi- is 0(£'/'1). If we take p~-=o , the PP must have a part that is
oC £Vi-) to ba 1 ance V . Then we have in the V/. -1 ayer:
- If,
.2 v - E f'p = 0 1.9.1 a
-1 U. -'/')= t. v
pp
1.9.1 b
10 = 0
I i:
-YLf
- E u't+ ~ :: 0
1.9.1 c
1.9.1 d
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From (a), (b) and (c) we have
E - 'NVë =- ~ ¡Of': = 0 _I i _V:aaJ u..: -= - I: vi! = 0~.i f f'
I/o.
and vvëi! :: E u.1! p :: O. Thus W is a 1 inear function of ë in the 1/4
layer. Since this layer is much thicker than the Ekman (1/2) layers we can
expect that the ~ in the 1/4 1 ayer connects onto the Ekman sol ut ions. I f we
assume that the vorticity at the wall is 00) (i.e. +(rVo.1 (i-)\.": 0(1),
we can negl ect those terms wi th respect to ~(r V( r))r in the 1/4 layer.
W ( 0) -= 1 f II, ~ E'" V'l 1f,o + 0 L I) J
WlíI):: ~ E U-l E -'/'¡v,o + Oll) J
Since ~(t) is linear io the 1/4 layer we have,
W (a) :: E Yi V (~ - 'Í~ )P 1\
Substituting this into 0.9.1 d)
Up = E YilW2, = (E ~ /íí) vp
and i If,.
LJ-:"î£ V"flt
so that
vtt'f' - 2./'i vp = 0 I
Since this is a boundary layer we pick the decaying exponential and write
V (f) = K + Ce - J~;.
Matohing this to the interior solution, we have
f' ~oo V ( l) =- f:Ct V ú. ) -= ~ (Va (0-) +- Vi ( a.))
and
Then
( ) - f-fV(f)=t Vo(o.)+V/(CL) + Ce "Í
'/. £. V:i - Iff'u.-=-lE:av = -Ce 1/
.. ¡o¡o íí
IV . ~o¡'/ ('-;1..) (- ff Ce - Hi l) ·
~
and
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Clearly ~ and ~ match onto 0 in the interior.
Again we cannot expect to satisfy the boundary condition and set -l VLp);: V(i!)
f'~O
since Vis independent of -t At best we can hope to bring v- to the
average va 1 ue of V (è) over the wa 11 wi th the constant C . We wi I 1 have toh h b d 1 h E l/,+. h' h h . dave anot er oun ary ayer narrower t an in w i c t e ve 10c i ty epends
on ~ .
To get a narrower boundary layer, let
- 1/3 I)
2 v - E I'v¡ = E ' u. 71
y,2 u. = £. If,??
Ij')
Pe :: E u.?7
--~
- E iL? + ~ == 0
- V3
us t ry r = Q. - t 7
(1.9.2)
We can expect that V:: 0(1) in this 1/3 layer. Then from (1.9.2) we have
~~--~
V::O(I)=¿ u.=-o(£V,) ~W::O(I) )P~::O(fV3).
'"' We expect that P7 -:O(EY'!) and balances 2ir. If vv is oLI), we seem to be
in trouble wi th the Ekman layers (sti 11 assumed to be much thinner than the
1/3 1 ayer) . At the edges of the Ekman 1 ayers we have
E '1~ r - - '/3 J .. E Ytøw=~L+E Vi =+2~
This obviously cannot match a IN that is 0(1) in the interior(o~c':íi)
of the 1/3 layer unless it is zero at top and bottom. The solution must have
two terms in the 1/3 layer one wi tha w- that is 0 (1 ) and goes to zero at
i3 -= 0 and ,. and one that is O(EX) and matches the Ekman layer. Pre-II
sumab 1 y has to expand in powers of E !I~ the full solution. Thi s isone to get
in fact typ i ca 1 when Y3 and Vlf 1 ayers are present.
From (1.9.2) we have1/ - V~
c- "I, ': P =- - 2. E '/ ) \Vc: W"77? ~7 i! ( 77 == -.2 lTi?y; y')£ iJ~~7 -= 1" i u7 =.¡ i. E W"~ -:"/ v?? 7 = :i W"j5
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or
(~ + 4~) i. = 0o~rø dè~
Take W- as 0 (1) and w(o)= 0 =w(íí).
o. ~:: - ~ ~77 (1.9.3)
Expanding IN in a sine series,
co
w ( 7) ~) = L Wn (~) s Un n %: .
h::1
Since the eigenfunctions sùn nr satisfy the boundary conditions we can formally
(1.9.4)
differentiate (1.9.4) term by term to get an equation for~n (7),
7l
ò,?~ ~(7)='fn~WYl(7)'
We retain the three sixth roots of 4 ni. with negative real part:
W. ( ) _ k -(iri/j L ('1n)'/i ~ e -ii% M C"n) V'7e-~¿ if¡3Y'lÎ - n e + i' e + n e
Clearly as 7 -7 00) 'Wn(tz).- D and i)(7):a) -' 0 as they must since there ,is
no ur of 0(1) in the interior (i .e. Yr layer). From (1.9.3) we obtain
oø IN iii ( )
V(~"l)-=~"W(7)+~1 h~n7 ~Y1r
wherei Wo Cry) is an integration constant which is at most quadratic in 7 --
Differentiating this gives
EV, f 00 \¡JV: ( )
u.Cry,!)~ T I ~Y1r¡
n =1
~ vi" + ~ ~" (~ ) 1
If U.(1;r) is to match onto the p -~o 1 imit of the Ylf layer, solution
£~ ~ (1 ~ co) = -t~2. C (i - ~ f)4 /1'/ p :o
Since ~ "is at most quadratic VVo is a constant and must vanish as there is
nothing for it to match up with. Looking at the t-~ 0 limit of V in the
V"l 1 ayer shows that ~ (~) must be a constant:
i~aoV(t') = ~ \I (7-- 00)' ~ (v. (a.) 
+ ~ (a.)J" C (1- If f J
= ~ IÝ~(ti)+ V,(a-~ + c-/l C E'/;J7'
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~ is assumed to be 0(1) so that it must be a constant. Thus
C = ~ w; - ~ L Vo (a.) i- Vi (a.)J
The tangential velocity at the wall yo =a.(,?~o)must be V(~):
co
V ("l) = ~ ~ + 2: ~ WI/I (0) ~ Y1 ~
~ I:iYl n
which gives
11
~ ~ ~ ~ 1 d r. V ('è)o
íi
Wri'" (0);: ~ r d. r Cb Yl è V('i) L
o
(i .9.5)
(1.9.6)
Thus we have ~ and C Equat ion (1.9.6) together wi th the cond it ions
that LL and VI are zero on the wall give three conditions for each lj which
are sufficient to determine the constants Kt' ) Ln and M)'' With the
exception of the second (w~Ei¡,,) part of the solution this completes the
bounda ry 1 ayer so 1 ut ions.
Notes submitted by
James R. Luyten
Lecture #5
II. Rotating Homogeneous Fluids with Free Surfaces
1. Long surface waves in a shallow, rotating, homogeneous fluid:
We suppose that the system we are considering is such that
~ -'I ~ .:~ 2. .. x ~. Then we have
\ ~t + :i Sl x y. + V p +
( V. ~ = 0
~R = 0
(2. 1. 1 )
Cons i der the th i rd component of the momentum equat i on:
We- + .2 (~ ..g ic ~) + Pi- + 3 = 0
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Now INt' and 2~.n)( ~ are small terms compared with ~ . Thus we have an
approximate hydrostatic balance. If the region containing the fluid is
,~
def i ned by
- H (y: ) ~) ~ ~ ~ 'j c. X) 'j) t)
then, choos i ng ? to be zero at the surface gives
P=3(J-"i) (2.1.2)
The hori zontal part of (2.1.1) is then
C::~) H + .2 (.Q x !:) H + ~ VH ! = 0
( .ß ~ ~)H = - ~ x L ~ x (.ß x ~)) == - ~ x (w J' - t! . n ~)
:= -~ lI .n W + (~ ' n) !! x u.
(2.1.3)
Now
¡~
Now W.c.. (~)H for the motions we are interested in. Thus we omit the term
-kt. Slw. This is tantamount to taking n to be vertical, but with
magnitude (Sl. ~).
Wr it i ngnow .J for the vertical component of S2
J u/: -:i.r V -i ~ :r~ == 0
C Vc + .2.n u. + ~ J'1 :: 0
(2.1.4)
The cont i nu i ty equat ion is
U)C + V'¡ + W~ -: 0
Since -r \l and:5 ~ are independent of t , we expect l. and v- to be i nde-
pendent also. Integrate the continuity equation: (from -H to+ J
(U)C+~)(I-+ r)+ WT-~ =0 (2.1.5)
Now the dynamic conditions on the top and the bottom (saying, essentially,
that a particle on the surface moves along it) are:
t . :l- (?: -1) == 0 =- WT - J/: - u 1r-. - V J ~
-- (i!+ 1-) :: 0 =- w + u. H of ir H4~t B ~ d (2.1.6)
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Substituting into (2.1.5):
( U. 1- + Vd ) ( H + r) + J t + u. Jx + 11 J'( + u. H)t -l V H ~
J t+ Òd~ (u. 0 + 1 J ) + ;'j (v L H + J J) = 0
We can ignore '1 with respect to H , giving
:: 0
i.e.
Jt + d: (Q H) + 'd ~ (v- /-) = 0 (2.1.7)
Suppose for the moment that the fluid is not rotating. Then substitution
of (2.1.4) into (2.1.7), withJl=o, gives
Je t - ~ f( H J,J It + CH J ~ ) ~ J = 0
The boundary condition is .ò:J = 0 at vertical side walls.
Ô Yl
. d
Wr i te -: = ¿ cr to get out the norma 1 modes:
"-
- ~ ~ :J + (H J,J'I + (H J ~ ) ~ ,; 0
Multiply by '1 and integrate over the area of the base:
()2.j J"Jd.A = _ ((HJJ Jd.A-( (HJ",)L/ JoLA
~~ ~ ~ ~ cd'
= -irv' (H.Jx, H,J'; )dA;q
i.e. ~fJdA = -lJ\1.(JH(JX)1~)J- VJ.(H:rl,HJ~)Jd.A
~ ~ ~ L
But on the boundary, (Jx, J'j)' ~ is the normal derivative of '1 , and is
therefore zero. Thus, applying the divergence theorem, the first right-hand
side integra 1 van i shes.
:: iH C1: of 5;J d.A
j J'"oLA
í'
(2.1.8)0-"j
The minimum eigenvalue, a; , can be found from this by minimizing the right-
hand side over all functions satisfying ~JcLA = O.
For the rotating case, looking for normal modes gives
- 7Lf -
r '''u- - ::S1v- = -~::.
(:iJllA + ~(Tv :. -~ Ji.
(2.1.9)
from (2. 1 .4) .
Solving for u. and V :
)Co-~-/"Sl~)U. ~~, (¿a-J)/+ 2.nJ~)
( (õ 'l _ /..J~) 1f -= '? (- :i n J)( + La- J ~ )
(2.1.10)
(N. B. expect pecul i ari ties at Õ":: 1: 2.St )
Substituting into (2.1.7) gives
(o-:i_~n2.)i.crr+ O:(~H(lU-~x+~,Ç !d~+~l~Ht2.Qr/i()~)J (2.1.11)
If we look for a harmonic plane wave,ï ,'Æ
) ex e X say ,we have, in the case H = constant,
C'3 '1), Hi.~'()-YSl !.()-~ "L(T~O
() =0 dl -i H 'i0- :; d ~2.+ t. Sl (2.1.12)
I n the case 0= 0, we have from (2.1.10)
f u. == -= ç
:i SL 'á
v= ~ ç)L
So (2. 1 .7) becomes
;x (- ;~ r~)f-:~ (;~ (.= 0
This is identically true if H = constant. The geostrophic flows are thus
included as normal modes ~f zero frequency.
If H l: cons t. òH 3 'dH '(
'd ~+ -a J~ =
ç is constant along
d(H)r) =0
Õ(y.i~)
1 ines of constant depth.This implies that
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The Sped a 1 Case (J = 1. ..
I fa-:: :i S2, from (2. 1 .9) ,
(LL+ Lli).z Sl = i.~ rx.(u.+l.ll):i.( = -~r~
). J y. -. i. )'~
).) is an analytic function of (x.-tj)'
(If the flow is unbounded, J :: 0 is the only solution.
with inertial period, involving no surface elevation.)
Th is imp 1 i es mot ions
ii ß -Pi anell Sol ut ions:
.
Return now to the general case, and substitute H=Ho+ß~ into (2.1.11).
j3 is taken to be sma 11, so that we may put H :: Ho , but keep
(0-:'4 n2) icr r + ~ Ho(io-( r~)C;. r:1~)J +~,ß (-2 J1 ry:+ tCJ r~) -= 0
J -i k xIf 0( e (plane waves in x direction)
((j')-'iJl2)L()+~Ho (- ~\(J)+ 2S1~ßi.k :: 0
(We note the 0-= 0 is no longer a solution. The geostrophic flows in this
H J :: ¡E. Thus:
(2.1.13)
system are along lines of constant y, and do not vary with x.) Hence
0"2_ i-.n2. - ~., ~ H 0:: - , Sl ¡f3 k (2. 1 . 14)
of the right- and left-hand sides:
The behaviour of the solution to this equation is brought out by plotting graphs
'-'
~.\\
c
d-
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in the previous case where H was constant (¡1 = 0) the hyperbola degenerates
into two straight lines coincident with the axes, and the solutions for a-
are given by the points A, B, C. (d. (2.1.12)). The effect of making ¡3
small but non-zero is to shift the solutions slightly off the axes. Solutions
1 and 2 are qualitatively similar to the previous case, but the geostrophic
modes represented by solution c have been shifted to osci llatory modes of
small frequency (solution 3). Since 0- is small, we can solve (2.1.14)
approximately to get
1n~ßk
i- .n ~+ ~ Hø R "2
These waves are called Rossby waves. Note that k has the same sign as 0-
"3 (2.1.15)
so the waves always have a phase velocity in the same direction (Eastwards ~
if¡1~O).
The group velocity, however, can be in either direction:
a-
~
dcrC~ = olh.
k.
The effect of boundar i es
Consider a region X ~O with H = H .
o
U. ::0/
x
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Equation (2.1.11) becomes
( () :i _ Lt n) r + ~ Ho (r a + r ~ ~) = 0 (2.1.16)
The boundary condition, u = 0 on x = 0, becomes (from (2.1.9)),
prov i ded
¿ (J rx + .i n r ~
'J i.
cr i= 4 fl .
= 0 O' X. = 0
Put J :: e-tk~rp(x) i.e. Fourier analyse in y.
/~" + (";-tl~ - ~j cp = 0 )
(2.1.17)
boundary condition: 4/(0) = :in.k cp(o)(¡
This is a Sturm-Liouville type system, except that the eigenvalue d- appears
in the bounda ry cond it i on.
So i ut i on is 1" -"P i - 4n.~+g H.k':; X L ;C "',, 'In." ~ H. ,,'
~ H" f ì
From the boundary condition: 1
_ j LfS2 ':+ gHo k': (f.. =
ßHo
(note th i s means CJIk. .. 0) .
'1 II ¡. 2 .. i. Q'1 k '14n.l~liI'-o- = cJ~ jl-l
.ink
ü
Thus
i. e. (() ~ l- n 1,) (cr -i R ..~ H) = 0
Ignore the CJ::t2..root, as we have already discarded this in deriving the
boundary condition.
Thus 4J :: .Rp r - i n xJL~ (2.1.18)
and or and R have oppos i te signs. Thus the wave propagates in the negat i ve
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y direction, and decays exponentially with x. These waves are called
Kelvin waves.
A circular lake with a paraboloidal bottom (brief description).
H :: Ho ( i - rïiR1) (ef. Lamb § 193)
I n the non-rotat i ng case we look for modes S = .f (r) e ,'Y1 e
Then, writing +(r) = 3(X)'X= r/tR ' we get
(i-x:l)(f+ + ~'- (nix") ~ - ;¿ x cl + À ~ : 0
whe re À = 0-.. dt 2-
~ ¡.o
(2.1.19)
We seek power series solutions for ~ ' and find that the series terminates
for particular values of À
whe re
),nm = n ("lm+ 2.)+ vY(m+'J)
(n :0,1,2,...
( m - 0,2,4, . . .
provi ded 'Y and m are not both zero.
The rotating case:
If n -: 0 (axisymmetric case) we find
?-
~ (0) ~(J-:(J +11.S as we mi ght expect.
I f ri ). 0 , we find ll
À :: (cr?-- Ll.n2-) ~ _ /.nn3 H" 0-
The fo 11 owi ng sketches ill us trate the behav i ou r: /----\
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d- / n ::0
/
"' :2Jl
~
~
~
Yl ': Ò
/"/'
/' ,/IIRossby waves" Geos t roph i c mot ions/'
,. \IIKelvin wave"~
""
~ r-
Notes submi tted by
Ph ¡Ii p Haze 1
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Lecture #6
III. Rotating and Continuously Stratified Fluids I n vis c i d Flows
1. Erte 11 s Theorem
We start by deriving Ertells Theorem. Consider a non-dissipative,
incompressible flow in which the body forces can be derived from a potential
function. The governing equations, in an inertial frame of reference, are
V.~::o (3.1.1)
IYi:+~'V~+ .p ílp+t7c:::O (3.1.2)
Consider also any function S that satisfied the equation
1) 5
:Dt
:: d5 +u.\f5:0
-at - (3.1.3)
and the relation
\l5'(tl~'/Vp):= 0 (3.1.4)
By taking the curl of equation (3.1.2) and then the dot product with 'lS
we fi nd
\75'.: (VX!L)- ((\7X~)'V0)J -\75 =0 (3.1.5)
If we take the gradient of equation (3.1.3) and then the dot product
with (V)(~) we have
('V 
x LL)..: (VS)+ V X~' r¡~. Vs '" 0 (3.1.6)
Adding equations (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) we find
ERTEL i S THEOREM :t (7x~' t7S):: 0 (3.1.7)
The following are some familiar results that are included in Ertells theorem.
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I n a two-d i mens i ona 1 planar flow, independent of the coord i nate r
we can choose 5 = ~ , and (3. 1. 7) gives the we II-known resu 1 t that
-- (V x u.) = 0J)t -
In shallow water theory, consider the function
s =
:r +- H (l!J 'j)
r(xi~ir)+ H (XJj)
the free surfacewhere -r :: -r0~it) is the height of
and '2-=-l1(t.I,~pis the depth. Note that
5 = 0 at è:. - H
S = 1 at =l:: ~
and therefore
1) S = 0 a: 7: = - H OJd ~ = r
Dt (3.1.8)
I n fact
~; = (r~ H)' (U + H)(W+ ~~) - (ü H)( ~~ + ~:)Jor J
~~ =cç;HY ((r+H)(WL~)-W(-J-1Ð- (t+H)(w¿n- W(-H)
In shallow water theory W is a 1 inear function of :2 and therefore
we can write 1)5 :. -l (x.IU)+ -rf (x,u)
1)1: To J i J
However, the condition (3.1.8) then impl ies that, in general,
1)5 :: 0
J)t
Therefore 5 is a suitable function for use in Ertells theorem.
Wi th \7 xu.. t7 S ~ (r¡ 'I LL). ( K- Y - ll+-r)
equation (3.1.7) gives j) (Vt: y.' !f) := o.
1)t H + r
This result expresses the conservation of potential vorticity.
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2. Equations for Flows with Strong Rotation and Stratification
Now we first want to apply Ertells theorem to a rotating and stratified
fluid. The equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are supplemented by the energy equa-
tion and the equation of state.
and
1)ï = 0
1) t
¡i=.f(J ~o(T)
(3.2.1 )
, (3.2.2)
If we switch to a frame of reference rotating with angular velocity
.f 1-( , then \l-t u.--2n~+~
where úù is the relative vorticity and Ertells theorem (3.1.7) can be written
~ ((2nK-+~).'7~.O
(3.2.3)
We further consider a strongly rotating and strongly stratified fluid
and linearize about a ba~ic state. That l's, we consider
Iwl ~~ 12n~1
and, express i ng the temperature as
..
T:: i: C~) + T ,
we also consider
'VTI ~ ~ IT: (1!)1 .
A
Then, i nc 1 ud i ng the above 1 i near i zat i on and d ropp i ng the ca ret on -r,
equation (3.2.3) becomes
:t ~ 2.Q ~ + To'i?:) l5. w J + 2. Sl W To" (a) -: 0 (3.2.4)
Now from the 1 inearized form of equation (3.2.1) we have
dT '
Clt + W-r (2:) =0 (3.2.5)
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Solving for Wand substituting in equation (3.2.4), we find
-l ( .2.Q T~ + K. wJ -.2.n ~" Ò T ~ 0()t L ~I - - (i;'Y d t
Combining terms we obtain
~ r 2Sl (~ì + ~.~ ì = 0 (3.2.6)ô t L To ~ J
For a closed region another relation comes from taking an area average
of equation (3.2.5) in an x, y plane in the region enclosed by the boundaries.
Si nce
S wdicd.~ = 0
A
equation (3.2.5) gives
aT
-=0Ò t: (3.2.7)
where T;: 5TcLxd.~
A
Now consider the linearized equations, with the Boussinesq approximation,
v.!: = 0 (3.2.8)
~t + 2.. ~ '/ ~ to V to - ex ~ T~ : 0
o T +- w T: (:a) ': 0
at
(3.2.9)
(3 . 2. 1 0 )
where P is the modified pressure. We nondimensionalize the variables by
sett i ng
u ;:
0( .9 b. T
n
t: T T*
*
Y:
T=
1: = n-I t'*
í! ; L ~'*
p: LO( ~6 Tp-l
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Dropping the stars, the equations in the dimen~ionless variables become
v. ~ =0 (3.2. 11)
~t+~/()I u. +'ff-T~=o
~: + LJS(è)W=O
0.2.12)
(3.2.13)
whe re
I.s (-rJ =
I
o(~ ,/) ( r) ::
.. '2
N'2
Sl'1 0.2.14)
We first look at the steady solutions of these equations (Ilgeostrophic
flowsll) in a region rR with the boundary condition
u.n =0 on o~ (3.2.15)
From equations (3.2.12) and (3.2.13) we find directly
'dp
ô2: =T (3.2.16)
and W = 0 (3.2.17)
Taking the cross product of K with equation (3.2.12) we obtain the
horizontal velocity vector
i
~H = îi ~ y. íJHp (3.2.18)
Therefore, p= ¡: (;t,,~i~) is a stream function for the horizontal velocities
and can be any function, with the restriction, implied by the boundary con-
dition (3.2.15), that P be constant around curves of intersection of
z = constant planes with boundaries in non-horizontal directions. That is
P('X/~i¡)= constant for 2 = constant, 'X''jon'dc1 (3.2.19)
An additional conserved quantity can be found. Taking the dot product
of ~ with equation (3.2.12) and using (3.2.13), we have
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o~ (i ui.)+ v. (,!p)r ,-ls ;t:C~ T:i)= 0 (3.2.20)
A volume integral of this equation over R. gives the result that
-i 1.' J ((u.~)+ T'2 ld.~ =-0 (3.2.21)
at - '-S(ic)J
~
Now if we have two sol ut ions, g, , T; , and.Y2.,1) and an inner product
defined as
-: ~ ,i, I ~ J,,,? = 1 (i~-i. ~~ + :~i-~)) cL V
we can show
-a ~ .( !:i-i Il! ~ ~ :; = 0 (3.2.22)
To prove this note that, since the equations are 1 inear U. _ u. , i., - T:iI :i
is also a solution. Therefore, using (3.2.21)
o = ;1; .( I ~ i - g ~ ) -r - T;z ( )
= l; f ~ I ~ i i: I :L) + ~ I ~ ~ -t I~) - 2 , y.;7; , ~ ~ 1. ì J
Equation (3.2.22) fol lows.
Equation (3.2.22) shows that, (with the addition of the complex con-
jugate in the appropriate place) if there are modes of different frequency,
they are orthogonal.
/\ ~CT 1: ;'' a: 't
That is, if~i:~ie i and ~:¡=l::zei. 2. equation
(3.2.22) gives l.(a-~-cr)~ C.i-lI ~'2T~/ = 0
3. The Initial-Boundary-Value Problem The Geostrophic Component
We now consider the initial value problem governed by equations (3.2~11),
(3.2.12) and (3.2.13), boundary conditions (3.2.15), and initial conditions
lÆ=LL (r)
- -ic-
T = Tic (!") im rR
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To find the 'Igeostrophic" part of the solution, f:IT we choose a solution,
ir ~ of the equations
-¡
1J=.1kxVtt
- ;¿ -
e==1X~
(3.3.1)
(3.3.2)
(where Ct is the geostrophic pressure function), such that
:i
.( I ~ -"!) T - 9/) ism i n i m i zed. (3.3.3)
This corresponds to orthogonal projection in the sense of the inner product
def i ned above. Stated in terms of the va r i at i on th is cond it ion is
lL
c5~I~ -:!¡ J- el) =0 (3.3.4)
Further, we do this at t=o, such thaty.::~i:c. and T:. Txc' Equation
(3.3.21) then insures that (3.3.3) is true for all time.
Using equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), condition (3.3.4) becomes
J r(J,- ~)x ~.¡ ~IS (T- e) ~l \7 J tl d v: 0æL1 - (3.3.5)
I ntegrat i ng equat ion (3.3.5) by parts to get rid of the der i vat i ve of the
variation of tt , we find
fivf(~-'~-')~+;s (T-e)~1JQ7d.v-l ~-,,)xl5+ 21S (T-ø)~'ntwdS = 0 (3.3.6)
~ 
With the particular choice of dw:.o on the boundary, equation (3.3.6) yields
v'((~-0x ~ + ~S (T- ehJ = 0 (3.3.7)
(Euler's equation in the calculus of variations).
Then equat ion (3.3.6) becomes
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1 ((!: - ~ ):( Ii + ~i.s (T - 5) ~ L !2 cf't cL 5 = 0ô~
(3.3.8)
We can take f'C as an arb it rary funct i on of ~ on the su rface ë) tR .
Therefore, it is advantageous to consider the surface specified by
so that
r :: l( e, ~)
() .P (J .Pn clS:: -- X ~ d&cl~
- Ô 9- Ô2.
where ~ is an angle in the x,y plane. Then equation (3.3.8) becomes
Top :i Tr
J 5n:(;!)ùJ L(""-Y). ~ + ¿IS (T-e )~J. ;~ X ;~ de- = o. (3.3.9)'"ttom l)
Using the fact that ÓW is an arbitrary function of i! , we have
'111
5 rfu.-i.)XK+-l(T-e)KJ. dE. 'l ô.t d.e :0. (3.3.10)L\:- - - 25  a e- Ô~
o
For example, if we consider a circular cylinder
! = a. Ii (e-) + i! ~
ô t = Q. ~I
"ô e-
'ò.t :. ~
-ni! -
where r-i and s?, are unit vectors in the i- and e directions of cyl indrical
po 1 a r coord i nates, then dt
ò$-
() .Ix--:: a. rõ~ -I
and (3.3.10) becomes :iíi
~j ((~-"!)lt~J..r1 de- =0
o
or, using ( 3 . 3.1 ) ,
j-:. e cl e- =J:
- -I ::o 6 d'0or cLe (3.3. I 1)
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We can see better what equation (3.3.10) means if we, in equation
(3.3.8) let Ó'D =f (re) , where.f is an arbitrary function of :t , and
then use the divergence theorem to change the surface integral to a volume
integral. The result, using (3.3.7), is
S :/s (T-e)f(r) d V:: 0
1(
(3.3.12)
Th is imp 1 i es
r e cL XClif =;.
rTd~d~
A
(3.3.13)
(r = constant)
which shows that the horizontal area average of the temperature is carried by
the geos t roph i c flow.
Equation (3.3.7) can be written
K. -\I xV +~ (-5) = K. V)( LL + ~ (l)
- - di!:iS - Ôè 25 (3.3.14)
With V and e given by equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), equation
(3.3.14) gives an equation for t( The boundary conditions are provided by
equations (3.2.19) and (3.3.13) or (3.3.11). In addition, on horizontal parts
of the boundary, equation (3.2.13) and boundary condition (3.2.15) give
'ÔT -: 0 cY e =T (= Trc).
-at
Then, using equation (3.3.2), we have
tr = e=Tr on hor i zonta 1 bounda r i es. (3.3.15)
We should note that we cannot obtain our previous results, character-
izing the steady IIgeostrophic fluwsll of a homogeneous fluid, by letting the
stratification go to zero in the above expressions. For example, in equation
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(3.2.21) 5 appears in the denominator and it doesn't make sense to
formally let S~O in this expression. The present results were obtained
from a linearization about a state with strong rotation and strong stratifi-
cation and, therefore, can not necessarily be expected to reduce smoothly to
the case of strong rotation and zero stratification. It might, however, be
possible to relate the two cases by including a consideration of the respective
unsteady equations and solutions.
Notes submi tted by
John S . All en, Jr.
Lecture #7
I n summa ry, then,
v:: ..k. xVar
- :1_
6:: w~
(3.3. 16a)
(3.3.16b)
and use of these with (3.3.14) gives
1. d (i "a'O) ( ) d (T)
VH ro + 'd 2 S (i-) Ô ~ :: 2. \7)( ~ . ~ + Õ ~ S Lr: ) (3.3.16c)
to be solved in R subject to
Sed.. d~ '" 5.Td xd. ÄA A (3.3.17a)
where A is an intersect i on of ë = constant and R .
1) = e :: T on hor i zonta 1 pa rts of 0 I(r
and tt = constant on an intersect i on of d R and ~ = cons tant.
(3.3.17b)
The right-hand sides of (3.3.16c) and (3.3.17) are independent of time
from (3.3.13), (3.3.14) and (3.3.15), so the initial data determine their value.
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4. Uniqueness of the steady part of the solution to the initial boundary
value problem
Suppose there exist two solutions of (3.3.16) satisfying the same
boundary data (3.3.17). Let the difference of those solutions be denoted by
O: Then, (3. 3. 1 6c), (3. 3. 1 7) are
\7'1 -r +"0 ~ dW = 0 'VY R JvH i. dr 5(2.) d~
r W": olx-d~ =- 0 ,;l
and 'Cë-:Oon horizontal parts of êldt.
(3.4.1)
(3.4.2)
(3.4.3) ,-,',.,-.."
Multipl ication of (3.4.1) by 1J and integration over R. wi 11 give,
with an application of the divergence theorem,
- 5 ~'7Hwl. + ~ cw3JoI.V+ SW 1(W-"Ct~,~W,,). ~) c($; 0R, 'OR (3.4.4)
The parts of the second integral arising from those horizontal parts of the'
surface ~ R are zero by (3.4.3). Hence, only those non-horizontal parts of
a R. , say aRv, contribute to that integral over -0 R.. Clearly,
W,:1)ß(~)on 'OR-v' Using the divergence theorem again,
lW8(") f(U:"Of~,-lW,,).~ J a S ;
Ô R.
= i W8 V. t(W~, W:l' ~ ~ )1d. V + 5 -w~ (,,) i;-- d. v;~ R
: S't~Cr) ~;L d. v, "; (:J.l¡.7).
~
Putting this into (3.4.4) yields
-) ~VHa1f+ t OT;J oL V + ~ =~ l¡ ~" d. V; 0R
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Note, however, that because of (3.4.2), the second of these integrals
vanishes identically and all that remains of (3.4.4) is
1 (/vHwl'" t ø-;) d. V- =: 0
~
App I y i ng the usua 1 a rguments to (3.4.5)
(3.4.5)
V '0-= 0 everywhere in 7t if S ,,OJ
which means the solution to (3.4.1) - (3.4.3) is a constant everywhere in It
and hence the solutions to (3.3.16), (3.3.17) are unique to within a constant,
i.e. V and 9 are unique.
5. The 'initial-value problem for the cylinder the steady componen t
In this section we carry out the above procedure for a right circular
cylinder of radius a. and height 1 Using the original form of the boundary
condition for (3.3.16) as derived from the variational principle, (3.3.8) wi 11
give, for the cylinder, as previously stated in (3.3.11),
(2 ~ 1 TI
J WJ&;?') d -1.9- :i f ~. f!, cL,.
o
(3.5.1)
A 1 so,
t:;i (r i 1. 0) = T ( r) ~I 0 )
1X~ (r)-i1 1):: T(r-,vr,i) ~ (3.3.17b).
The sol ut i on is expected to be of the form
¡; ( cD . vi () ')Cö~ECX ~ieim Jm(O(~t"/~JAl(m(~)+G;AK(~)J:(o(l(,,)+ r(~) ~O- (3.5.2)
,
(
where ¿, means the YY=o term is excluded from the sum, and the third term
in (3.5.2) is such as to satisfy the boundary value,
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-iÎÍ 2 ii
.. (n: (vi è) d. 1. = J i. ~ e cl ~ == îi r (i! )2.) r- J - -/o 0 (3.5.3)
Since aJ=W(2) on r:: ct, one can easily see from (3.5.2) that
Jm (0(; ) = 0 (3.5. 4a)
and since the last term in (3.5.2) satisfies (3.5.1) identically,
:;' (0(1.,) := - :r (ex~.) ;: 0 (3.5.4b)
Supposing for the moment that (3.5.2) is a convergent representation of the
solution and fTh1 (0(';) 1 and t Jo (0(1'.)) are complete, one can differen-
tiate term by term and insert (3.5.2) into (3.3.16c). Doing this, one is left
.-.-'"
with the ordinary differential equation
-r (~ dAkì_ o(~ A ;: r (~r :ro(O(~ ~~ )l:l r- )-~
da S(~) d:~J a.~ ~ LI L a. J J
, f:r CO( .i,,) f ~ (V, g.). ~ + dd.. (5:.) - 2 ~(.) J d.
c
(3.5.5)
for the axisymmetric part of the solution, AK ' and another similar
doubly-infinite set of equations for the fAkrrl,after expanding nx~.~+~ (~~))
. :t ~~~in a series of the angular functions e _
This is only the steady part of the solution, and in this special
case, existence of the solutions of (3.3.16), (3.3.17) has been shown, provided
the Fourier-Bessel series is convergent.
6. Oscillations in a Stratified Rotating Fluid
Putting
'" ( ) ~(Jt~= ~ r e
"/ ) . tP = P "r ei.cr
T ~ f (r) eLcrt
(3.6.1)
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into the non-dimensional equations of motion with the Boussinesq approximation,
(3.2.11) - (3.2.14), one obtains, dropping the carets,
Lcry:+:i~¡(!:TVp-T~ =0
¿o- T +- Lf wS(a) = 0
(3.6.2)
(3.6.3)
'i.~=O (3.6.4)
The vertical components of (3.6.2), and (3.6.3) are algebraic equations for
C-rw) in terms of p~ , and thei r solution, ifcr':#4S, is
,
T= AS
'à¡: I.() 010
- , w:: ()~4S ò :ca-?-"lS 0& (3.6.5)
Taking the vector product of (3.6.2) with ~ yields the system
,
L (T Ii )I ~ H - :Z!!H + ~ )( V It P ~ Q
:¿ I: -¡ ~I-i + La- ~¡. +- 'íH P :: ()
(3.6.6)
which is another algebraic system for L(H(= l! -1: w) and !3 )( ~u
7f. p The solution is easily found to be, provided cr'i=/L¡,
UH :: G-~-~ (icr VH F - 'LiS X VH p)
in terms of
(3.6.7)
Insertion of (3.6.5) and (3.6.7) into (3.6.4) then gives an equation for
the pressure,
) ~ +l
Cí '2_ Lf 'i,..l í? ?-
I 2e::OvnR.
o-':4S(z) Ô 2!
(3.6.8)
and since~. vi::o there, (3.6.7) will require some combination of directional
derivatives to be zero on (37t. This has been done for the cyl inder (cf.
Lecture 9).
To determine an upper bound on the values of or , we multiply (3.6.2)
*
by u. , the comp 1 ex conj ugate of LL , to give
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;;
Lõi¿. ~~ + ~ ~*. (&: '/ ~)+ V. (p t!*) + ~~ Iwl-; 0 (3.6.9)
using (3.6.3) also. Integrating over Rand 1:*. Q = 0 on (Y rt (3.6.9)
gives
~ -i
- ) ( 4 S I wi - cr -ilu. I d. V + :z L () J t!' (~ x ~*) d V == 0R ~ (3.6.10)
?.The second integra 1 can be shown to be pu re 1 y ¡mag i na ry, so oi is rea 1 .
I n fact
I L i ~ . (~ ~ u* ) d V I L ) \ ~ I?. cL Vti tJ
(3.6.10) is
_u--i~ /g.I'ldV+ i L¡ slwl~d V~ -:iICT/ ( 11:/'1cL V
~ W *
(o-:'1.Ia-1 + i) ll~I?od. V ~ i I!dj?-¿ V + 4 is jwl':d V  (f
~fl~(JV+4 rs 1~1?-d.V(f It
(),,.;"
so,
so
Thus,
"i
(I()!-l) ~ i+45T'd~'
that is
I CJ I.. ) + ~ I + 4 Sma )L' .
So, the frequency spectrum is of finite extent, and may also be dense;
in any case there must be accumulation points in the interval.
Forced Osc ill at ions
We suppose there is a driving force per unit mass,
Ut + 2 ~ )( ~ + Vp - k- T =-.E (~) t) (3.6. 11)
as well as a heat source
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Ti; + 't 5 w:: Q (.r t) (3.6.12)
\/.'= = a (3.6.13)
and ll'n:o on d R ; LL Tspecified at t=o.
_l
In general, of courseV.F:fO, so define If so that
! - 17 CP =.Y (3.6. 14)
Now, 17'E-~~:: V. y , and if we suppose \7.'::: 0 , then with the addi-
tiona 1 requ i rement V- - ~ = 0 , we have the Po i sson Equat i on to solve.
2-
V tp:; r¡-E ùn T?
ocP =-
- =- I 'VI cY '0 R.
'011 -- 1
(3.6.15)
So, one can collapse the Vrp part of ! into p and just consider
'! t +:i !! y. ~ + 'i p - ~ T = y (r) t)
It + '1 $w -: G)
\/. LL::O ) (3.6.16)
To solve this, consider
~ It; + ~ ~ )( ~ i + \1 ti - ~ T, = 0
ï;t + 4Sw¡ :: 0
\7.~/-=O
(3.6.17a)
subject to the conditions
~ (r ) t ¿ 1: ) = Q (r: i 1: ) 1 &n r.o
(3.6.17b)
~I Ú:J t¡. -c ) =- 1( D: it')
Then, the solution of (3.6.16) is
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t"
~(r)t):: )~I (r.¡t-L)-r)d.'l
o "t
T (;C J t):= J 1- C t) t - l' ) t) d L
o (t
r'Cr1t) = ) p,(!:)t-l)L)Cl.t
o
(3.6.18)
To prove (3.6.18), note that
1:
~ t ': '= I (r) 0) t) + 5 i¿¡ t (!) 1: -1:.) 1:) d 7:
o
so t
Y--t+:2 ~ ~ ~ - k T:: y (!¡t) + S C ~It +:2~ li Y-¡- f! TJoLL'
o t
:= ~ (c, t ) - S íl Pi (r ) t - L.) l ) d f'
6
(3.6.19)
where (3.6.17b) was used first, and then (3.6.17a). Hence, we have (3.6.19)
Y-t + 2 ~ 'l 0: - ~ T + V p ': y-
and s imi larly T-t + A w S = G¡ which are equations (3.6.16)
as are supposed. So, (3.6.18) is the solution of (3.6.16), or the solution
of (3.6.11) - (3.6.13) using (3.6.14) to define V" .
Therefore, by noting (3.6.17b) and using (3.2.6), we get that
k. Y' x t¿, (E¡ t) l) + (i;(~I;J't)1 = ~, V x f (E, r)+ (.2~)t
which may then, with (3.6.18), be written as
t
~. V x ~ (r, t )+cT ;~t) ~ " f (~'(Va) t G~ll ol l' (3.6.20)
o
and a 1 so r
T=-5Q(!)t)dL'
o
(3.6.21 )
Suppose instead that the driving is through the boundary conditions,
vi z. ,
(~ - Y) . h = 0 on d R. whe re r:. V '" 0 .
,.-,","
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Let ~:: ¥+Y so V'.h:=O on íJ11. Inserting this into (3.2.11) - (3.2.14)
gives
Y-rJ-~X ~+\7F'-!!ì:: - ('.t+:2l3 X. y.)
~ +-15w:: -4SW
V'!£~D
(3.6.22)
Clearly, the problem with forced boundary conditions is reduced to
the previous problem, (3.6.16). For any motion started impulsively, it is
known that, at the outset, the motion is irrotational,
v x V =0 (3.6.23)
plus V. l. :; 0
Us i ng the previ ous forma 1 ism, E =- - V 1: - 2 !s X V
and Gl = - Lf .s W
Inserting these into (3.6.20) to compute the potential vorticity,
\)y,E: -'\xYt:-1\Ji. (k-xy)
ôV
= 0 + 2. ò;.
and ('V x f)' ~ :: i °a~' However,
so Æ .\!xu- + (:5 )~ = o for impulsively-started motions, and hence we
come to the result that one cannot gain potential vorticity by impulsively-
started motions.
Notes submi tted by
Michael R. Foster
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Lecture #8
IV. Rotating and Stratified Fluids Vi s'cous Flows
1 . Equat ions
If the effects of viscosity and heat conduction are included, the
linearized, non-dimensional, equations (3.2.11) - (3.2.13) become
v. ~ ~O
~t + 2 f. 'j ~ + \i p - ~ T = E.6 LL
4. + ~ 5 w =: £/0- I: T
(4.1.1a)
(4.1.1b)
(4. 1. 1 c)
whe re E:. .J is the Ekman Number and 0- = )) is the Prandt 1 Number.~n K
In this case, the function 5 cO!) for the basic state should be a
linear function of ~ in order to satisfy the right-hand side of equation
(4. 1 .1 c).
Writing these equations in cartesian coordinates and considering flows
that are independent of y we have
U)L +- W=e = 0 (4.1.2a) /".~
u.l - :2V+ Px :: E L' u- (4.1.2b) ,-~"..~..
LI + 2l. -: E6 tr (4.1.2c)
W-l - T + pi! -= F t1 w (4.1.2d)
Tt: ;- A 5 w -= E /cr 6 T (4.1.2e)
We can notice the similarity in form between equations (4.1.2b and c)
and equations (4.1.2d and e). In fact, in some cases a di rect analogy between
homogeneous rotating fluids and stratified, non-rotating fluids exists (see
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Ref. 1). Without exploring the analogy in full here, we remark that the
similarities of the equations, mentioned above, indicate that there should be
boundary layers in vv and -r on vertical boundaries similar to the Ekman
layers and the velocity boundary conditions on horizontal boundaries in flows
of homogeneous rotating fluids, we can anticipate a similar importance of side-
wall boundary conditions and boundary layers in flows of stratified fluids.
2. Sp in-up Prob 1 ems
Let us look just at the simplest spin-up problem, the case of the flow
between two infinite parallel plates perpendicular to the axis of rotation, where
at t~D the plates are given a small increase in angular velocity. Even though
the effect of side walls is important in the flow of stratified fluids, this
case, which completely neglects the effects of lateral boundaries, is of interest
for comparison with homogeneous flows and with horizontally limited stratified
flows.
The equations for axisymmetric flow in cylindrical polar coordinates are
~ (ru.)i- + UJ~= 0 (4.2.1a)
LLt -:i ir + Pr -: E (Lì u. - ~,.) (4.2.1b)
Vi: + 2 u, :: f CLì v - ~) (4.2.1c)
Wt - T + p~ ;: Eii w (4.2.1d)
Tt+~5í=%~T (4.2.1e)
where b. = (0.. + i Cl + a ~)
'Or"" r ò r d ~:i
wi th boundary cond it ions
u.==v=w=-T-:o 01 ?=~l (4.2.2)
- 1 00 -
and with initial conditions
u=w-:í=-o
v = -\' at 1:=0 (4.2.3)
Realizing that the solutions for LL and ir can be represented in the
form u= r"U i~it)
V" =- r V (%:1 t )
and substituting these expressions in equations (4.2.1), we have
1U+w:;=O (4.2.3a)
Ut - i V + -t 11i- == E U?:Z! (4.2.3b)
Vt + 2 U = E V~ê (4.2.3c)
Wt: - T + p~ :: E 1\ w' ( 4 . 2 . 3d )
Tt+4Sw -: E /0- II T (4.2.3e)
If we consider the time scale t"-O(¡/vJ, similar to the homogeneous case,
and anticipate that in the interior
V", 0(/)
U -. 0 C£~)
W -- 0 LE ~ ) ,
LV..
the equations for the interior, with?::t¿: , become
2 U + wt :: 0 (4.2. 4a)
V i --2 +-p O,. i- (4.2.4b)
~E;iVi-+-lU=O (4.2.4c)
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-T+'P'è";O (4.2.4d)
i¿
E :i T~ + ~ S W =- E /0- t: T (4.2.4e)
The solutions to these equations, for the velocity components, are
-LV:: - e ( 4 . 2 . 5a )
u. ==
f" % _£
2 e (4.2.5b)
J. f l:-V;i_1:w:= + - re (4.2.5c)
where we have used the boundary condition from the Ekman layer theory
of i=:: t. 1 .
Therefore \A is known and is just a forcing term in equation (4.2.4e).
Represent i ng
r=2:6 &ÙrliT(ë.+J)'r 'r , b ::n - :2h 7T
and
T=L InCt)Wrl1nic:.J i)
YI (4.2.6)
\----'
-",-
we get the following set of equations for the coefficients ~ (1r)
E I/:¡T~ + bn e-l:: - c; (Tn n'1íí).) (4.2.7)
with solutions
L - '/2. J
t:
_ bri _n~T1L 0= _TTh -("';"E"V, _ 0 e - e (4.2.8)
We note that, although the time scale for the velocity to adjust is
0(- ) (the "spin-up time"), the temperature has an additional time scale
~Yt-
which is 0(0;). Since ~ :: ~K , we recognize this as the diffusion time.
L ..
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The solutions (4.2.5) do not satisfy the initial conditions (4.2.3)
as ~ ~ 0 but rather wi 11 match with solutions from equations for varia-
i
tions on the short time scale t"~ 0(1) as 1; ~ -0 (i.e. as t:~ OC:I/~)).
We will talk about the short time scale equations and solutions in lecture 10.
We now look at the solution to the spin-up problem between two parallel
infinite plates when the disturbance on the plates is arbitrary and goes to
zero at 00 The solution we present is included in a paper by G. Wal in
(Ref. 2) and is similar to that obtained earlier by Holton (Ref. 3).
( i ) "" t Y".If we again look on the time scale 0 E'I (i.e. substitute C -= E ) and
assume an expans i on for the va r i ab 1 es in the form
'10;
U :: u.o + E' u., + . . .
r- ii?V=1J+c: 1/+'" (4.2.9).. te .
we find that, with the introduction of the function
d
ai :: - ôr Po ' (4.2.10)
the zeroth and first order interior equations, in cartesian coordinates, can
be reduced to a single equation for CP
ò'2~ ò'2ø I
-+-+
£3 X:i Ò ~"
..
o lt
s Ò ~~
= 0 (4.2.11)
For this problem the boundary conditions for the interior flow come
from the Ekman layer theory and are
) _ % ('; if d u. )W (r:: .l' = + ~ E:i - -- -'tN T - 2. (1 X- d ~ (4.2.12)
In terms of rp thi s cond it i on becomes
. ò'2 ø :: (~ ~I ô~ orb a:+ o )I' -I d\l~) 2= :!l5 ÒTd2 (4.2.13)
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A general solution to equation (4.2.12) satisfying the boundary
condition (4.2.13) can be written as
+r'(' 0 ) , (K)(+ e~)~ = ) (A i ( K i ! ) f + A :¿ ( 1 ~) ~  L oL l( d l
- 00
(4.2.14)
where
L
f = e -t CO.5h YnS!COS Ii yY ( 4 . 2. 1 5a )
- .. t' si t1h rn ;
q - e
d - siy¡ h m
yn'L = 5 (K':+-f'J) = 5fi'¿
(4.2. 15b)
(4.2.15c)
~-i = K...+ t'J
(4.2.15d)
i =/S h
r- := rs h
cosh 0'
sii ii m
sin\'m
Cosh 'M
( 4 . 2. 1 5e )
(4.2.15f)
This solution exhibits different behavior, depending on the value of
the parameter rn=~h which involves the amount of stratification and the
horizontal scale of the boundary disturbance.
When R h ~ m ..~ 1
we find 1:
f :: e- (7+oCm))
fJ ~ 0 (wi)
(4.2.16)
and the process is similar to that in a homogeneous fluid, decaying in the
ordinary spin-up time. However, for J5 l, :: m /71
f :: e-rnT: Lel'(~-') + e-m(è-lI))
-rn Lrl m L= -I) --m(~+ i) L
~ ~ e i-e - e J
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In this case we find that the motion is very different than that in the
homogeneous case and is largely confined to layers of thickness(ßhrl at
the boundaries. The time scale of the process can be found from
'm r = JS h E Y~t
1/.,
:0 EJ 1: (4.2.18)
and is o L ~ó \/~ )
l:" ~ ;; (JsLh r (4.2.19)
where
is essentially the Ekman number based on the boundary layer or penetration
th i ckness
s =
L
ß'fi (4.2.20)
Therefore the time sca 1 e can be thought of as the homogeneous sp in-up time
for a depth based on the penetration thickness 8
Notes submi tted by
John S. Allen, Jr.
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Lecture #9
3. Dissipative Effects on the Normal Modes of a Rotating Stratified Fluid
~'
I n genera 1, for E ~ 0 , vi scos i ty wi 11 effect some mod i fi cat i on on
the interior modes of a rotating stratified fluid. For the initial value
prob 1 em, the
-I
scales, .I
solution may be accomplished by noting the existence of two time
Il~
and L/ (VSl) , or the non-d i mens i ona 1 times "t and L of the
previous section, as well as singular spatial structure in the flow. To do
this, write (Greenspan, 1965)
!d::y.o(!ll)+LVhes/lt+ EI/:if~I(r)r)T r1~Y)lI(r)t)J+
+~o\r)r)+r1l/t+ E'/~f~I(r,r)+~~ml(r,t)1+ .,. (4.3.1)
where ("") denotes a boundary layer solution presumed to be transcendentally
small for large ç the boundary layer variable; the fv/( eSKt: 1 are the
interior modes of the container. As is the conventional procedure in the two-
time method, wri te S IA.~= l.Oi + E Ski"¡'"
to remove secularity in time. This is clearly quite a complicated process
for a general container; there is the additional complication that there are
certain critical latitudes with a singular character (e.g. the equator of a
sphere) that are difficult to handle. These are associated, in the homogeneous
case, with the disappearance of the Ekman layer and the appearance of more
complex shear layers on vertical parts of the boundary.
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4. S in an Arbitrar Container; Time Scales of 0 £ -'1i.)
Now, for a rotating stratified fluid in a container
'/2, ( )
~ ~ I: ø (l', L) + E ~, r, r +. . . +
+ ~" (t,'r) + E V;¡ ~, ( L L J.r . , . (4.4.1)
where there is no attempt at this stage to make the solution uniformly valid in
time as in the previous section. Now, if ~ is the outward-drawn normal, then
- '/'2 dn. "I :: - E - + 0(1.)
- ' òr
in the boundary layer.
Putting this sort of expansion for temperature and pressure also into
the non-dimensional equations of motion with
d E V:t -l
'di: = a L
will yield, to 0(1) in the interior,
2 k ic i¿,,+Vfo -= ~ To
'V.u. =0
- () (4.4.2)
w; :: 0
and to O(EY2.), also in the interior,
"0 ~" + 1. k ¡( L. + V p :: k T1ôT - - I 0 I -
n~ + 4 S tA = 0
õt"
V . y, ~ 0
(4.4.3)
In the boundary layer, the
-Y.O(E 2.) equat ions
.,
d Po
-a :: 0
are
(4.4.4)
o
or
,.n.u.-=o
_ _ 0
Now, to 0(1), the boundary layer equations are
i."' ôl pi ,_ T.. _ a ~~ /.
,,~x u. -n - - I' --
- -D - Jç - ø èr1-Ô 11- ü.i (..
; r + n . V')( !: l( ~o) :: 0 '" _45w=-l~Too () òr'i (4.4.5)
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Without stratification, (4.4.5) are the usual Ekman layer equations. Some
..
considerable manipulation of (4.4.5) with the boundary condition n -~ti=O on
the boundary wi 11 give eventually
rg- - 2 L (!!. ~ )-J (n y. u + l u. )= - To (~ 'J ~ - L'Q x (Yl t; ~)J
L d r:i - - -0 ;: -
~ ô 1; = Ll 5 Ck . u. )0- a (I. -i --0 (4.4.6)
It is clear immediately that when the boundary is horizontal ('i¡( ~ :0),
these reduce to the conventional Ekman layer equations, so long as S is 0(1).
In general, on a sloping boundary like this, the buoyancy layers and Ekman
layers are mixed.
In a forced problem, one splits ~ into a part with homogeneous boundary
cond it ions and a pa rt wi th the inhomogeneous cond it ions, e. g., Ekman suct i on.
Study of the boundary layers would yield appropriate inhomogeneous boundary
cond it ions for the inter i or prob i em.
There is some question of the role of Ekman layers in stratified spin-
up problems; (Ref. 2 and 3, Lecture 8; Pedlosky, 1967) they are certainly
- Y.important on a time scale of a(E 2). (There was considerable dialogue among
Howard, Veronis, Rooth, Welander as to whether this normal mode approach is
useful in predicting the character of steady solutions when the fluid is
stratified. Howard pointed out that, in a stratified spin-up, not only are
time scales of o(n-I) and O(Lllr.n~) important, but also the diffusion time
sca 1 e Lï').)
5. Tíme Dependent Modes in aCyl inder given by W. Siegmann.
In slightly different notation than before, one has, for an unsteady
motion in R
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Y:t + 2 ~ x ~ - 4 ST k -i t7 f = 0
Tt+!!.':=O
V. ~=o
o.d !:' ~ :: 0 £" Õ f?
(4.5.1)
Here, S=(N/2.nr. Again, a little manipulation of the equations with a time
dependenceexp(i.H) will give (d. Lect.#7. Eqs.(3), (6), (8)), if S = constant,
?- A -).'- ripI7H p + 4S _)'2 ô:~ =- 0 (4.5.2)
For acyl i nder,
L À PI";- ~ PtP : 0 (T r:: A (4.5.3a)
~i::: 0 O' ë. :: 0, I (4.5.3b)
The solution is then, noting (4.5.3b)
f:: L c. L m iT ..) eLk çi Jk ( 00- /A )mJN. (4.5.4)
Using (4.5.2) and (4.5.4)
(~):i == 4_).'2 em 1T)~A 4S _~:z (4.5.5)
and from (4.5.3a),
À J1/ ( ex) + .2 k T/( (ex) = 0 (4.5.6)
Equations (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) may be solved graphically by solving each for
À and us i ng ex as the abc i ssa, À the ord i nate; the intersect ions are the
solutions.
Such a plot is shown be i ow
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À
Q(
If k == 0 , the equations are uncoupled, with "J: (~ = O. If the parameters
m and k are held fixed, then the wave spectrum is
p. ).
'/;i
¡U~o
.-
.5+/
l.i
). ). 0
L
5+1
where ¡Us-.=dfrequencyVLLI..+Nl The dotted line represents something like
a Kelvin wave in shallow water theory. For comparison, the shallow water spec-
trum plotted against 'j+I, F being a Froude number, at fixed k. has a form
which is interesting to compare with the above results, viz.,
;.
,c
1=+/
There is no bound on the frequencies in the shallow water waves, but there is
a bound for the modes of the cyl i nder.
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It appears that any solution of the initial value problem for the
special case 5 =- I (5~1 =- -î) is atypical, since there is a focusing of
all the waves at that point; one can show that these modes do not decay in
-II.,
a "spin-up" time scale, E: , but much more slowly. If 54= I, then the
- - y,
modes decay on the scale E ~
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Lecture #10
6. Initial Phase of the Spin-up Problem
We now want to look at the initial phase of the spin-up problem of a
stratified fluid in acyl indrical container. That is, we look at the behavior
on the short time scale where the dimensionless time -t-O(i) (and the dimen-
i
s i ona 1 time i s 0 ( 11) ).
The governing equations in cylindrical polar coordinates are those that r-,
were written in Lecture 8 as equations (4.2.1 a - e). The boundary conditions
are
u=v= w= T=o on the bounda ry ~ ~ :t I
I' = a. (4.6.1)
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The in it i a 1 cond it ions, at t ': 0 , are
U:W:.-r::O
If :. + t" (spin-down problem) (4.6.2)
Taking the Laplace Transform of equations (4.2.1) and using the notation
- roo _ôt dt ~
LL: e U ,eic..
o
we have
+ 
(i-u)r + Wr::O
hü-2v+ õlr =E(A-~)u.
.4ir+2u ~£(~-;~)v+r
(4.6.3a)
(4.6.3b)
(4.6.3c)
A üJ + Pë : E. .ó UJ + T
A. T + 4 S vJ = E /0- l: T
(4.6.3d)
(4.6.3e)
To so 1 ve these equat ions we aga i n make use of the fact that E 0: c: 1
and solve for the appropriate boundary layers. Defining the coordinate r by
~ =. - I + E If" r ,
the equat ions for the 1 ayer on the lower boundary become
-'~-E wr:: 0
.4 Ü. - .2 if + P.. :: u. (r
(4.6.4a)
(4.6.4b)
AV+2U. ::vçr+r
(4.6. 4c)
P,
..T+45w
::0
(4.6. 4d)
- .- T
- a- rr ( 4 . 6 . 4e )
Note that equations (4.6.4a-d) do not include any terms resulting from
the effects of stratification.
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Multiplying (4.6.4c) by i: R and adding to (4.6.4b) we have
""
ò'ò r 'L (u. + l iF ) - (,4 + 2 í) (u + L ïJ ) = P r - -i r (4.6.5)
with the solution
Ü. + z. ir:: Yr - ¿ r
,. + ~i.
')Y:L+Ce-('l+2t r (4.6.6)
With the knowledge that in the interior
i; -- 0 (£)
V ~ 0(1)
(Note: the symmetry of the cylinder is necessary for this conclusion) we match
the solution (4.6.6) to the interior solution by requiring
U ~ 0 as r -- =
or
( p - ('r )ó? e :+2i = 0 fo r rea 1 A.
Using this condition, which can be written
iR e ( (,b r- - ¿ i- ) (-o - i t ~ = P r ~ - 2 r :: 0,
and the cond it i on that ü. = II:: 0 at r = 0 , we have
_ . _ i. yo ( - (~ -l 2 t-~ r)U+tV::- I-e
.4 (4.6.7)
The final solution can be found by taking the inverse transform. The above
development shows that the Ekman layer is set up on this 0(1) time scale.
Now with the expansion
- -Y:a-
W :: Voa + l: W, +
(where Wo= 0 from (4.6.4a) and the boundary conditions) the first order con-
tinuity equation in the boundary layer is
Wi r + 7 ( i- u.o )r :: 0 (4.6.8)
,,-
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co
W J ( r --oo) :: f UJ a d ( =
o
we have, using (4.6.7),cD 1/..
w, (r~~a)) = - f £Ref :~ (1- e -(-Ò+2L) r)J oL r = ~e L i-L
Wi th 00
- r -+ (r u.o ) r cl r
o
(4 ::U)I/J (4.6.9)
o
Multiplying (4.6.9) by /. and letting /.~O to find the behavior as
t -7 co , we obtain
W, (r-"CO J t-7oo)~ 1 (4.6.10)
Now wi th
I/. -
T -= T6 + E ~ Ti + . . .
equation (4.6.4e) and the boundary conditions give T =. o.o
However, with w, * 0 we will find some 7;* o.
Note that the above analysis has been for the case
5'"0(1)
If we considered, more generally,
S~OCEn)
then as n decreased from zero the effects of stratification in the boundary
layer would enter at a lower order when n reached - y~ and would enter in the
lowest order solution when n = -1.
The full solution to the equations on theT ~ 0(1) time scale, as
t~ a:, will provide the initial conditions for the equations on the t..O(E-'I'-)
or spin-up time scale.
Notes submi tted by
John S . All en, Jr.
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OBSERVAT IONS OF T I ME DEPENDENT OCEAN CURRENTS
T. Ferris Webster July 1, 1968
A discussion of the major characteristics of long-period flows
(T ~ 10 hours) observed by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution from moored
arrays of recording current meters was presented. (Much of this material will
be found in two papers by Webster which are in press and which are cited in the
References.) Major emphasis was devoted to the analysis of records made at a
site (Site IID"; 390201N, 700W) south of Woods Hole, Massachusetts. This site
is located on the continental rise where the water depth is about 2.6 km; it
is about 50 km south of the cont i nenta 1 she 1 f and 175 km north of the mean
Gulf Stream axis. Nearly continuous observations have been made at about 6
levels over a period of 2.5 years by replacing arrays every 2 months. Typically,
records 20-to-60 days in length were acqu ired. The bas i c samp 1 i ng procedure
used was that of formi ng a two-mi nute average every 15 mi nutes from a Ilburst"
of 24 samples obtained at 5-second intervals. (The objective of this sampling
procedure is the suppression of high frequency noise due to mooring or other
spurious motions, while yielding a Nyquist sampling frequency of 2 cph.)
Five 'lprimar/1levels were always sampled: 10, 100,500,1000, and 2000 meters;
two Iisecondaryll levels were occasionally sampled: 50 and 200 meters. The depth
of the permanent pycnocl ine was generally between 100 and 500 meters. The
material presented below is a digest of the discussion.
Progressive vector diagrams (PVDls)*, see Figs. 1 and 2 as examples,
were used to convey several notions about the gross features of the flow:
*A PVD is simply a graphical addition of successive velocity vectors measured
at a "fixed pointl1; it is not, in general, to be interpreted as the trajectory
of water parcels. Since PVDls are essentially "10w-passed" plots, they are useful
for characterization of the principal long-period motions.
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a) the flow was highly variable (see Figs. 1 and 2) at all levels;
the daily mean speed varied from 0.1 to 70 cm/sec over the entire
measurement set and by as much as a factor of 200 at a single sensor;
this result is consistent with the order of magnitude of the variable
flows indicated by neutrally buoyant floats and by Swallow (see Crease,
1965) in deep water near Bermuda.
b) there was generally low qual itative coherence between records at
various levels, i.e., the motion was not strictly barotropic.
c) inertial motions (with a period T2 ~' 19 hours) occurred intermit-
tently, i.e., bursts several cycles in duration were prevalent; they
were predominant at some levels, especially near the surface, while
not visually apparent at others; all inertial motions rotated clock-
wise, i.e., according to theoretical expectations (see Fig. where an
epoch of low mean flow and of 12 days duration is expanded, showing
inertial eddies).
d) there was a general trend indicating a decrease in the mean daily speed
wi th increase in depth.
e) the mean flow in all seasons and at all depths, with a single exception,
was from east to west; perhaps the flow was part of an inshore counter-
current assoc i ated wi th the Gul f Stream.
Two observational sets were given special attention. The first set in-
volved measurements made in the autumn at two sites (including site "D") separated
horizontally by 3.2 km. At one site, the overall pattern of the records at 7
and 88 meters were very simi lar, though the sensors were separated by the seasonal
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thermocl ine, which was at about 50 meters depth. The records at 88 and 98
meters (separated by 3.2 km) were very similar; they both were without large
inertial oscillations. At the second site, the measurements at 98 and 1000
meters were not similar in kind; further, representative speed values at 98
meters were about 5 times those at 1000 meters. The second measurement set
emphasized was acquired in February-to-April at site "D11 and at depths of
106,511,1013, and 2020 meters (see Figure 2). At 106 and 511 meters, the
inertial motion was apparent. The record at 106 meters was poorly correlated
(in the qualitative sense) with those at the other depths, while the latter
were well correlated with one another: particularly striking was the simulta-
neous occurrence of large, low frequency oscillations of nearly the same ampli-
tude at all three sensors from 14-to-26 March, i.e., they were barotropic in
character.
A few spectral calculations were shown (see Figure 3). Since the sum of
Cartesian velocity component spectra is invariant under orthogonal coordiante
transformation, the total horizontal kJnetic energy per unit mass spectra, i.e.,
)~ E -rOT (0-) = (i: u. LA (0-) + f v v ((J)J /2. )
were chosen for d i sp 1 ay. There were five frequenc i es, 0- , chosen for
emphasis in the analysis; the corresponding periods were
Ti semi-diurnal
T2 inertial (-- 19 hours)
T3 diurnal
T4 TiT3/(Ti-T3)
T5 60 hours (simi lar to theoretical expectations for the
lowest mode planetary wave)
- 120 -
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Fig. 3. Spectrum for data from site 1.011 at 120 m. The ordinate is the .
logat;thm of kinetic energy density per unit frequency and per unit
mass. The identified peaks are: (I) semi-diurnal tide i2.4~ hrs..(2) inertial motions. 18.9 hrs., (3) diurnal, 24 hrs., (4) inter-
ference between inertial and semi-diurnal, 36.4 hrs.. (5) of unknown
causes. 60 hrs. (degrees of freedom, 9).
(There are about 9 degrees of freedom in Figure 3, giving a 90% confidence
band of about 0.4 to 1.9 of the computed spectral value.) Motions with periods
Ti and T2 appeared to be "preferredll motions but their amplitudes seemed to be
quite variable, perhaps as if they were amplitude modulated by a random variable.
One genera 1 pattern wh i ch emerged was that of a tendency for the amp 1 i tude of
the motion at Ti to increase with depth, while those of the motions at lower
frequencies decreased. The data analysis technique of complex demodulation, which
is basically a numerical heterodyning procedure, was used to study the amplitude,
Ai (t), and phase, 8i (t), of the motion near a given frequency, oí. (t) , as a
funct i on of time, where
Vi.l t) :: A ¿ (t) ~ (a-¡ L t) -¡ e i ( t: Ð
is a Fourier component of a time series. One of the difficulties with this type
of analysis is that its accuracy is limited by the finite length of data records
and by the fact that the ampl itudes of inertial motions, in particular, are observed
- 121 -
to vary by an order of magnitude in only 3-to-4 inertial periods. The
results for the cross spectral calculation of the coherence, y (a-), based on
the autumn experiment mentioned above, are given in Table 1 for the inertial
frequency:
TABLE 1
Inert i a 1 Frequency Coherence between Pa i rs of Sensors
(cr:i == 27i/T:i)
Sensor Pa i r '( (cr ,~.)
7 vs. 88 meters 0.3
88 vs. 98 meters 0.7
(3.2 km between stations)
98 vs. 99 meters 0.9
1000 vs. 2000 meters 0.3
(Note: There were 16 degrees of freedom used in these analyses, giving a
90% confi dence leve 1 of ì( = 0.7.)
The low vert i ca 1 coherence observed sugges ts the predomi nance of
large vertical wavenumbers at the inertial period. A study of local winds,
from a wind recorder mounted on a surface float, indicated poor correlation
with the currents and, in fact, far too little energy in the wind-induced
Ekman currents to account for the variable currents; thus, it appears that
inertial motions in particular must arrive via wave packets because they
can't be attributed to local generation.
The only two-week set of simultaneous measurements made on either side
of the Gulf Stream axis, at sites liD" and "J", revealed an interesting feature
at a depth of 8-to-l0 meters: in a low-passed plot of the downstream velocity
component, a motion with an amplitude of about 40 cm/sec and a "period" of
- 122 -
about 2 weeks occurred; the mötion was essentially in-phase at the two sites,
which suggests that both sites were influenced by the Gulf Stream.
Current measurements were related to stratification and depth by plotting
the log of the total time-averaged kinetic energy, K fer), versus log depth.
This plot was said to be approximately linear; the plot of log Vaisaiä-Brunt
frequency, NCa) , versus log depth was also linear, having a slope equal to
that of KECz). The conclusion was that I-(E(~)is proportional to N(è), which
will be supported theoretically in the following lecture by Dr. Fofonoff.
In summary, it is safe to say that significant progress has been made in
the technology and science of acquiring meaningful observations from moored
recording current meter observations and of analyzing them statistically. It
is also only fair to add that considerable more work is necessary to be able to
carry out Stommells (1954) outline of hypothesis testing on circulation theories
by the use of such observational tools. The observations to date indicate the
time and space scales, and their order of magnitude significance, which must
be accounted for in the study of deep ocean motions.
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MEASUREMENTS OF I NTERNAL WAVES FROM MOORED BUOYS
Nicholas P. Fofonoff J u 1 y 2, 1968
A phys i ca 1 i nterpretat i on of observed ocean current energy spectra
was made on the basis of two theoretical models (see Phillips (1966) for an
extensive discussion of these topics). Attention was focused on the high
frequency portion of the energy spectrum, viz. forcr ~ 0.1 cph. The first
theoretical model discussed was based on an isotropic turbulence model of
limited validity and was developed to the point where order of magnitude cal-
culations suggested that it was rather unlikely that the observed spectra
could have been formed by a predominantly turbulent field of motion. The
second theoretical model discussed was based on a linear internal gravity wave
model which was demonstrated to be more plausible than the previous model.
The energy spectra discussed were primari ly based on the set of recording cur-
rent meter measurements made in moored arrays by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution between Woods Hole and Bermuda (some of these measurements were
described in the previous lecture by Dr. T. F. Webster); the other spectra
were based on the few wi nd, temperature, and vert i ca 1 di sp 1 acement spectra
available. The analyses investigated several properties related to the kinetic
energy density per unit frequency per unit mass, KE (a-?) , where
K E (6" J r) = ~ (u" + V "' wot)
0- is angular frequency,
? is depth,
U and V are horizontal velocity components,
~ is the vertical velocity, which is considered
negl i gi b Ie for (j ~ N. The ki net i c energy dens i ty, E (0- i!), is invest i gated,
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- d KE 2 2where C ~ dd-' with units cm /sec //cycle/hour. The principal properties
of the energy spectra displayed (see Fig. 1 for example) can be summarized:
a) The inertial period has a significant peak in most current spectra,
the semi-diurnal peak is also generally dominant, and the second harmonic
of the inertial period occurs occasionally.
b) Though the low frequency end of the spectra varies with geographic
position, season, depth, etc., the spectra generally agree within a factor
of 10 through the frequency range of 0.1 to 10 cph; at higher frequencies,
the spectra are masked by noise.
c) The spectra have a s lope of about -5/3, or about -2 if that is pre-
fer red, in the frequency range of O. I to 10 cph.
d) A comparison of wind and current spectra, based on observations at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution site IID11, shows that they have similar
slopes in the frequency band of O.OI-to-O.l cph.
The existence of a spectral slope approximating the -5/3 law of Kolmogo-
roffls theory of isotropic turbulence suggested the exploration of the possibility
that the high frequency portion of the current energy spectra could be attributed
to isotropic turbulence. Knowing full well that W¿..u.IYV, so that the con-
dition of three-dimensional isotropy was not satisfied, the analysis proceeded
with the assumption that this 1 imitation would not restrict the val idity of the
order of magn i tude ca 1 cui at ions. Accord i ng to Ko 1 mogoroff iS hypothes i s, in the
inertial subrange of the equilibrium range of isotropic turbulence
1l. - ~
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Fig. 1. Energy Spectra for data from various locations and times in the
Western North Atlantic; they show qualitative and quantitative
s i mil a r i ty .
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A is a un i versa 1 constant,
E is the energy d i ss i pat i on rate, and
k is the wave number.
Taylorls hypothesis is used to convert the above relationship to the frequency
domain, viz., d-: k ¡¡ , where ¡: is a characteristic speed value, the selection
of which is not unequivocal in the oceanographic case. The conversion yields
.o ~f(cr):A(£íJ) (T-, ~ _ J .,'.iEu:: ()A)"z (3£(0-)0') a:
a form conven i ent for use0(
5 £ ((Ï) drr identically,
o
~
in the sequel. Since the variance of u. equals
~then for the "turbulentll velocity, V , and the
"turbulentll portion of the spectrum,
1 íi
(J ~ ()o =
1-
2. ÎÍ:: -,
u. Lo
where Lo is a characteristic spatial scale,
CD
-; S 0/3 -0/3~YRN\S= ACta) d- dõ
a;
= 3/:2 E (cr ) c: J
;3
VR.M 5
U
.2 îf
-i
so E = J
(3 A )'%
( 2îl _\ Ý~,4S:: (JA)'!/') Lo'
Because ( 2ïi -i(:3 A) )/:i J ~ 0, 'l ,- I, E "-
,
V lUll .s
Lo (In practice, the upper limit
of the integra 1 can be rep 1 aced by u-:: I o~ , since the va 1 ue of the consequent
integral is more than 3/4 of the value of the original integral with an upper
1 i mi t of õ:: tO.) Us i ng a va 1 ue of T
o
10 hours, Table I was compiled based
on observed spectra at Site liD":
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TABLE
DEPTH £(~) VÆMS LA LD E2 2(m) (cm /sec //cph) (cm/sec) (cm/sec) (km) (ergs/ gm-sec)
10 200 7.8 12 4.3 100xl0-S
100 30 3.0 7 2.5 1 xl 0-5
1000 10 1. 7 4 1.4 3x 1 0 - 5
2000 7 1.4 2 0.7 4xl0-5
When compared with Munk's estimated value of 2xl0-5 ergs/gm-sec for the oceanic
tidal dissipation rate, the tabulated values for f appear too high to be
attributed to turbulence without identificatIon of an available energy source.
(Note: The rate at wh i ch work I s done by the mean wi nd and the mean current
gives an estimated energy dissipation rate which is also only about 2xl0-Sergs/
gm-sec). The time, r , to dissipate the total turbulent energy can also be
estImated:
r ::
?-
Y=z VRMS
e
..
14 .er~s
. ts - 10'1 \J dS" ~~)( su;.. /1. a.d,3'iIO- ..9%m-sec
which is a very short dissipation time. The estimates for E and r , together
with the neglect of buoyancy effects, i.e., the effects of density stratification
which contravene the isotropy hypothesis, make this turbulence model unlikely.
(See Phillips (1966) for a discussion of theoretical models which attempt
to account for effects of stratification on turbulence. In brief, a buoyancy
subrange is thought to occur at frequencies less than those of the inertial sub-
range; it is thought to have a spectrum obeying either a -11/5 or -3 power law,
t-I JA Pthe extent of the buoyancy subrange is Ii mi ted by ~ k. .c 7ti, , where 1, is a
)j. 3i-X
characteristic depth scale, Itb = C if N :z E. '), and C is a positive constant.)
The second model discussed was a 1 inearized internal gravity wave model.
The Boussinesq approximation, no (mean) flow and hydrostatic balance in the zero
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order state, incompressibility, and the inconsequence of the horizontal
component of the Coriolis force were assumed. The first order perturbation
equat ions are then:
Equat ions of Mot i on (EOM IS)
~ (u.t ~ f v) ~ - ~
./0 (Vt + -F LL) -; - ~ ' am d
.oW --P-oa
./0 t: - ~.J d
Equation of Continuity (EOC)
u. X + V'; + vJ~ = 0
Conservat i on of Mass (COM)
fJ-t + w(~)'2:: 0
where, in particular, -l=fi (ê)+'pI(X)~I?:Jt) is the density field which con-
i
s i sts of a zero order term, fi ' and a fi rst order term ¡; .( ~ .
Let
N:L Q d.¡: N' h .'. "1" f:: - ~ --, 1st e Brunt-Va i sa a requency,/0 d=t
çt:: W, r is the vertical displacement, and
-p :: ~(e)+~ (1:)1\ (XJ:J~Jt),
then ~~ :; ~O(d +N~rJ '
so - P~-f~ :: -)'0 rìr¡ +N2. rJ .5vnci (~)r ~ + ~ 2 Dfd
neglecting the product (fJ~ í7.
Further, the EOMls take a simpler form:
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Ui:-fv-=-Îf)£,
Vi +f tL :: - 1Y~ amd.
rtr +N~r = - Î1:a j
l'(J 1:
then, assuming simple harmonic motion in time (i .e. ,"'e ),
u. -= i.crÎ1,i+t 7í';
tJ""- f:1
i. cr Î1)C -f ÎTt.
o-'J_'¡'2v ':
, 0J J.
r =
- íí 1:
IV ,. - o-?-
Substitution in the EOC yields:
~,.- ( j
H II _ "7~ _ 0
cr"_.¡:i N?--cr"" ~ -
or, alternatively,
(r./:. c?) 'iH:J W - ((J:1_ f:1 ) W2 ~ :: O. (1 )
If plane wave propagation is assumed in the horizontal dependence, i.e.,
-i.(If't+lu) 2
..e l ,and if Nis allowed to be a slowly varying function of r ,
then
WlZ + YY/"(l) W = 0,
m 7. (~) :: (N(~)-(J'-) (-A '; (, ")
(a-'J_t:l) +
where
is the dispersion relation (see Figure 2 for a general depiction of dispersion
relations for various classes of wave motions in the ocean and in order to see
where the class of internal waves appears in the general scheme of permissible
-'-
wave mot ions) . The rat i 0
m'-
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gives the angle e at which these waves propagate with respect to the horizontal.
(Note: Stability oscillations (()=N)propagate (direction of phase velocity)
horizontally and inertial oscillations (()-:t) propagate vertically, while the
water parcels oscillate (direction of group velocity) in the vertical and hori-
( ,'I _1/., i 5 m d. ~zontal, respectively.) The W-K-B approximation gives W -+J~)o(m e
:i ") 2-
as a solution. In the mid-range of permissible frequencies f c(C:O- -c~ N ,
., "2
assuming.t ¿ N so that N is the high-frequency limit and -f the low-frequency
limit for the domain of hyperbolicity of the governing equation (1),m~ ~ kH,L') J 2. e ~ - '/~where 7'H = R. + , so W.. N , assumi ng the hori zontal phase speed,
~
tJ , is approximately constant. Now, if all functions are considered pro-
-iJmcLi!
portional to e , which is consistent with the WKB approximation, then
1f : (- L (N:').) r ,
u. ~ ((J n.,- if -il ;r = _ ( N ~(J?) (Jft- itrA.) rcr -f J d-..r m ~
~ -i (~~)( ~) r, wncL
V :; ra--t+ì.k.rJí1
L o-~_+2 J
: (;~~~(kr-;-lJr~_i(~'X~)(.
Consequent 1 y,
((0-)= (u.1.~ V"f1. ~ Nil -k ~2tJ'im",
'-? N'l (r ~ "-J2.
and, the potent i a 1 energy, P E , equa 1 s
t;
P£=N1( ~f =
'V
so "FE -;/(£, as expected and r- 'Z l7IlS Estimates of r were
, 1?/'S IV R. A' S
made for observations at Site "D"; the results are entered in Table II, where
iv'" r'"
2.
~
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In order to develop some idea of the limits to the vertical scale of the internal
gravity wave motion, Richardson's criterion for dynamic instability was invoked,
viz.
-i ,
1\ i. -
N" and for
(Viet ,-:":,.
Ri f ~ Yif) wave
L / ~, wave
unstable
stab 1 e
Li
N r -0 I Let L;i =_ :i ÎI , thenm , so n.'~-' .. m"r%. '"
r.( ÎÍ r) wave unstable
L :/ ÎÍ r) wave stable.
From above, V~ :: (lIlvvl.s)~-:
Several computed values of L~ are entered in Table II. They can be viewed
as estimates of the scale of the microstructure in the thermocline; it is striking
how similar these values are to the size of the Iisteps" observed in the thermo-
cline by STD-type instrumentation. An analogous stability criterion can be derived
for the steepness of the wave slopes:
Si nce rx -- ffH r: (~)mr~ (~)VY r )
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r (~IA.snand since for stab i 1 i ty -r c: 2: ~
then ç (~) 2. k
't m or, r (miut) a--c ~ - .X N
The re 1 at i onsh i p \J RIrS .. N r ~N\S is subj ect to exper i menta 1 ver if i ca t i on by
the analysis of direct or indirect observations of vertical displacements (see
Figure 3). One indirect method is the analysis of temperature spectra. With
e ~ '" r denot i ng a temperature f1 uctuat ion and Ti: the mean temperature gra-
d i ent, e IS va r i ance is given byt _t
- ~ r:Lr/ = (T~) =
,.
~2. /1 2-
= C (y,- V;MS) ,
(sho /A le )
E (~) - C E r "") where aga inea v - \'V,
E" ~ 9 is the temperature spectrum.
t
(Y2. r ~N2)
'1
where C -= :i ( J;); then,
kinetic energy spectrum and
E is the
Order-of-magn i tude
agreement was achieved for non-simultaneous, in either space or time, measure-
ments at Bermuda; agreement wi th i n a factor of two was ach i eved at Site "D" for
one temperature record at 1000 meters. A direct test was made at Site IID" using
a neutrally buoyant float equipped to efficiently measure vertical displacements.
The (R~sobserved was 20 meters and r~~$computed was 10 meters. The spectra
agreed in the band 0.2.c( õ"L::/cfJi. The following relationship was also
~îrl
- - (j'' ~ C:) -5"/3 E r) '/3verified: with w2.: 0-'2 ç. ~ - V , and i:..(o- rv cr then vl.cr -a- ;
Ni' /tHIS
also tv c:.c E'i.- FE) K-JtN, and EH.tJt Ev- P((J :;N. (Note: A sharp
fall-off generally occurs in the spectrum of E/' for ()'?N.
In conclusion, the observational evidence supports the validity of the
internal gravity wave model in the specified frequency band. (Note: The in-
ternal gravity wave model presented must be augmented by the hypothesis of the
existence of a continuum of internal gravity waves in some sort of statistical
equilibrium and by a mechanism for determining the spectral shape in order to
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explain more completely the observed spectra. If the above stability criterion
is used to specify the saturation level of energy as a function of frequency:
r~-L~~L,rn NJ'H
then E ((J) - ( rH ) '-,
and, using the depth-dependent dispersion law to estimate the dependence of ~H
on d- ,
£ (o-)-f :~I,
, 0-'.. c: Gë
~().cc:~
where ~== Cld., C is horizontal phase speed, and d is the water depth.
Reasonable order of magnitude estimates are: C "" 4'Yjsec for the first mode and
oL "' 1.5"km, so ~ -- 1.6 x 10-3rad/sec, i.e. ~ -:d-; thus, it is not unrea-
sonable to expect E(o-)""o--~within the range Óo)oc: d-.(/o d-, or 1 hour c: T ~100 hours.
Note: (This minus three power low frequency band is not necessarily related to the
buoyancy sub-range mentioned earlier, and which has the same power law.)
Notes submitted by
Chr i stopher N. K. Mooers and
Gunnar Kullenberg
Reference
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A DISCUSS I ON OF THE SOURCES AND C I RCULAT I ON OF NORTH ATLANT I C DEEP WATER
L. Va 1 ent i ne Worth i ngton July 3,1968
A comprehensive discussion of the North Atlantic deep water was presented.
Both classical descriptive water mass distributions and modern direct current
measurements were ana 1 yzed.
First, a review of the cl imatic history of the North Atlantic was made,
1 inking sea level to principal events in the history of glacial ice cover over
the past few thousand years. One feature of note is that there was a minimum of
ice cover about 1000 B.C., so sea level stood about 1.6 meters higher then than
today. The subsequent withdrawal of water during the little ice age of 0-1800 A.D.
may have caused the observed fact that the North Atlantic has a greater sal inity
today than the other oceans; the amount of water withdrawn could account for an
increase in sal inity of 0.2 0/00 in North Atlantic deep water. Another noteworthy
feature is that it is possible to estimate ancient 8-S relations (8: potential
temperature; S: salinity) for deep water; it was reported that no Ilfossil" water
has been found nor is it 1 i ke 1 y to be found. The appa rent age of oceans has been
estimated by C14 dating; though the reliability of these estimates is still in
doubt, they lead to the following values:
Surface Water
ATLANT I C
800 yrs.
500 yrs.
PACIFIC
1500-1800 yrs.
1000 yrs.
Deep Water
In each layer, the Atlantic appears youngest in the north, while the Pacific
appears youngest in the south.
Second, the 8-S relationships were investigated en toto for the North
Atlantic, then those of the deep water were subjected to special scrutiny. In
several respects, this work is an extension of studies by Montgomery (1958),
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Cochrane (1958), and Pollak (1958). The data used in the present work is based
on samp 1 es taken from 1954-to-1962, i. e., centered on the 1958 I GY. Deep water
is considered to consist of all water contiguous with the bottom and with e ~ 4°C;
it represents 90% of the ocean's volume.
The dominant mode of deep water, containing 75% of the water, has a salinity
of 34.90 - 35.00 0/00 in the Atlantic and of 34.60 - 34.70 0/00 in the Pacific,
demonstrating the greater salinity of the Atlantic deep water with respect to that
of the Pacific. Charts showing the distribution of salinity, and thus of identi-
fiable water sources, were shown on successive surfaces of constant e for the
N9rth Atlantic. A synopsis of features on several e surfaces is given below:
e ~ 1.00C. The overflow from the Denmark Strait (DSO), with S = 34.9 0/00, and
the Antarctic Bottom Water (ABW), flowing across the Equator with S = 34.8 0/00,
appea r .
e~ 1.4°C. The DSO penetrates south to 530N and part of it turns north along
the east Labrador Basin. The ABW penetrates north to the Puerto Rican trench.
The depth of this surface varies between 500 and 3500 meters in the north and 4000
to 6000 meters in the south.
e = 1.8°c. This is the "1ast" (i .e., shallowest) surface on which the DSO and
ABW remain distinct, and there is evidence for mixing, so sal inities can't be
accurately traced to sources, e.g., the DSO has S = 34.92 0/00 and ABW has
S = 34.89 0/00, which can't be traced to the Antarctic. They both continue to
penetrate along the western side of the basin. The DSO is a very thin layer,
while the ABW is a thick layer; they reach a depth of about 4500 + 500 meters.
e ~ 2.4°c. The third source, the Iceland-Faroes overflow (IFO), appears; its
salinity, S = 34.99 0/00, canlt be found in the Norwegian Sea, so it must be
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water which has mixed with northward flowing North Atlantic water, with
S = 35.10 0/00, before sinking.
e = 3.20C. The fourth source, Mediterranean outflow (MW), appears and gradually
sinks west of Gibraltar. The IFO penetrates a gap in the mid-Atlantic Ridge at
530N and develops a northerly flow on the western side of the ridge. (Figure 1).
e = 4°c. The fifth and final source, Labrador Sea Water (LSW), appears. The
MW extends across the Atlantic, separating the waters of northern and southern
origin. This surface varies in depth from the sea surface at Labrador to 1000
meters at the western boundary, and to 2000 meters at Gibraltar.
Third, the direct measurements of deep flows (e~4°C) were discussed;
the bulk of this data has been acquired in the past ten years and in conjunction
with hydrographic sections. The direct measurements were made primarily by
Lagrangian means, viz., with neutrally buoyant floats (NBFls) developed by
Swallow, but some were made by Eulerian means, viz., with moored arrays of
recording current meters developed by WHOI. Various hydrographic sections were
shown to give evidence for the existence of deep density gradients and thus
pressure gradients and, finally, geostrophic currents. It was remarked that the
most interpretable results come from making hydrographic stations between NBF
"stat i ons" where two or more NBF i S are set on a common vert i ca 1. The NBF mean
currents are then used to calibrate the geostrophic calculations by aiding in
the selection of a level-of-no-motion, or "null flasher". In turn, the geo-
strophic calculations make the NBF measurements more meaningful by giving a
vertical section of isotachs which can be used to make transport calculations in
addition to point-wise velocity determinations. Three hydrographic sections are
shown in Figure 2 which have had their reference level determined with aid of
NBFI s.
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A summary of deep current transport calculations in the North Atlantic
is presented in Figure 3 for eight sections or regions; the units are sverdrupls.
At Section I (Steele ~~, 1962) near Iceland, NBFls gave westward currents with
mean speeds of 23 and 8 cm/sec at depths of 1300 and 1800 meters, respectively.
The calculated southward transport was 5.4 sv(a sv is a sverdrup, 1 sv = 106m3/sec).
At Section II, again near Iceland, 2 NBFls and moored meters were used (Worthington
and Volkmann, 1965). Transports of 4.6 sv flowing through a gap (530N, 36°W) in the
Mid-Atlantic ridge and of 0.7 sv going south along the ridge were calculated. In
Section 111,the Denmark Straits, an ambitious installation of moored temperature
recorders and current meters was made in 1 ate wi nter. On 1 y three temperature recorder~
and current meters of the seven recovered gave useful results. The records ran a
1 ittle more than a month. Southwestward currents about 100 meters above the bottom
in at least 815 meters of water occurred in 8 Ilbursts" at about 4-day intervals, each
with a duration of about 2 days. The maximum speed was 143 cm/sec. Correlated with
the current bursts were temperature bursts; the onset occurred fi rst at 815 meters,
then at 760 meters, and finally at 655 meters; each burst cessation occurred simul-
taneously at the three sensors. There is a possibility that the lower 200-to-300
meters of the channel was filled intermittently with cold water "s10shing-overl' the
sill. It is also possible, since these current measurements were made in mid-channel
that the cold water flowed continuously along the northern side of the channel and
only occasionally "s10shed-over" to mid-channel. Transport calculations produced an
estimate of 10 sv. From Swallow ~~.(in preparation) at Section IV, the Labrador
Straits, there is a northward flow on the Greenland side and a southward flow on
the Labrador side, with transports of 10 sv. South of Woods Hole, Volkmann (1962)
reported a westward flow with a transport of 50 sv. from the surface to the bottom.
Th i s was probably the western boundary undercurrent, though subsequent measurements
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have never aga i n detected such a high transport va 1 ue. Water budget cons i dera-
tions suggest that this value is too high. In a section across the Gulf Stream
south from Woods Hole, Section V, an eastnortheastward flow of deep water was found
by Warren and Volkmann (1968); it was about 300 kilometers wide and had a trans-
port of 26 sv. The maximum flow was found at 64°W and was 60 sv. This flow
decreased eastward. North of this latitude, 36°N, there is an apparent east-west
Ilbarrier" between the northward and southward flows of deep water. The "barrier"
corresponds to a "trough" fi 11 ed wi th Med i terranean water.
At Cape Hatteras, Section Vi, Swallow and Worthington (1961) found the
undercurrent; its core was at a depth of about 2400 meters, and its transport was
about 4.5 sv. Further east, there was a 1 so a transport of 13 sv northward. At
sections from the Bahamas to Bermuda and Cape Romain to Bermuda, Sections Vii and
Viii respectively (Swallow and Worthington, 1961), the southward transport was
about 17 and 7 sv through the former and 1 atter, respect i ve 1 y. There was a 1 so a
transport of about 2 sv northward on the latter section.
Finally, the high transport values calculated cannot be balanced geo-
strophicallyeverywhere. Two anticyclonic gyres near the western boundary are
hypothesized in order to close the deep circulation. This leads to the proposed
water budget for the deep North Atlantic shown in Figure 4.
Notes submitted by
Gunnar Kullenberg and
Christopher N. K. Mooers.
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GULF STREAM RINGS (~,
Frederick C. Fuglister July 5, 1968
A bidecennial progress report was presented on the patterns of irregulari-
ties in the Gul f Stream downstream of Cape Hatteras and west of the Grand Banks.
(The original objective of this work had been the tracing of the Gulf Stream down-
stream to the Grand Banks; this objective has never been achieved, but, rather, an
increasingly detailed documentation of Gulf Stream meanders and rings has been
obtained.) A Gulf Stream ring is defined to be a member of a special class of
eddy; this class consists of closed segments of the Gulf Stream which have become
detached from the Gulf Stream per~. Rings found to the south of the Gulf Stream
rotate cyclonically and contain cold water (slope water) from north of the Stream
in their centers, while those found to the north of the Gulf Stream rotate anti-
r-~
cyclonically and contain warm water (Sargasso Sea water) from south of the Stream
in the i r centers.
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A summary of the principal observational considerations and techniques
is given below:
a) The region studied is a 2100 km segment of the Gulf Stream, runningo 0 " 0 0from about 35 N, 75 W to about ~O N, 50 W.
b) The principal indicator of the position of the Gulf Stream is the
topography of the ma in thermoc 1 i ne, a cons i stent index of wh i ch is the depth
of the 100C isotherm; the depth of the 100C isotherm is about 200-to-300 meters
north of the St ream and 800-to-900 meters south of the Stream; a core of warm
water near the surface is usually located over the shallow edge of the Gulf
Stream frontal layer (i .e., where the main thermocl ine is strongly incl ined with
respect to the horizontal).
'~.._-- ...'
c) When the Gulf Stream is traversed, and when warm cores and thermocl ines
are intersected more than once, ambiguities in interpretation frequently arise,
especially if an ordinary BT with a depth range of only 250 meters is used; among
the ambiguities are the possibilities that such a multiple intersect may repre-
sent meanders, rings, or several filaments of a diffuse stream; to remove the
ambiguities, new techniques have been employed, e.g., multiple ship surveys,
isotherm followers (V-finis) which can track the fiducial l50C (which is more
conven i ent for th i s purpose than the 100C isotherm) at 200 meters depth, deeper
(and expendable) BT iS, pI ank-on-edge floats wh i ch can "tag" selected rings for
months, neutrally buoyant floats, airborne radiometers, etc.
d) The anticyclonic rings north of the Stream have been less thoroughly
studied than the cyclonic rings to the south for two reasons: generally more
inclement weather prevai Is to the north than to the south and the anticyclonic
rings are inherently more difficult to detect because they have intrinsically
- 144 -
weaker horizontal gradients. Both types of rings are cyclostrophic flows, but
because the Coriolis and centrifugal forces act in the same direction (as in an
atmospheri c low), the oppos i ng rad i a 1 pressure grad i ent and thus the temperature
gradient in a cyclonic ring must be more intense than in an anticyclonic ring.
A further complication in detection of anticyclonic rings is that, while cyclonic
rings are formed "from abovell, giving rise to a readily identifiable upright cone
structure to the thermocline, the anticyclonic rings are formed Ilfrom below" giving
rise to an inverted cone structure which is often too deep to be properly identified
when using ordinary BT's.
While the dynamics of the formation, migration, and decay processes in the
ringsl life cycle are not yet clearly understood (see Warren (1967) for some ideas
about these questions), observations have progressed to the point where a number of
qualitative and quantitative statements can be made about the rings:
a) The rings appear to form at or to the east of the New England seamount
range, i.e., east of 700W and north of 37°N; the eastern limit of their formation
zone is unknown, see Figure 1 for examples.
b) Rings appear to be formed when the "bight'l of a large meander is cut off
at the Iineck", the two "bitter ends" then joining.
r~--"",
c) Ri ngs have been observed between 370 and 38°N and 600 and 66°W; they tend
to drift to the west and south in an irregular fashion at speeds of the order of
10 cm/sec; long term studies of a few rings have shown that, while they rotate
cyclonically with a period of about two days in their fast, shallow sections, they
revolve anticyclonically in a large orbit with a period of about two months, thus
water parcel trajectories can vary widely as a function of depth; there is some
speculation that they may occasionally collide and merge with the Gulf Stream but
no observations unequivocally confirm this.
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Fig. 2. The vertical hydrographic structure of a Gulf Stream ring.
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d) Figure 2 shows a temperature section through a typical cyclonic ring;
note the Ilupwelled" dome in the center; as time progresses, it will "sink" and
become narrower in lateral extent; the lateral and vertical extents of a ring
are typically 100 and 2-to-3 kilometers, respectively; rings are often circular
in shape but are sometimes elongated, with arbitrary orientation; the rotating
currents of a cyclonic ring are typically of the order of 50-to-150 cm/sec, with
the maximum value at the surface (when only a single traverse of a ring is made,
and when shipls drift records are available, it is practical to use this informa-
tion to decide which side of a ring has been traversed and, thus, something of
its size and of the location of its center can be inferred).
e) On one occas ion, a pai r of ri ngs, referred to as the eastern and western
rings, were tracked for 5 months; Figure 3 gives a record of their joint his tory;
observe the near coalescence of the two during the 27-29 October survey.
f) Two independent estimates of the number of ri ngs formed per year were
made; one estimate was based on the difference in the average annual inflow and
outflow (+25 cm/sec) over the 2100 km segment of the Gul f Stream under discuss i on
and gave a value of 15 rings; the other estimate was based on the monthly net
departure of the Gulf Stream from its mean position over the same segment and
gave a value of 14 rings; presumably, an equal number of cyclonic and anti-
cyclonic rings would occur, say 7 per year; to date, the formation of only 4
rings has been obse rved .
g) I t takes about 6 months to erode the upper 200 meters of a ring and
perhaps 18 months for the comp 1 ete decay of a ring.
In closing, it is appropriate to point out a simple fact in the distinc-
tion between rings and ordinary eddies: rings rotate in the "wrongil sense with
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respect to ordinary eddies from the Gulf Stream. Since the Gulf Stream has
anticyclonic shear (or vorticity) on its warm side, ordinary eddies south of
the Gulf Stream would be expected to have anticyclonic rotation while the
rings have cyclonic rotation. A simi lar, but opposite, relationship holds for
anticyclonic rings and cyclonic ordinary eddies north of the Stream.
It is also necessary to mention that the present discussion of meanders
and rings does not contradict earl ier discussions which emphasized the multiple
stream nature of the Gulf Stream System, especially downstream or the New
England seamount range.
Notes submi tted by
Gunnar Ku 11 enberg and
Christopher N. K. Mooers
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSS IONS ON CHEM I CAL TRACERS I N THE OCEANS
Wallace S. Broecker, Harmon Craig, G~te Ostlund,
Kilho Park and Karl K. Turekian
Chemical properties of ocean water that do not show simple linear
relationships to salinity are potentially useful in the study of physical
oceanographic problems such as the construction of large scale circulation
models; the determination of rates and mechanisms of transport in the mixed
layer, thermocline, deep water and bottom water; and the study of air-sea inter-
actions. The chemical properties that may be useful can be divided into
several groups:
Natural radioactivity: Several radioactive isotopes naturally produced
by cosmic rays or as members of the uranium decay series have been proposed as
useful in large scale circulation models and transport mechanism studies.
These are:
Carbon-14, 5700 year half-life
Si 1 icon-32, 800 year half-life
Rad i um-226, 1600 year half-life
Rad i um-228, 7 year half-life
Radon-222, 4 days half-life.
Of these Carbon-14 has been the most useful. To a first approximation
the concentration of Carbon-14 per liter of sea water is the same in all major
parts of the ocean. This is maintained by large scale circulation and addition
of Carbon-14 to depth via organic carbon (80%) and inorganic calcium carbonate
(20%) .
Radium-226 distribution in the ocean is controlled not only by large
scale ci rculation but also biological transport from surface to depth. Most of
,
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the radium in the ocean appears to be supplied from the sediments. An indicator
of the biologically controlled radium distribution may be the distribution of
barium in ocean water profi les.
Silicon-32 may be useful, but the difficulty of collecting large enough
samples (requiring the processing of up to one million liters of sea water) has
made the accumulation of data a slow process.
Radon-222, in excess of that to be expected in equ i 1 i br i um wi th the measured
concentration of its parent, Ra-226, has been used to study mixing rates near the
ocean bottom and in the surface. It is supplied from the ocean bottom at a more
rapid rate than Ra-226 and is lost to the atmosphere at the ocean surface. At
the surface it can a Iso be used as a test of model s of gas exchange between the
atmosphere and the ocean.
Radium-228 is just now being explored for use in oceanographic problems.
It is supplied from the sediments as the result of Th-232 decay. It will give
further i nformat i on in mi xi ng rates at the ocean bottom.
Man-made radioactivity: Bomb-produced Cs-137, Sr-90 and H-3 (tritium)
have been used in ocean i c p rob 1 ems espec i all y those in the top 500 mete rs of the
co 1 umn .
Cs-137 and Sr-90 measurements indicate that mixing in the thermocline is
as low as would be predicted from the natural c-14 data. Huge amounts of Sr-90
and Cs-137 are clearly not transported below 500 meters by biological meahs, a
result compatible with the lack of great variation in the stable cesium and
strontium concentrations in the oceans.
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The properties of the mixed layer and thermocline are further elucidated
by the distribution of Cs-137 and H-3 which indicate that IIsheets" of water may
retain their identity for great distances in the upper layers of the ocean and
that vertical diffusion proceeds at a relatively slow rate.
Tritium has also been employed in studies of air-sea interactions
especially as applied to the generation and nourishment of hurricanes.
Gases: The use of 02 and ~ CO2(most of the CO2 is as the bicarbonate
ion but is included under gases for convenience here) as ocean mixing indicators
was suggested. If two water masses with typical 02 and ¿ CO2 concentrations
are mixed in different proportions and also modified by the conversion of organic
carbon to ¿: CO2 by the utilization of dissolved 02' the complex patterns of
02 plotted against ~ C0'1 can be explained.
The rare gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) can be used in ocean mixing models
if the temperature of the source water is roughly known and mixing of the water
masses takes place out of contact with the atmosphere. The differences to be
measured are small but initial results indicate the utility of such an approach
especially in understanding the origin of the intermediate waters.
Hydrogen and oxygen isotopes: These two isotopes respond essent ia 11 y
identically during the processes of evaporation, precipitation, freezing and
melting so that information on one or the other is often sufficient in tracing
water masses. Work on oxygen isotopes (016/018 ratios) indicates that North
Atlantic Deep Water and Atlantic Surface Water form a continuum on an oxygen
isotope salinity plot, hence show a close kinship. This is not true of Pacific
Deep Water when compared to Pac i fi c Surface Water. Antarct i c Bottom Water
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produced in the Weddell Sea shows a characteristic isotope composition. Pacific
Deep Water is not a linear combination of Antarctic Bottom Water and North Atlantic
Deep Water i nd i cat i ng the add it i on of a th i rd component.
Phosphate and alkalinity: Deep Pacific Water has a constant "pre-formedll
phosphate content from about 500S northward indicating that most of the oxidation
of biological material and phosphate release from organic material derived from the
Antarctic takes place rapidly.
The inject i on of water from the north is c 1 earl y seen as both an oxygen and
a phosphate increase.
Alkalinity plots with depth in the ocean indicate that in the Atlantic
(where the alkalinity is lowest of the ocean deep waters) there is an alkalinity
increase near the bottom (about 4000 meters) whereas in all the other oceans there
is rarely an increase at the bottom and some indications of maxima in the water
column at depths between 3000 and 4000 meters. These may be relatable to ocean
mix i ng processes.
ABYSSAL RAD I OCARBON - ~C02 - OXYGEN
Harmon Craig
Several recent studies have used radiocarbon data in diffusion-advection
equat ions of the type:
" iKC = wC+ÀC (1 )
where À is the radioactive decay constant, C is concentration, and the successive
derivatives are taken with respect to z or x in vertical or horizontal transport
studies. Radiocarbon data used for relative concentrations were taken from the
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L: values tabulated by radiocarbon laboratories; these ,6 values represent
. f' . .. (C 14/c 12, . ). b d fspeci ic activities ratios in car onate extracte rom sea water, rather
than absolute c14 concentrations which must be used in the diffusion equation.
Absolute radiocarbon concentrations can be obtained by multiplying the specific
activities by the corresponding total dissolved carbonate (¿C02) concentrations;
the corrections thus introduced are large and variable, ranging up to 40% in
C14.6 values (300 years in Iladvective" time).
Moreover, equation (1) neglects the continuous production of CO2 by
oxidation of particulate organic matter, and by solution of associated particulate
organic matter, and by solution of associated particulate CaC03. Thus if the
steady-state oxygen equat ion is wr i tten
II ¡
k (0) :: W (o;¡) + V (2 )
with ~ the oxygen consumption rate (cc/kg yr), the stable carbon equation can
be wr i tten II I
kC :.wC-'l-J (3)
where C = ¿C02 (cc/kg), J is CO2 production by solution of carbonate, and the
small imbalance between V and CO2 production by oxidation has here been
neglected. The complete radiocarbon one-dimensional equation is then:
i
k (ell )":: W (c~) + ). c-l - )J Rv - :r Rj (4)
in which c* is absolute C14 concentration, R is the isotope ratio cI4/CI2, and
the subscri pts denote the rat i 0 for CO2 produced by the two sources.
Prof i 1 es of r CO2 and O2 were measured by We i ss and Cra i gal ong a N-S
track in the central Pacific on SIO Expedition NOVA during 1967. Using the
EC02 data, approximate corrections were applied to the Bien-Rakestraw-Suess
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P 'f' d' b 'f' ... . b 1 C14 .aci IC ra iocar on speci IC activities to give a so ute concentrations
(c*). The ~C02 data were measured at sea, using shipboard gas chromatography
with electrolytically generated H2 as a carrier and thermistor detectors. Pre-
ci s i on of the data is about 0.3 percent so that measurement errors are not s i g-
n i fi cant compared to the + 1 percent errors ass i gned to the C 14 data.
In contrast to the specific activity profiles, which show a marked C14
minimum at about 2.5 km depth, the corrected absolute activities decrease by
about 40-500/00 from one km down to 2 km, and are then essentially constant to the
bottom. They definitely do not fit the curves plotted by Munk (1966) using equa-
tion (1) with specific activities and finite ~/À ratios; the best fits are given
by W = infinite, or even by a small negative value for À .
Va 1 ues of ìJ/w can be obta i ned by fitting O2 data to equation (2); va 1 ues
of T/W can be obtained most precisely by fitting data on (¿-C02 + O2) to an equa-
t ion wh i ch is the sum of (2) and (3) , and individual va 1 ues of -ù and J can be
roughly estimated from O2 consumption and geochemical data. If we normalize terms
in equation (4) by multiplication with C/C*, then neglecting insignificant differ-
ences between R, Ri) , and R-;' the last three terms on the RHS are approximately:
v ~ + O.OOS cc/kg yr
J ~ + 0.001 cc/kg yr
')C ,. 50 cc/kg "' 0 006Il "' 8033 yrs.- .
so that (ìJ + J) '; ÀC and the last three terms on the RHS of equation (4) approxi-
mately cancel. The advective term (normalized) is (úJC/C*) (dC*/dZ), which varies
from about 0.03 to zero (for w perhaps 8 m/year). Therefore C14 essentially obeys
the simple equation for a conservative substance:
" c//(C = w (5)
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with considerable scatter in the profi les reflecting sl ight variations in the
various production rates. For this reason no information on absolute values for
k and U) can be obtained from C14 profiles, and the numbers derived by Munk
(1966) should be discarded.
The c14 specific activity minima at depths between 1-4 km are due to the
fact that Z;C02 shows a broad maximum in these depths because of the particulate
input ¡) + J. 14This input produces C at a rate closely equal to the radioactive
decay rate; thus the absolute activity is essentially constant, resulting in a
.. . . f . .. C i 4/C 1 2 . U' h . f . .. tminimum in speci IC activity or ratio. sing t e speci IC activi y
curves, Munk calculated a diffusive flux of C14 upward from the horizontally
advecting bottom water layer, resulting in a continuous loss of C14 at a rate
much greater than the radioactive decay rate within the bottom layer. He thus
concluded that the Bien-Rakestraw-Suess horizontal flow velocity for this layer
was a lower limit, and must actually be 15 times greater than their mean figure
of 0.07 cm/sec. However, the absolute activity curves show that there is actually
almost no vertical diffusion gradient at this depth, but that, if anything, the
net C14 flux is downward. The B-R-S flow velocities will therefore be upper
limits, but will not be strongly affected by diffusion. On the other hand, some
of thei r IIbottom water" data actually are samples from about 3000 m, in the
specific activity minimum, and therefore their assigned relative ages for bottom
water are too large in some cases, especially in the North Pacific.
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A I R-SEA EXCHANGE OF WATER IN HURR I CANES
H. Göte Ost 1 und
Seawater, tropospher i c vapor, and stratospher i c vapor, are cha racter i zed
by different tritium concentrations. The sea surface is at the lower end of the
scale, the tropospheric humidity is intermediate, and the stratospheric vapor
highest. When the 'Iundisturbed'l air around the hurricane, "ambient air", is en-
trained into the envelope of the storm, the air-sea exchange will lower the tritium
concentration of the water vapor. This effect, the molecular exchange, occurs
primarily at the surface of spray droplets of seawater formed in the high winds,
and the lowering of the tritium concentration in the vapor is a quantitative measure
of the magnitude of air-sea exchange of water. From data on tritium versus radial
distance, conclusions can be drawn on possible distribution of mass inflow and
influence of wind speed on rate of air/sea exchange of water.
Of more pragmatic interest is the relative importance of local evaporation.
If the (radial) water vapor inflow at -1some large radius is V g sec the total
-1
sec , and the loss of water to the outflow
,--i,
evaporation inside that radius is E g
layer is neglected, R = E/(E + V), is the interesting ratio. The tritium data can
supply information on this ratio, and our measurements are good enough for the pur-
pose, but three more parameters are essential. Absolute humidity at cloud base
and at the very sea surface, can be reasonab 1 y well measured. We also need the
radial distribution of the vapor inflow. This information is presently not avail-
able with any degree of reliability, due to the inability of the airborne Doppler-
wind instruments to resolve the very small radial component of the wind.
In the future we hope to perform tracer experiments in hurricanes. Let us
assume that we at one poi nt release one tracer for air and one for water vapor
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(e.g. HT gas and HTO vapor). The concentration ratio between the two tags in
air samples downwind, will have a direct bearing on our R, without need of
information on radial wind component. In addition, the rate of inflow might
possibly be derived from the time and position of samples containing the tags.
A NONLINEAR MODEL OF AN OCEAN DRIVEN BY WIND AND DIFFERENTIAL HEATING
Ki rk Bryan
A numerical experiment is carried out to investigate the circulation of
an ocean, driven by a prescribed density gradient and wind stress at the surface.
The mathematical formulation includes in one model most of the physical effects
considered in previous theoretical studies. Starting out from conditions of
uniform stratification and complete rest, an extensive numerical integration is
carried out with respect to time. Care is taken in the final stages of the cal-
culation to use a finite difference net which resolves the very narrow boundary
layers which form along the side walls of the basin.
A detailed description is made of the three-dimensional velocity and
temperature patterns obtained from the final stage of the run. Since inertial
effects play an important role in the western boundary current, it is possible
to verify with a baroclinic model two results obtained previously with barotropic
models, i.e. (a) a concentrated outflow from the western boundary takes place
along the upper boundary of the subtropical wind gyre, (b) inertial recircula-
t i on may increase the tota 1 transport of the boundary current to a value well
above that given by linear theory. In addition to the western boundary current,
a strong eastward flowing current is found along the equator. Taking into account
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a difference in Rossby number between mode 1 and prototype, the i ntens i ty of the
computed currents agree very closely to observation in the Gulf Stream and the
Equatorial Current.
BOUNDARY LAYERS AND LARGE SCALE NUMER I CAL MODELS
Henry Charnock
The boundary layers of the atmosphere and ocean are among the regions
where small-scale motions--smaller than the grid size of foreseeable numerical
models--are dynamically important. They can perhaps be incorporated by empirical
methods of the kind here discussed: the treatment is based on a paper by
H. Charnock and T. H. Ell ison presented at the GARP Planning Conference, Stockholm,
1967.
For this purpose we take the atmospheric boundary layer to be the region
near the surface where turbulence on a scale not much greater than the height
transfers significant qualities of heat matter and momentum. It is to be dis-
tinguished from the Ekman layer, where the wind differs from its (complete) fric-
tionless value. The Ekman layer may fill the boundary layer but will often
occupy only a portion of it. Another subdivision of the boundary layer is the
surface layer, where the fluxes are approximately constant with height and where
the Monin-Obukhov scaling is appropriate.
The i nterfac i all ayer has a th i ckness of the same order as the surface
roughness: its dynamics and thermodynamics are complex, especially over the sea.
The cl imatology of the boundary layer is not well known. Plots of Taylor
diagrams (characteristic diagrams of specific humidity against potential tempera-
ture) indicate that its top is well defined for more than half the time, at heights
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below 850 mb. On these occasions it consists of a stable layer Dverlying an
unstable or neutrally stratified one.
This situation can perhaps be modelled using sea temperature, temperature,
humidity and wind at the top of the boundary layer, the wind, drat-, èJV/)( etc.,
and the density gradient in the stable layer. All but the surface temperature
could be obtained from a large-scale numerical model.
The present treatments are empirical and messy but they are worth trying
since they can, once their usefulness is established, be progressively improved
as our knowl edge of boundary 1 ayer processes increases.
It is assumed that the heat i ng of the 1 ayer, through a surface fl ux,
controls the depth of the layer. The heat flux does not affect the free atmosphere
directly since the turbulent transfer is taken to vanish outside the boundary
layer.
The height of the boundary layer is controlled by a combination of mean
vertical velocity and by entrainment of "freell air into the turbulent boundary
layer. The mean vertical v~loc¡ty is made up of the frictionless component and
a larger contribution due to the frictional convergence in the Ekman layer.
The treatment should be applicable to the oceanic boundary layer, though
the effect of waves and of the different radiation input complicates it. Perhaps
the boundary layer can be identified with the seasonal thermocline but winter
conditions, away from the equator, may represent vertical convection over
greater depths. These wi 11 have to be model led in a different way.
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THERMAL MICROSTRUCTURE I N THE SEA
Charles S. Cox
It is poss i b Ie to measure the structure of temperature in the sea to a
sufficiently fine scale (and with sufficient sensitivity) to resolve structure
down to the smallest existing scales. Measurements have been made from a freely
falling body which has an attached thermister probe. The falling velocity of the
instrument is controlled by attached propellor-type blades which revolve in the
manner of unpowered helicopter blades. It is possible to adjust the falling speed
V over a range (3 to) 10 cm/sec by altering the pitch of the blades.
Chang i ng signa 1 s from the thermi ster are interpreted as changes of tempera-
ture wi th depth. Hence the vert i ca 1 component of temperature grad i ent is measured.
The "rise time" r of the thermisters to a sudden change of temperature is
40 milliseconds. Hence the minimum resolvable scale of temperature fluctuation
is a few millimeters. The noise level in the thermister and amplifier is equivalent
-4to temperature fluctuations of less than 10 °C.
Measurements have been made in two 10cat ions: 1) Near San Diego where the
ocean is 1 km deep and bottom very rough. Measurements were made while the instru-
ment dropped between 600 and 700 m. 2) 1500 km offshore where the ocean is 5 km
deep and the bottom smooth. Measurements were made between 600 and 1300 m.
I n the near-shore water it was found that temperature decreases dowhwards
in a seri es of nearl y i sotherma 1 steps separated by zones of steep grad i ent. The
steps are widely variable in thickness but average several meters thick. The
gradient zones are occasionally as thin as one centimeter but usually consist of
a close packed series of sharp gradients extending over a meter or less.
The measurements offshore occasionally show a stai r-step structure but more
usually the distinction between "isothermal" and sharp gradient zones is less clear.
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The horizontal extent of structures has been studied by dropping a
series of instruments behind a fast moving ship. At both locations similarity
of larger temperature structures could be traced over horizontal distances of
200 m but not over 500 m.
Within the "isothermal" layers there are residual temperature fluctuations
which vary in amplitude greatly from one layer to another. The spectrum of
fluctuations within some layers is not inconsistent with that proposed by
Batche 1 or for weak temperature var iat ions carried by homogeneous i sotrop i c tur-
bulence. For example, in one measurement one can estimate the viscous cutoff
at a wavenumber of 0.3 cm-l while the conductive cutoff is at 3 cm-l. The ratio
of the two is appropriate for the Prandtl number of water.
If the temperature fluctuations are indeed isotropic in this layer, the
"e:imean square temperature gradient v will be three times the mean square vertical
component. The eddy coefficient of thermal diffusivity can be estimated from
the mean squa re grad i ent accord i ng to
(
K ~ JC V eo- / ( d £9 / d. =r r
where)( is the molecular thermal diffusivity and di9jdr the mean temperature
gradient. Two values of ~ estimated from two different layers at the off-
shore station are J( = 270 cm2/sec and 9 cm2/sec. The widely varying values
suggests that turbulence is intermittent and localized in the ocean.
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OBSERVAT I ONAL EVALUAT I ON OF TOPOGRAPH I C EFFECTS ON THE GULF STREAM
Dona 1 d V. Hansen
The meandering path of the Gulf Stream as defined by the position of the
150C isotherm at 200 meters depth between Cape Hatteras and the Grand Banks was
delineated during 14 consecutive monthly cruises of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey ship EXPLORER. The indicator isotherm could generally be crossed at least
every six to ten kilometers to show the course of the Stream at comparatively high
reso 1 ut i on between 74°W and about 58°W by means of a towed thermi ster system.
The sequence of pathl ines observed during the fi rst nine months were all of a
regular wavelike nature but with continuing variation. These observations are
interpreted as a wavelike disturbance of mean wavelength 320 km which is advected
eastward with a net phase speed of 8 cm/sec. The eastward increase of amplitude
corresponds to an e -fol ding time on the order of 100 days. I n subsequent months
the pathlinesl variations and their interpretation became more complicated in both
space and time. Although the time-dependent behavior of the meander pattern is an
obv i ous departure from the i r i nterpretat i on as aquas i-stat i onary topograph i c-beta
wave, the propagation speed and growth rate are both much less than predicted by
instability theories. Comparison of the position and curvature data for the observed
Stream paths with the observed variations of depth and latitude along the Stream
paths indicate that for reasonable Gulf Stream transport, momentum flux, and near-
bottom current speed, the mean position of the Stream is consistent with the topo-
graphic-beta control hypothesis, but that depth variations are generally too small
to force the observed curvature of meanders on the Stream, except i ntermi ttent 1 y
in the region over the continental slope just east of Cape Hatteras. Comparison
of the progressive wave interpretation of the meander patterns with buoyed current
meter measurements and movement of detached cyclonic eddies near the Stream suggest
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a relationship between the meanders and the meridional motion outside the Stream.
The statistics of this meridional motion are simi lar to those of the well-known
float measurements near Bermuda.
THE NUMER I CAL SOLUT I ON OF V I BRAT I ON PROBLEMS
Myr 1 C. Hendershott
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A NUMER I CAL SOLUT I ON OF LAPLACE 1ST I DAL EQUAT IONS
Myrl C. Hendershott
Laplacels Tidal Equations are the linearized, inviscid, shallow-water
approximation to the Navier-Stokes Equations for a homogeneous fluid envelope
on a rotating sphere. Energy ~oss may be via bottom friction in shallow seas or
via conversion to internal waves. At the boundaries, we may (i) require agree-
ment of the computed field with observations, (i i) require flow paral leI to the
coast or (iii) define a complex impedance which parameterizes the mechanisms of
energy dissipation at the coasts. In regions where the energy flow is nearly
parallel to the coast, as it is in Kelvin waves, (i) may result in a good extrapo-
lation to the deep water but will be of limited utility in regions where tidal
energy is concentrated by a shoaling bottom and then diverted into small scale
turbulence. If one is dealing directly with the tidal elevation, (ii) is numer-
ically difficult. If (ii) is imposed, one must moreover include regions of energy
dissipation within the computation and then use a computational grid of sufficient
fineness to resolve details of the flow in these regions. (iii) is numerically
just as difficult as (ii) but allows formulation of a meaningful problem in which
bottom friction is present only in the boundary conditions.
A solution of Laplacels Tidal Equations for the M2 tide in the world ocean
has been obtained using coastal observations as boundary conditions. The quality
of the prediction is variable, being excellent in the Atlantic and Western Pacific
but quite poor in the Indian Ocean and the Central Pacific. Further exploration
of the manner in which individual boundary values influence the numerical solution
i s needed.
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ON THE D I STR I BUT I ON OF SOME TRACERS I N THE OCEAN
Wi 11 iam R. Holland
The distributions of certain conservative and non-conservative tracers
such as temperature, salinity, oxygen, and radiocarbon have been used extensively
to understand the patterns of motion in the sea. In this study we turn the
problem around and ask what the distributions of some tracers would be if the
velocity field and the coefficients of vertical and horizontal eddy diffusion are
known. We shall take as our known velocity field that found by Bryan and Cox in
a numerical study including both wind and thermal driving forces.
Two tracers have been treated so far, oxygen and radiocarbon. With various
combinations of parameters and various assumptions about the decay, seven cases
for the oxygen distribution and five for radiocarbon have been calculated. The
resu 1 ts suggest the range of pa rameters of i nteres tin the rea 1 ocean and show
some promise of leading to good comparison with observations, at least in their
gross features.
The experiments run so far should be regarded as a preliminary study to
test the numerical technique and to determine its behavior for a variety of
coefficients. The method of solution will be used further in future experiments
to look into the salinity and temperature distributions as well as to explore
further the cases of dissolved oxygen and radiocarbon.
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SOME EFFECTS OF STRAT I F I CAT I ON ON ROTAT I NG FLU I DS
Ants Leetmaa
In the framework of a linear theory of rotating stratified fluids, some
aspects of the effects of stratification on rotating fluids were investigated.
I n homogeneous Ekman 1 ayer theory, the stress on the surface of a fl u i d isba 1 anced
by a net transport to the right of the stress. Horizontal variations in the
stress can thus cause convergencies or divergencies in this transport. These are
of major importance in driving motions in homogeneous fluids. The introduction ~
of stratification allows horizontal pressure gradients to be set up within the
Ekman layers and these allow part of the stress to be directly transmitted to the
body of the fluid. In the limit of strong stratification or small horizontal
scales of variation in the stress, all the stress is transmitted to the body of
the fluid, and the Ekman transport in the boundary layer disappears with the con-
sequence that there are no convergencies or divergencies. Throughout the body
of the fluid, the motion is Couette flow in which the geostrophic shear is
balanced by a thermal wind. The results converge to homogeneous theory for weak
stratification.
It is thought that these ideas might have some application to a theory of
coastal upwelling. There, it is postulated, the horizontal density gradients in
the upwelling zone are of primary importance in modifying the dynamics of Ekman
layers near the coasts. As a model of a uniform wind blowing parallel to a coast,
the solution to a problem in which the surface stress is of square wave form was
examined. A boundary layer was found which for strong stratifications is thicker
than the buoyancy layer. Later investigations have shown this thickness to be
almost independent of the wavelength of the square wave. Further work is being
carried out to determine the exact nature of this layer.
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DOUBLE KELV I N WAVES
M i chae IS. Longuet-H i gg i ns
It was shown in a recent paper (J.FI.Mech. 1l: 417) that a discontinuity
in depth in a rotat i ng sha 11 ow sea is capab 1 e of support i ng a nove 1 kind of
wave motion. The wave energy is propagated along the discontinuity, and falls
off exponentially to either side. Such trapped waves have been called Iidouble
Kelvin waves" or Iiseascarp wavesll. It was found that for any given wavelength,
just one such wave motion is possible, and its period always exceeds one
pendu 1 um-day.
A discontinuity in the ocean depth is, however, a special and possibly
uncommon situation, It is natural to inquire whether trapped waves exist when
the bottom profile has other forms, for example when there is a continuous trans-
it i on from one depth to another. One may further ask whether such trapped waves
will tend to double Kelvi'n waves as the width of the transition zone is reduced
to zero.
An investigation of certain special cases has already been made both by
Rhines (1967) and by Buchwald and Adams (1968). These authors, however, assumed
that the divergence of the wave motion (associated with a vertical displacement
of the free surface) was negligible.
If the divergence is assumed to be negligible then it is not hard to see
intuitively that waves will tend to be propagated along the sloping transition
zone with the shallower water to their right, just as on a sloping plane bottom,
or on a ¡3 -plane. Those vertical fi laments of fluid displaced up the slope are
shortened and so have a negative relative vorticity, and those displaced down the
slope have a positive relative vorticity. The combination of alternate positive
and negative vorticities results in a phase velocity to the west on a ¡3-plane, or
with shallow water to the right on a sloping bottom in the northern hemisphere.
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Outs i de the trans i t i on zone the above mechan i sm ceases to act, and one
might therefore expect some types of wave in which the energy was mainly limited
to the transition zone.
However, when the divergence is taken into account some stretching of the
vertical filaments of water is caused also by the vertical displacement of the
free surface, âs well as by the bottom slope. At first sight it is not clear
wh i ch of these effects wi 11 predomi nate.
In the present paper we take the divergence of the wave motion fully into
account, and investigate the possibility of trapped wave motions being associated
with continuous depth profiles of a rather general kind. The depth k is assumed
to be a funct ion onl y of the coord i nate ~ norma 1 to the escarpment. Moreover k
is assumed to be monotonic in X and to tend to uniform values at large distances
from the escarpment on either side. The possibi 1 ity of trapped waves in such a
configuration is investigated on the basis of the 1 inearized theory of waves in
shallow water.
It is shown that the trapped waves always travel along the transition zone
with the shallower water to their right in the northern hemisphere and to their
left in the southern hemisphere. The wave period must always exceed a pendulum-
day. The period is also bounded below by a quantity depending inversely on the
maximum bottom gradient.
By allowing the width VV of the transition zone to vary, asymptotic forms
for the trapped modes are obtained, both as W-'O and as W~ DO. In the 1 imit
as VJ~O the depth becomes discontinuous, and it is shown that the lowest mode
then becomes a double Kelvin wave (Longuet-Higgins, 1968) propagated along the
discontinuity. The periods of the higher modes, on the other hand, all tend to
infinity; these modes become steady currents.
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Numerical calculations of the trapped modes are presented for two different
laws of depth in the transition zone. It is found that as W~O the lowest
mode is insensitive to the form of the depth profile. Higher modes depend on the
detai Is of the profi Ie. Hence the lowest mode is the most 1 ikely to be observed
in the rea 1 ocean.
The dispersion relation is also investigated. It is shown that the group-
velocity of all modes must change sign at some point in the range of wavenumbers,
if the divergence is taken into account. When the divergence was neglected the
lowest mode âppeared to be exceptional, in that the group-velocity was always in
the same d i rec t ion. Th i s anoma 1 y is now removed.
In order to calculate the mean mass flux past a given recording station
it is necessary to know more than the mean velocity in a vertical section. One
must add an additional term - the "Stokesll velocity which depends also on the time
and distance scales of the fluctuating currents. In typical circumstances, where
the fluctuations are larger than the mean current, the Stokes velocity may
dominate the mass transport, and lead to the mass transport being opposite in
direction to the mean current.
Some general expressions are gi,ven for the Stokes velocity, and these are
studied in detail for the particular case of double Kelvin waves. It is shown
that in the regions of small bottom gradient the Stokes velocity is in the same
direction as the phase velocity, but in the region of large bottom gradient the
sign of the Stokes velocity is reversed. The mean Stokes velocity at the surface
is in the direction of wave propagation. However, the mean total transport
(integrated with respect to the depth) is in the opposite direction.
These conc 1 us ions are discussed in reI at i on to some recent observat ions
of currents near the cont i nenta 1 shelf in the Northeast At 1 ant i c.
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ON WAVE BREAKI NG AND THE EQU I L I BR I UM SPECTRUM OF Wi ND-GENERATED WAVES
M i chae 1 S. Longuet-H i gg ins
(1) Recent observat ions of the growth of sea waves under the act i on of wi nd
have estab 1 i shed that the rate of growth is severa 1 times greater than has yet
been accounted for. A new mechan ism of wave generat ion is proposed, based on the
idea of a maser-l i ke act i on of the short waves on the longer waves.
It is shown that when surface waves decay they impart their momentum to
the surrounding fluid. Short waves are readily regenerated by shear instability.
But a longer wave pass i ng through shorter waves causes the short waves to steepen
on the long-wave crests. Hence the short waves impart more of their momentum to
the crests of the long waves, where the orbital motion of the long waves is in the
direction of wave propagation. If the short waves are decaying only weakly (under
the act i on of vi scos i ty), the effect on the long waves is s 1 i ght. But when the
short waves are forced to decay strongly by breaking on the forward slopes of the
long waves the gain of energy by the latter is greatly increased.
Calculations suggest that the mechanism is capable of imparting energy to
sea waves at the rate indicated by observation.
(2) A theoretical calculation is made of the loss of energy by wave breaking in
a random sea state in terms of the spectral density function. In the special case
of the equilibrium spectrum F(a)=()l;:~he proportion W- of energy lost per mean
wave cyc 1 e is found to be given by i
tc ~ e-Bc
i rrespect i ve of the 10w-f requency cut-off in the spectrum.
Assuming that in the equilibrium state the loss of energy by breaking is
comparable to that supplied by the wind, one can estimate the constant 0( in terms
of the drag coefficient of the wind on the sea surface. It is found that
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Taking a representative value of C one finds ~ ~ 1.3 x 10-2, which falls
wi th i n the range of observed va 1 ues of 0( . The above equat i on for 0( is
extremely insensitive to the various assumptions made in the analysis.
There is some evidence, derived from observation, that 0( may not in
fact be qu i te constant but may decrease s 1 i ght 1 y as the wave age (J ~U)or the
non-dimensional fetch (~xju')) is increased. It is suggested that the drag
coefficient may behave similarly.
THE EFFECT OF SURFACE TENS I ON ON THE L I M I T FORM OF WAVES
Robe rt L. Mil Ie r
Experimental studies of run-up of undular and fully developed bores were
carried out recently, Miller, 1968. These brought out an interesting sequence of
events during the beginning of transition from undular to fully developed bores
at Froude numbers approx. 1.24. The fi rst breaki ng of the crest was preceeded by
a surface pattern of ridges normal to the crest, which later coalesced to form a
pattern of cell-like indentations. It appeared that the breaking process in its
earliest stages might in part be a surface phenomenon. Accordingly comparisons
were made of the sequence of early breaking with surface tension normal (approx-
imately 73 dynes/cm at 20 C.) and surface tension reduced to approximately
40 dynes/cm. The results appeared to indicate that the limit angle of the crest
was sharper for surface tens ion reduced, and that for surface tens ion normal, the
wave form prog ressed about 20% further down channel before break i ng.
Accordingly an examination of the literature was made for predicted limit
crest angles for various wave types. These are indicated in Table 1. An
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experimental procedure was developed using high speed motion picture photography
and a number of wave types were examined for crest angle with surface tension
normal and surface tension reduced. The results are given in Table I.
Some indication of the variation in surface tension in natural waters
has been acquired by a series of measurements, as shown in Table 2.
The study thus far shou 1 d be cons i dered as pre 1 i mi nary. I t appears that
a careful examination of the physical mechanisms operating just at the limit
crest is needed. In addition, the method of reducing the surface tension by
using a chemical additive, leaves doubt as to whether the results noted in
Table may not be due to surface effects of the type created by a soap fi 1m.
To resolve these difficulties, a small standing wave tank of the type
descr i bed by G. I. Taylor wi 11 be used. Measurements wi 11 be attempted of
1) the accelerations at the limit crest angle, possibly to infer the "bursting"
pressures, and 3) careful remeasurements of the gross 1 imit crest angles. These
experiments will be carried out for several frequencies. In addition, the
experiments will be repeated for several homogeneous fluids other than water
where the viscosity is low, and the surface tension is significantly lower than
water. In this way the validity of the previous results for water with a surface
tens i on reduc i ng add it i ve, can be checked.
Reference
Taylor, G.I. 1953. An experimental study of standing waves.
Proc. Roy. Soc. London, Ser .A, 218: 44-59.
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MODELL I NG THERMALS WITH VORTEX RINGS
Bruce R. Morton
"-_--
Atmospheric thermals consist of buoyant regimes of air ascending in a
state of turbulent motion. Like all compact regions of fluid moving through like
fluid environments, the mean motion of a thermal has the broad features of a vortex,
and lies between the extremes of convective or ring vortices with mean vorticity
and heat concentrated into a toroidal core, and diffusive or spheroidal vortices
with both vorticity and heat distributed over the advancing fluid but with tempera-
ture maxi mum on the axi s of propagat ion.
Al though the gross propert ies of therma 1 sand 1 aboratory vort i cal (such
as semi-angle of spread) appear to exhibit similarity there are likely to be
departures from similarity in the turbulent structure. Thus as a convective
vortex grows its core is stretched and can only expand with the vortex for a
particular diffusivity, or a particular core geometry for given diffusivity.
Sounders has observed that the relative size of visible surface elements in terms
of the diameter of a thermal is a function of the Rayleigh number and hence differs
in different thermals.
The principal properties of isolated convective and diffusive vortices in
an extens i ve env ironment can be i nves t i ga ted us i ng bu 1 k equat ions obta i ned by
i ntegrat i ng the cont i nu i ty and Navi er-Stokes equat ions over the envi ronmenta 1
region. There proves to be no bulk mass conservation equation since the far-field
disturbance due to a compact vortex is at most of doublet character, but simple
equations are obtained for the impulse and buoyancy. In place of continuity a
conservation equation is introduced for circulations, and this shows that the
circulation is increased by buoyant generation and decreased by diffusion of
\.~-,-"
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vorticity across the axis. Although a buoyant vortex ~ suffers no change in
circulation, its gross radius increases progressively with distance as positive
vorticity is generated on its outer side and negative vorticity on the side nearer
the axis. The system of bulk equations is completed by the Biot-Savart equation
relating the propagation velocity and hence the gross displacement and time.
Typical features of vortex motion may be studied further by order-of-
magnitude analysis of the equations to identify similarity structure, and three
similarity regimes are identified for neutrally buoyant vortices with two for
buoyant vortices. These solution types give useful information even though actual
vortex behaviour wi 11 generally be intermediate in type. One class of neutral
vortex is time-independent but all others develop with time and diffusive loss of
mean vorticity is found to be specially important. In unsteady neutral vortices
the circulation decreases steadily with time; but in buoyant vortices this diffusive
loss is just balanced by buoyant generation and the circulation remains constant.
The treatment provides a basis for the formulation of vortex models, which
may be developed approximately using the system of bulk equations.
(~-.,
~
¡-"--.
NON-S I MILAR TURBULENT PLUMES
Bruce R. Morton
Entrainment models for buoyant plumes rising above steadily maintained
sources of buoyancy in neutral or stably stratified environments have generally
been based on similarity arguments, and have proved effective in the interpretation
both of laboratory experiments and of observations at larger scale in the atmos-
phere. However, models in which entrainment is scaled in proportion to the local
mean ascent velocity are based on a strict simi larity relationship between the
turbulent structure and mean flow, and hence cannot be expected to apply in source
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neighbourhoods where the turbulent intensity (and entrainment of ambient fluid)
may be expected to carry a strong imprint of the source. In such regions of
developing flow the entrainment must be decoupled from the mean velocity field
and scaled in terms of the local turbulent flow.
A modified entrainment model has been developed on the assumption of
weak similarity in which the entrainment flux is related to the local Reynolds
stress (averaged across the profile), and additional conservation equations are
introduced for the flux of kinetic energy of fluctuating motion and for flux
of temperature fluctuation intensity. The derivation of the new model has been
based on an order-of-magnitude analysis of the full Navier-Stokes equations
which provides an estimate of the errors involved in the neglect of various
terms, and serves to identify the appropriate equations for the velocity and
temperature fluctuation intensities. The analysis indicates that neglected terms
in the momentum flux equation are likely to lead to errors amounting to ten
per cent, and identifies a term representing the direct generation of turbulent
(velocity fluctuation) intensity as a result of density fluctuations. The
latter term is small in a hot jet, but is likely to play an important role in
moist cumulus convection.
The model includes a parameter representing the effects of viscous dissi-
pation and one for the conductive annihilation of temperature fluctuations.
Neither of these can be deduced directly, and each has been evaluated by selecting
appropriate levels of velocity and temperature fluctuation intensity in the
asymptotic regime of flow far above the source; the values chosen prove to be
of the anticipated order of magnitude.
Numerical results have been obtained to illustrate the behaviour of a
developing buoyant plume in a uniform environment and to determine the vertical
extent of the development region. These show that for a wide range of input
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conditions at source level the plume settles into an asymptotic state (and
that this state is determined solely by the gross source conditions on momentum
and buoyancy emissions) within a vertical ascent distance of between five and
ten source diameters. In the development region the entrainment may depart appre-
r.---,
ciably from its asymptotic balance, and this departure may be expected to have a
considerable influence in cumulus clouds where the release of latent heat depends
in deta i 1 on the entra i nment.
FINITE AMPLITUDE INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVES IN A CONTINUOUSLY STRATIFIED FLUID
Isidoro Orlanski and Kirk Bryan
In a fluid heated from above diffusive processes acting alone would tend
to produce a uniform stratification. To determine the effect of mechanical
stirring in modifying the density profile, the following problem is considered:
a moving torque of the form ~s'ln(K)(-lDt).sinot is applied to a body of fluid
--'--.,
initially at rest. The frequency is chosen to be the resonant frequency of the
internal wave of corresponding shape. The initial value problem is solved numer-
ically using a 40 x 200 mesh, assuming cyclic continuity along the boundaries of
a region, 0 c( (KX)Y~)':.2 ff.The self-interactions of the growing wave are also
obtained analytically up to 3rd order in an expansion with respect to time.
Agreement between theory and the numerical results is excellent for small amplitudes.
Where the frequency is much 1 ess than the Brunt-Vä i så 1 ä frequency, Alo , and the
Reynolds number is 104, numerical experiments indicate breaking due to unstable
folding of the density surfaces. LetTIi be the amplitude of the stream function
for the primary mode.
c_"
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Overturn i ng takes place when
4 ;¡;L¡/-o' = '(:: /N?- ~ a,! "l II 0-
The breaking is accompanied by the formation of a "step" structure in the
vertical density profile.
It is concluded that in a continuously stratified fluid breaking due to
convective overturning will take place for considerably smaller amplitudes than
shear i nstab i 1 i ty.
ENERGET I CS OF THE GENERAL C I RCULAT I ON
Melvin E. Stern
A theory of the main thermocline is advanced in which all of the work
done by the wind on the mean Sverdrup circulation is used to increase the laterally
available potential energy. The latter is transformed by large scale lateral
motions and ultimately dissipated in small scale salt finger convection. Equa-
ting the rate of increase of mean potential energy by Ekman pumping to the rate
or release due to salt fingers give~ the following estimate of the typical
1 atera 1 dens i ty grad i ent
-~
~ V ~ r-.'¡ £*$0 (1- ò')t: 2m l'o
where E:* is the maximum evaporation rate, Î is the maximum wind stress,
So is the mean salinity of the ocean, f is the average coriolis parameter,
~ is the average dens i ty, and t ¿ lis the rat i 0 of the fl ux of therma 1 buoy-
ancy (heat) to the flux of salt buoyancy.
~-,
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A STABLE SALINITY GRADIENT HEATED FROM BELOW
J. Stewart Turner
When a 1 inear stable salt gradient is heated strongly from below, it
becomes unstable and convects in a series of layers, which form successively
from the bottom up. In the past, there has been some doubt whether side-wall
heating has affected the process of formation, and in particular the depth of the
layers. The experiment discussed here has been designed to determine the rela-
tion between layer depth, h, initial salinity gradient, dSldz, and heating rat
H, by concentrating on the growth of the first layer, up till the time a second
forms above it, and before spurious side-wall effects can be important.
I t has been shown theoret i ca 11 y that the depth, and the temperature and
salinity steps at the top of this first convecting layer, are all increasing as
t If.i.. The way in which these quantities depend on dSldz and H is also pre-
dicted, and the relations have been verified experimentally. Above the advancing
turbulent front there is a diffusive boundary layer, whose depth is proportional
to h and therefore a 1 so to r I/~, so the whole shape of the temperature prof i 1 e
remains the same, but with an increasing scale. A stability criterion is
developed to describe the breakdown of this region to form a second convecting
layer. For large heating rates (in relation to dS/dz) a critical Rayleigh
number based on the temperature distribution alone is relevant. The breakdown
occurs in an oscillatory manner, consistent with the theoretical arguments which
suggest overstability. The layer depth obtained in this way is proportional to
3;'1 -1
H T (dS/dz) , and this form of dependence is confirmed by experiment. The
numerical constant depends also on the molecular properties Y and X and on
the value of the critical Rayleigh number, which has so far not been determined
theoretically for this time dependent case.
"---_.j
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It is suggested that a similar argument could be used to discuss the
formation of layers from a stable temperature gradient, when a flux of salt is
provided at the top. In this case vertical transport can take place through the
"salt finger" mechanism, but again a turbulent convecting layer will first form
if the flux of salt is large enough. The front of this layer slows down in time,
and the salinity and temperature step grows; the proposed criterion for the forma-
tion of a second layer is that the front velocity should become comparable with
the individual finger velocity. This assumption leads to a prediction of layer
depth of the same functional form as before, but with the roles of heat and salt
just interchanged in the initial density gradient and buoyancy flux. Such a rela-
tion is not easy to test in the laboratory using heat and salt, because of the
difficulty of maintaining large temperature gradients and the effects of side-wall
cooling. Experiments carried out later in the summer with Melvin Stern have
shown however that it is poss i b 1 e to produce convect i ng 1 ayers, separated by i nter-
faces containing "fingers", using two diffusing substances (e.g. salt and sugar).
EFFECTS OF BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY ON LARGE-SCALE OCEAN I C FLOW
Pierre Welander
The effect of bottom topography has been studied for a two-layer frictional
¡3 -plane ocean driven by (a) a steady wind stress and (b) a concentrated
source in the lower layer balanced by a slow upwelling through the interface.
In the model (a) the interface is a material surface, with no diffusive
processes act i ng. The dynami cs is 1 i near (Ekman type). i t burns out that i nter-
face stresses always are needed (except when the integrated wind-stress curl is
non-zero). The circulation in the upper layer looks much the same as in the
~-'~
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one-layer solution with uniform depth derived by Stommel (1948). The
motion in the lower layer is driven by interface stresses that are concentrated
at the western side. When the lower layer is deep compared to the upper one,
it can be shown that the motions in the lower layer are small, and the problems
for the two layers decouple. One can first solve for the upper layer assuming
the lower layer at rest, compute the interface stresses and then apply these
to the lower layer. The lower layer problem then formally looks 1 ike the
one-layer ocean, with a depth given by the distance from bottom to the (non-
horizontal) interface, and with a wind stress driving in a narrow western strip.
The lower layer circulation is confined to a recirculating boundary current
when ~ (f/H), where f is the Coriolis parameter, H the lower layer depth and
y a northward coordinate. If; (f/H) '7 0 there
~
current at the western side and a free boundary
is a directly forced boundary
current at the eastern side,
joined by an interior flow along flH contours. If ;~ (f/t.)~o changes sign in
the basin these two solutions apply in their respective parts. Along the
1 i ne 2 (f/H)-=o a free jet crosses over the basin.
~:J
In i nteri or regi ons where closed f/H-contours occur, correspond i ng 1 oca 1
gyres are added to the lower layer. In the North Atlantic such a region is
found at the Azores and the theory predicts a local anticyclonic gyre in the
deep water, but it is expected to be weak.
In the model (b) the lower layer shows the general poleward geostrophic
drift and the equatorward deep boundary current, as predicted earlier by
Stommel. It is shown how the calculation can be extended to basins of arbitrary
geometry. The transport in the boundary currents can be simply related to
the distribution function A(f/H), where A is the horizontal area between a
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standard contour (say, the equator), and an arbitrary contour for f/H. Different
examples are worked out.
In particular, a model of the North Atlantic with realistic topography
and deep water source in the northern part is considered. In this case a deep
boundary current should run along the western edge, and another such current should
run at the eastern slope of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. These currents start both
going southward from the northern end but as water leaks from the ridge current
westward, the boundary current amplifies, while the ridge current diminishes.
South of a certain latitude the ridge current will instead be fed by water flowing
northward across the equator. Since the boundary and ridge currents are treated
kinematically, and no dynamic model for them is used, the solution can only be
sketched. Support can, however, be found from a simple laboratory experiment using
a circular rotating basin with a ridge inserted. The geostrophic deep flow com-
puted by Wüst and Defant for the 2000 db level in the North Atlantic shows also
some general agreement with this proposed circulation.
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SEA LEVEL FLUCTUAT IONS ACROSS THE STRA I TS OF FLOR IDA
Ca r 1 I. Wunsch and Dona I d V. Hansen
Sea level variations of less than inertial frequency are expected to be
closely related to the surface current speed in highly geostrophic flows like
the Fl or i da Current. Power spectra and coherence were computed from s i mu 1 taneous
tide records at Miami, Florida and Cat Cay, Bahama Islands; at Key West, Florida
and Havana, Cuba; and at Key West and Miami, Florida, as a measure of statistical
variability of this contribution to the Gulf Stream. Diurnal and semi-diurnal
tides account for over 80% of the power in sea level variations at all stations,
and approximately half of the remaining power is in the annual variation.
Power levels are generally higher on the left side of the current, but no sig-
nificant power peaks were found between the annual and the tidal frequencies.
Coherence is generally low between all stations, but where significant coherence
is found, it occurs with essentially zero phase, indicating that sea level tends
to rise or fall together on opposite sides of the Straits. Power in sea level
difference is therefore intermediate between that at individual stations spanning
the Stra i ts. The zero-phase coherence suggests a common response to 10ca 1
weather events, so a multi-channel Wiener optimum filter was used to apply
linear corrections for the effects of wind on sea level. Although very low
coherence was found between atmospheri c pressure and sea level, essentially an
inverse barometer response was deduced for fl uctuat ions of peri ods greater than
ten days. At shorter periods the deduced response is direct barometric, for
which we have no explanation. Coherence between vector wind and sea level was
also low, so that removal of linear weather effects accomplished little reduc-
tion of total power, and does not materially influence coherence levels or
phase. A sharp result is obscured by the general lack of coherence between
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records, but major conclusions are that the Florida Current is very steady,
r.m.s. modulation at all frequencies amounting to perhaps 10% of the mean,
and that linear weather effects have only a minor influence on statistical sea
leve 1.
SUBTROP I CAL COUNTERCURRENT
Kozo Yosh i da
Recent observations appear to provide some convincing evidences of the
presence of an eastward flow just to the north of 200N in the western Pacific,
which had first been suggested from the results of a theoretical computation of
wind-driven transports (Yoshida ~~., 1967 a, b) as well as of an earl ier phase ~,
of the CSK (Cooperative Study of the Kuroshio) cruises. Although the detailed
structure of this current-like feature is not yet known, an analysis of more
recent data of CSK shows that the eastward flow, well separated from the Kuroshio,
may appear to exhibit a form of multiple eastward streams of banded structure,
with the most stable stream axis along latitudes between 210N and 24°N.
Our earl ier prediction from a wind-driven model was for the eastward trans-
ports associated with a singularity (a trough near the maximum of the negative
wind stress curl) in the wind stress field near the boundary between the Westerlies
and the Trades. The origin of this singularity is, if at all real, suspected to
be in the quadratic (or nonlinear) law of the wind stress function. If this
interpretation may be val id despite the uncertainties in the computed values of
the wind stresses, we may be led to a possibility that the eastward current may
not be a local but a global phenomenon. The computations from winds indicate its
occurrence a 1 so in other parts of the oceans, somewhat s i mi 1 ar to the north and
south Equatorial Countercurrents. In fact, simi lar eastward flows have been
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observed in the mid-Pacific regions from VITYAZ cruises during 1957-8 and
from the cru i ses of the Trade Wi nd Zone Oceanography Pi lot Study near Hawa i i
Islands (Seckel et ~., 1968), and by Voorhis and Hersey (1964) in the Sargasso
Sea of the Atlantic.
On the other hand, a possible explanation may not necessarily require
this singularity in the wind stress field. Stommel suggest~ a possibility of
constructing a simple model which may yield a geostrophic eastward flow at these
latitudes by some mechanism due to an interaction between the Ekman drift and
the thermal structure of the mixed layer. In this case, the Subtropical Counter-
current might be suggested to be a manifestation of one of the very basic
features of the ocean circulation. The wind stress singularities might incor-
porate as well with such a mechanism.
Although further evidences with more systematic observations should
obviously be needed to establish the reality of the new current, this curious
feature as obtained would deserve some attention in view of ocean circulation
theor i es.
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ON THEORET I CAL MODELS OF THE THERMOHAL I NE C I RCULAT I ON
George Veron is
The thermohaline circulation of the oceans is modelled in terms of
geostrophic dynamics and a heat equation which incorporates all of the con-
vect i ve terms plus vert i ca 1 d i ffus i on. Th is mode 1 has been the subj ec t of
several theoretical inquiries in the past. The present paper discusses some
of the general features contained in the formulation and then goes on to sum-
marize the significant results which have been derived analytically in earlier
studies. The mathematical problem is formulated in terms of the pressure
(Needler, 1967) rather than Welander1s (1959) integrated density function. This
allows the retention of the barotropic part of the pressure and velocity fields.
All of the known, analytical, similarity solutions of the model are then derived
by the method proposed by Kozlov (1966) in which the differential equation in
terms of the similarity variable is divided into two parts each of which is
satisfied by a common solution. The inverse power law solution of Fofonoff (1962)
and the exponential solution of Blandford (1965) are special cases of the two
sol~tions which emerge from the present approach. Since Blandfordls solution
with diffusion exhibits a remarkable similarity to Welander's non-diffusive
solution, the two are compared in order to determine the role of vertical diffusion.
It is found that Welander1s model can satisfy all of the surface boundary condi-
tions that Blandfordls diffusive model satisfies. If Welanderls model is extended
to include barotropic velocities at great depth, a deep upwelling velocity is
present also in his model. Hence, vertical diffusion in Blandford1s solution is
relegated to a role of secondary importance. The generalization of Fofonoff's
solution is found to be applicable only to cyclonic gyres. With data from selected
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stations to determine the scale depth of the thermocline region the value
of the vertical diffusion coefficient is found to 1 ie between 0.15 and
2 -12.0 cm sec . The corresponding upwelling velocity at great depths is about
-14 cm day wh i ch ish i gher than the maxi mum va 1 ue deduced by Stomme 1 and
Arons (1960). The general exponential solution of Needler which is also closely
related to Welanderls solution is used to determine the effect of variable
bottom topography on wind-driven ci rculation. It turns out that the upwell ing
velocity beneath the thermocline replaces the Ekman suction velocity in the
determination of the abyssal flow. Finally, a simple model including horizontal
diffusion of heat only in the east-west direction is shown to introduce an
additional physical process which can balance vertical upwelling of cold water.
